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IFEA PRESIDENT’S LETTER BY STEVEN WOOD SCHMADER, CFEE

“Isn’t it the way we perceive 
things, that makes them what 
they will be?”

– Eugene Cernan, Commander of Apollo XVII 

Throughout my life and career, I have had the very good 
fortune to have my own perspectives shaped and influenced 
by a remarkable assemblage of individuals and experiences 
whose paths have crossed with my own – some briefly; others 
intertwined for many years, if not a lifetime – but all with a lasting 
impact that follows me like a strand of DNA; sometimes lying 
dormant until I need to call upon it. Perhaps when we talk about 
leaving a legacy, it is those often-unknown impacts, that we may 
have had on others through our own lives and careers, that live 
on after we are gone. 

Captain Gene Cernan, Commander of Apollo XVII and the last 
man to walk on the moon (who passed away in 2017), was one 
of those whose paths I crossed along my journey. Commander 
Cernan served on the Board of Directors for Up with People 
when I was still young, impressionable and in the early years of my 
professional career, lending his memoirs and his own perspectives 
of ‘home’, as he looked back on earth from space (a quarter-million 
miles away), to the composition of a popular Up with People song 
titled ‘Moon Rider.’ His vision of a world bonded together, without 
borders or fighting or fear, became a part of the foundation for my 
own perspectives and perceptions and hopes for our world. 

Revisiting that song today, I realized that the ‘home’ that 
Commander Cernan fondly saw when he looked back at the 
earth from space, is the ‘home’ that we all have the great honor 
and responsibility of creating. We are the industry that bonds 
our communities and world together; that encourages people 
to lower their defenses; to embrace new experiences; to reach 
beyond their comfort zones; to highlight our diversity; and to 
celebrate who we all are when we are at our best. In a world 
that can sometimes seem to be going in directions we don’t 

understand, we have the unique opportunity to use our events 
to bring perspective, to change perspectives, to enhance 
perspectives, and to welcome new perspectives to our greater 
global conversations. 

Marc Forster, Director of the recently released movie ‘Christo-
pher Robin,’ noted in an interview that “it is our perspective that 
makes a place feel either mundane or special.” And I would offer 
that it is our industry that provides the ‘special’ that creates and 
provides the magic, the memories, and the milestones that touch 
lives and change perspectives in every community, on every 
continent, in every corner of our planet. What an honor and an 
obligation we share!

I gained an important perspective, years ago, from a very dear 
friend and professional peer, Jean McFaddin, Producer of the 
Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade for 25 years and the true ‘Miracle 
on 34th St.’. In an IFEA presentation, Jean told us all that, “as 
festival and event organizers, we are medics of the heart. Certainly, 
we are concerned and responsible for the fiscal and other needs 
of our events, but we don’t do events for the dollars; we do them 
for the looks of joy and wonder on the faces of the parents and 
kids who attend. That’s the big payoff we have in common. We are 
the industry that fuels the hearts of our communities.”

Sadly, Jean – a true icon in our industry - passed away in April 
of this year and I was asked to deliver a part of her eulogy in 
New York City. In my preparation for that daunting and emotional 
role she continued to teach me new things, like the importance 
of our personal perspectives and taking time to stop along our 
journeys to recognize, understand and enjoy just what we have 
accomplished and provided to so many. 

In a video interview that I discovered (by Christina Abt, in her 
‘64 and More’ series), Jean described something that all of us in 
our business work for every day. In 2001 (her last year directing 
the Macy’s Parade) she described, with a definite gleam in her eye, 
and an obvious smile in her heart, the fondest of her memories:

“I walked down to Columbus Circle, with Suzy (her beloved 
partner),” she said; “and we were standing there with my guys – 
the police; the head of the police, who I love – and here comes 
the parade. And if I ever knew I was successful in my life, it was 

PERSPECTIVES
CHANGING

(Taken from the opening comments of the 63rd Annual IFEA Convention, Expo & Retreat)
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in that moment. That was just a great moment. It was confetti 
in the sky; every level was filled with colors; the people were 
cheering; there was not a space on the ground or in the sky; it 
was just color. And all the kids were happy…and it was a great, 
great moment.” 

And I understood. As I am sure all of you can. 
Having that personal perspective of what we get to do 

and produce, every day, in every corner of the world, is what 
keeps most of us going. And ensuring that the generations of 
industry professionals that follow (ourselves included) will use 
that perspective to be more, do more and dream more, for our 
communities and our world, would be a legacy that Jean would 
be proud to have fostered.

In that same video, Jean was asked if she ‘marched to her 
own drummer or followed the crowd’ and Jean responded (not 
surprisingly) that she marched to her own drummer, just as most 
of her friends march to their own drummers, but while still caring 
about others. She noted that “I don’t want to march to my own 
drummer just for me and my values. I want to do what makes the 
world a better place. I would like to think that I / we are part of 
a great rebellion, a great body, who protects a variety of values 
and rights; not just mine; but who is against all those who would 
take away somebody else’s rights. A part of a mass who wants a 
better world, equal and good for all.” 

I, personally, as I hope all of you are, am proud to be a part of 
Jean’s great rebellion and to continue her vision. And, on that 
plane of thought, I would like to take this opportunity to challenge 
everyone here, and in our broad global industry, to leverage and 
commit your skills, your passions and your events to making 
that positive difference in our world…to one life and countless 
thousands; to one community and the global village that we share.

Together, we have an opportunity, like no other industry, to 
influence our world and to celebrate who we are when we are at 
our best. And it all starts with our perspective. 

By definition, our perspective is a particular attitude toward 
or way of regarding things; our point of view. Our perspectives 
are created, shaped, changed and influenced throughout our 
lives by our parents and families; our peers – both social and 
professional; our experiences; our travels; our education; and 
even our mistakes, as we learn from them what we don’t want to 
do again! They are our personal windows to the world around us 
and how we view things through those windows. 

Now, imagine if we were to only view our world, our events, 
our communities, et al. Through only one window. We might 
never imagine the possibilities; dream the dreams; or build the 
experiences that could change our world. But if we were to view 
and understand our world through many different windows, think 
of how that would frame our point-of-view differently; change 
what we create; how we interact with others; and what we could 
imagine together. 

I just finished working with the ‘Spirit of Boise Balloon Classic’ 
over this past Labor Day weekend; an event that I co-founded 28 
years ago and that has continued on, under the direction of a very 
good friend, as a valued reflection of who our community is at its 
best.

Throughout the five-day event this year…perhaps the benefit 
of being a step removed from the daily operational details… I 
was drawn to and able to clearly focus on the many different 
stakeholders - and perspectives – that are impacted by and 
must be considered for that event to be successful: the event 
staff; the host city; the volunteers; the launch venue and the 
(not always planned or known) landing venues; the balloon 
pilots; the sponsors; the media; the neighbors; the vendors; law 

enforcement, security and emergency responders; the host hotel 
properties; our local tourism agencies; the performers; and, of 
course, the attendees – broken into many sub-categories of kids, 
parents, (lost kids and lost parents), visitors, residents, gender 
and age groupings, those with disabilities, photographers (it is 
a balloon event), and the dreamers…those who are, in some 
way, emotionally or professionally touched, inspired, or otherwise 
motivated by the experience that we have provided…and I’m sure 
that list is still not all-inclusive. 

Stakeholders who each clearly has their own perspectives and 
personal set of filters on their windows to the world; of what the 
event means to them; why they are a part of it; and what they 
need, hope or expect to get out of their role and participation. 
Stakeholders whose perspectives may change every year, every 
day, or minute-by-minute. Stakeholders whom all of us must 
be intricately aware of, concerned with and prepared to serve 
through your own events. 

An amazing challenge, but when we can successfully create 
a common perspective of value between all stakeholders; a 
perspective of being part of something larger than any singular 
need; it can be truly be a great, great moment. 

To excel at what we do; to change the world; to provide the 
best possible experience and returns for every stakeholder and 
stakeholder group; we must commit ourselves to opening new 
dialogues; looking through new windows; and seeing the world 
from new perspectives. 

We see one of the IFEA’s most important roles, as providing 
all of you – our stakeholders – with access to as many global 
perspectives as possible; from all those whom you work with, as 
partners, providers and peers. Perspectives that will hopefully 
expand and alter how you see your own events, your communities 
and our world. 

I believe that you will find those perspectives in all of the 
many programs, conventions, publications, webinars, and global 
networks that we do our best to provide, connect and expand 
every day. Your challenge is to take advantage of who is around 
you; to start the conversations; to make the introductions; to set 
your current perspectives aside and be open to new possibilities. 

If you change the way you look at things, the things you look at 
will change. And where some will see nothing; others will see a 
world of possibility.

It pleased me to no end that we had representatives with us at 
the IFEA convention in San Diego this year from 15 countries and 
each of our 7 global regions, all of whom recognize the unique 
power of festivals and events to bond our communities and world 
closer together. 

Professional peers with a desire to share their own experiences 
and challenges; to learn from one another; to improve their skills; 
to raise all boats; and to embrace and shape our own global 
perspectives. Perspectives that can change our world. 

And as our industry does what it does best, producing and 
providing festivals and events and experiences around the 
globe…from the lakes of New Zealand to the lantern-filled skies 
of Thailand; from the holiday celebrations of Europe to the mud 
festivals of South Korea; from the Samba Drome of Brazil to 
the streets of Pasadena; from the winter carnivals of China to 
the deserts of the Middle East; from the gardens of Singapore 
to the roses of Portland; from the family traditions of Mexico to 
the neighborhood festivals of the United States; from the village 
celebrations of South Africa to the cities of Australia; and all the 
countless others that fill each of our respective communities, 
every day…it is my hope that from wherever Gene Cernan and 
Jean McFaddin are viewing us from, they will always see ‘home.’
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These past several months serving as the 
2018 IFEA World Board Chair has been 
such an amazing time for personal growth, 
new experiences, and renewed passion for 

the tremendous value of the International Festivals 
and Events Association. While the membership core 
continues to be primarily North American members, 
my appreciation for the value of the International 
members grew this past year. I had the opportunity 
to travel to Korea and the Netherlands. Both trips 
opened my eyes to the power of creativity that has 
no borders. IFEA is the perfect bridge to foster the 
transferring of event ideas and knowledge between 
countries and continents. At the same time, I was 
struck by not what was different amongst some of 
the festivals I visited, but the similarities that are 
directly transferable all over the globe.

As my year as IFEA World Board Chair winds 
down, I see that the International Festival and 
Events Association is on the verge of limitless 
growth and opportunity. Those who attended the 
63rd Annual IFEA Convention, Expo & Retreat in 
San Diego this October would likely agree with 
me.  We experienced so many positive signs of 
organization growth coming out of San Diego. 
The Convention attendance was up, exhibitors at 
the Convention’s Expo were up, and the caliber of 
speakers and presentations made the Convention 
education seminars unquestionably better in quality 
and engagement for attendees. In addition, we saw 
new award winners, like the City of Moscow, Russia 
take home one of the prestigious IFEA World Festi-
val & Event City Awards. Not be outdone, were the 
numerous IFEA/Haas & Wilkerson Pinnacle Award 
winners whose achievements deserve appropriate 

recognition as a standard for excellence.
With all that said, there is so much potential to 

see many more of our member organizations attend 
an IFEA Convention, engage in IFEA education 
and recruit new members. IFEA is only as strong 
as its entire membership. While the Convention 
is one large gathering of industry professionals, 
all members have access year-round to IFEA 
resources without traveling to a Convention city and 
I encourage all members to actively engage and 
use IFEA as one of your primarily resource tools. 
As IFEA moves towards 2019, I ask the entire IFEA 
membership to actively engage in the recruitment 
of new members of the IFEA. According to sheer 
numbers, there are thousands of events worldwide 
that have an opportunity to join the ranks of the 
IFEA. In this time of growth and opportunity, I hope 
all of you who benefit greatly from the IFEA can 
transfer that support through the recruitment of 
new members. Collectively, as the special events 
industry changes and grows, IFEA must as well. 
Currently its programs and education tools are 
unmatched by similar organizations serving the 
industry and based on my perspective, IFEA is 
poised for continued success!

It’s been an honor to be your 2018 IFEA World 
Board Chair.

Thank you!

Jeff Curtis
2018 IFEA World Board Chair

CEO
Portland Rose Festival Foundation

Portland, OR 

IFEA WORLD BOARD BY JEFF CURTIS
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The Festival business is undoubtedly a 
business based on fun. But if you noticed 
I used the word business twice in the first 
sentence, it’s because it is a business. 
Most of our organizations are non-profit 
or Not-For-Profit entities, but I want to 
point out that these are tax statuses, not 
business goals. You do not need a plan 
to make gobs of money, but you do need 
to make enough to be sustainable. If we 
consider live events as a business, we 
need to meet the four basic tenets:

1. Increase revenue
2. Reduce costs
3. Ensure your business does 1 & 2 
    efficiently
4. Remain secure (a.k.a. “keep someone  

        from stealing the store”).

There are several articles based on the 
first two goals and a few good ones on the 
third. I would like to offer you some points 
on the last goal, “minding the store,” which 
is often overlooked. In today’s world, the 

bad guys have upped their game. They no 
longer have to hit you over the head and 
steal your wallet or break into your offices 
and drag away the safe. Hackers can take 
everything you have from the other side of 
the globe without ever leaving their seat, 
and since no physical harm was done, 
your case becomes a lower priority for law 
enforcement. 

Like any other security briefing you’ve 
ever read, there is a scare factor inflicted 
by the author (me) when we say we see 
threats that you believe will not ever 
happen to you. I get it; this article is not 
meant to be a scare tactic, DefCon1 
level, all-out alert. It is a “cautionary tale” 
that you might want to be looking at. 
So, let’s break this down. Digital threats 
happen in a myriad of ways but today we 
are going to look at four of them: Patron 
payments, patron information, company 
funds, and your marketplace. Along with 
providing insight into these threats, I will 
also discuss the simple (but not foolproof 

or exhaustive) protections that can be 
administered to make it easier for the bad 
guys to go somewhere else.

Patron Payments
The easy way to look at how bad actors 

access this information is the classic shell 
game: The key is misdirection. By getting 
search engines to point to a similar, but 
fake, website URL, bad actors can glean 
large amounts of fake ticket revenues, in 
addition they also get the “gift that keeps 
on giving”, your patrons actual credit card 
information.

I can hear you saying, “My site is 
secure,” so no worries, right? But what 
if the person / people / firm / agency 
who has the login to your site, or the 
registration to your URL, received an email 
from YOU asking for that login? What is 
your current procedure before they send 
out the keys to the kingdom? 

Unfortunately, as the owner of a 
fantastic event, your name and email are 

WHO’S MINDING THE (DIGITAL) STORE?
BY JOHN HAAK
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fairly easy to find. And the logo of your 
business is virtually everywhere. If you 
took 10 minutes with your existing skills 
you could probably come up with a pretty 
convincing email template to send an 
official request from yourself. Now for the 
reality check: the bad guys can make any 
email from anywhere appear to have come 
from your email address (check your spam 
folder for how many offers came from you 
to you). 

This misdirection happens more often 
than you’d think. The CEO emails an 
urgent check request to the bookkeeper 
asking that an overdue commitment that 
he made be wired $104,122.33 to X 
account—and before lunch, please. And 
the email actually looks like it came from 
the CEO, but said CEO did not send the 
request, and the wire went to an Eastern 
bloc nation with no retrieval possible. That 
would be terrible, but your issue would 
be worse: what if one of your employees 
received the following request: “Hey Sam, 
I am using XYZ Co. to do some Search 
Engine Optimization analysis for me, can 
you zing the login for the URL to me this 
morning please?” There goes your website 
… and all of your revenue, not to mention 
the valuable data contained within.

Would your employees respond? What 
if they answered like this? “Hey Jim, as 
we discussed, call me in person, please. 
We need to talk before I can send anyone 
anything (including you).” Set a rule, no 
one in your organization—up, down, insider, 
outsider—moves data or money from an 
email request alone. Similarly, any sensitive 
logins need to be changed every time 
someone who had access to them is no 
longer assigned to the task involved. 

Patron Information
Data is more powerful than money; with 

the right access to data, you can move all 
the money you want. Your patrons for the 
most part do not trust you as an individual. 
If you walked up to them on the street and 
started asking a bunch of questions, they 
would probably walk away. Your patrons 
trust your BRAND, so if you did the exact 
same thing, but wore a big foam hat with 
your logo stickered on it and an apron—et 
voilá!—instant access. 

The same thing could happen with an 
electronic survey. What if a bad actor 
sends a “Friends of the Festival” survey to 
all of your past patrons, requesting their 
Email, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn details? 
The likelihood of your patrons providing 
that information is pretty high. Protect 
your brand and your data: Know who has 
access to it at all times and at all points. 

Do you use a third-party tool to acquire 
and consolidate the names on your “Join 
the list” feature on your site? 

Your ticketing company is probably 
your largest single collector of your 
patron’s data; do they use it for their own 
purposes? Do they sell or rent your lists? 
When you send the list to an email engine 
company like Mailchimp to perform an 
eblast, do you send all the record data or 
just the email address alone? What is that 
company’s policy on reuse of your names? 
Do ALL of your third-party suppliers also 
have a policy regarding answering email 
requests for your list? How easy is it in 
your organization to download the list from 
the server: is it in a password-protected 
folder and how incredibly simple is that 
password? 

Company Funds
This was the very first fraud occurrence 

I was ever aware of and it was over 20 
years ago. Simple invoices for copier 
toner were sent to large companies. The 
supply “company” and the “supplies” 
were completely fictitious. The scheme 
depended on the traditional large 
organization flaw that one department did 
not know what the other one was doing, 
so accounting paid an invoice for supplies 
that marketing supposedly received. 
Again, I can imagine that your argument 
is, “But our organization is small, we all 
communicate very well… Until the last 
week before the event and then things get 
a bit hectic and payments have to go out 
at a frantic pace…” You could not write 
a better script for a fraud scheme—Oh, 
wait! Yes you could! What happens if you 
invoice and pay electronically instead 
of using a hard (paper) invoice and the 
USPS to mail a check? How difficult 
would it be for you to call your ticketing 
company’s accounting department 
and request funds to be sent to a new 
account? What is the established 
procedure to redirect millions of dollars: 
An email request from the right guy? A 
phone call from someone they have never 
spoken to? 

Note: My day job is as a ticketing 
company executive in which I have a 
personal, direct relationship with many, 
but not all, of my clients. I typically see 
a change request email that comes into 
accounting, which is then forwarded to 
the person who manages the account on 
a day-to-day basis. A call would then be 
made to you the client (not your office, not 
your company, but to you, you). I would 
ask you if you made the request, and I 
would also ask you something we would 

both know pretty exclusively, (for example, 
what was the toast out on the patio at the 
IFEA Convention in Tucson, AZ) just to 
make “polite certainty.” If that is all good, 
the change is initiated. If I do not know you 
well, we would still call you at your office, 
and request specific information that we 
have sent you in past payments. 

So, what is the procedure with your 
third-party vendors if you were to change 
your account information?

Your Marketplace
If you owned a brick-and-mortar store, 

you would want it to be somewhere safe 
and clean for your patrons. You would 
want to keep the front steps free of thugs 
and dangerous situations and you would 
want to ensure the roads and services 
to your store were open and in good 
order. As of the first of this year, Google 
is now trying to help companies protect 
their brand by not allowing unassociated 
entities to advertise your event using 
misleading URLs or including artist or 
event names in their descriptions. It is a 
start, but do not trust that alone. Who on 
your staff is checking for your brand every 
day, including what information is available 
about your company or event, and what 
site appears at the top of the results when 
you do a search engine query? Do other 
entities use any of your keywords including 
your actual name? Google cannot police 
them all and a daily review from your team 
will help ensure your fans purchase from 
your official site.

Using the brick-and-mortar analogy 
again, what if the street was blocked to 
your store or if a street gang decided 
to close all access to your front door? 
In the digital world, that is the most 
common extortion play. A weak website 
hosting plan can open you up to a DDOS 
(pronounced “Dee-Dos”) attack (distrib-
uted denial of service, for example when a 
hacker simultaneously directs two million 
hits every minute to your website) that 
results in perpetual gridlock; in essence, 
your store is closed. What happens next? 
A “friendly” person contacts you, saying 
he / she noticed your site was down and 
they might be able to help fix it… for a fee. 

Take steps to reduce the likelihood of this 
happening to you. Ask your web service 
provider what their security systems and 
fire walls are and how much traffic capacity 
they have for situations like these. Make sure 
your Facebook site has all of the essential 
information patrons need, including a ticket 
sales link and relevant event information, 
and ensure your ticket company offers your 
tickets from their main site as well. 

Continued on page 90 
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EXHIBITOR SPOTLIGHT

Give us your ‘elevator pitch’ 
about your product/service. 

ACC’s roaming stilt characters, and 
puppet performances are guaranteed to 
have your audiences talking! We literally 
spread joy throughout your event with our 
mobile stilt animal dance party, and our 
four-legged ‘Animals Crossing’ brings a 
wildness and untamed energy to corpo-
rate and adult events. Our new Mythical 
Beings illuminate and transform space as 
they roam through your audience. 

How has your company 
grown over the years? 

We have grown in terms of satisfied 
clients and miles travelled, but we remain 
small, fluid and flexible! One location to 
serve all!

How many employees does 
your company have? 

It’s a mom and pop operation and 
we do a lot, if not all, of the designing, 
creating, communicating, marketing and 
performing ourselves. When we need help, 
there are a number of other performers we 
work with and professionals that we have 
many years of association with. 

What areas do you serve with 
your product/service?

We can, and are excited to, go 
anywhere! We are not cheap, but we are 
the only people on the planet offering our 
one of a kind vision and performance.

What new or improved 
product/service do you have 
to offer that IFEA audiences 
need to know about?

Our brand new Trio of Mythical Beings 
are the vanguard of a whole new aesthet-
ic, and style in strolling characters. They 
have an otherworldly and supernatural look 
to them, are very original in their design, 
and have a presence that we have been 
striving to create for many years.

What sets your product/
service apart from your 
competitors?

We have a product that was developed 
through particular experiences and is 
continually being evolved and developed.

We are inspired by traditions of 
performance the world over. We have 
travelled and studied, and I think we 
bring that global spirit to what we do 
with Animal Cracker Conspiracy. We are 
extremely easy to work with and have very 
few needs for us to just get out there and 
start interacting with your audiences.

What advice would you 
offer to festivals and events 
searching for your type of 
product/service?

Call us and lets talk! A lot of people 
think that we are similar to old fashioned 
traditional stilt-walkers but we set out 
to reinvent the form. We are also artists 
and puppeteers and you get something 

very different. It’s still a roaming act but it 
brings a whole different vibe to your event; 
one that is believed when seen but at first 
may be hard to imagine.

How many festivals and 
events do you work with on 
an annual basis?

We work anywhere from 25-40 different 
events each year, everything from county 
fairs to giant music festivals.

What is your customer service 
philosophy?

We really aim to make sure our custom-
ers are beyond satisfied. Our learning 
curve is about how to make that happen, 
and we are definitely open to suggestions, 
and co-creating something amazing. 
Special touches can make a difference. 
We are a mom and pop operation but 
seek to inspire, and really enjoy working 
with others who share our vision.

CONTACT INFORMATION

Iain Gunn    
Animal Cracker Conspiracy
302 Washington St. #150-1651
San Diego, CA, 92103, USA
(619) 887-1451
animalcrackerconspiracy@gmail.com
www.animalcrackerconspiracy.com

ACC was formed by two artists, who share a love of mak-
ing new things as well as making things new! We love to 
transform spaces with performance and our goal is to cause 
people to see the world a little differently after coming in con-
tact with our creations. We both have been working in many 
arenas of visual and performing arts over the last 20 years 
and enjoy performing for audiences of all ages. The official  
Animal Cracker Conspiracy formed almost 15 years ago 
and has continually re-invented itself each year to stay in-
spired and contemporary. We specialize in roaming acts 
with stilts and/or giant puppets, and we create and per-
form puppet theater for both family and adult audiences.
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THE SPONSOR DOC WITH BRUCE L. ERLEY, APR, CFEE

Dear M.E. 
I get it! Sales is hard. Unlike most other jobs in our industry, our 

effort to land sponsors for our events is entirely speculative. We 
simply do not control both sides of the sales decision.

We can find the perfect prospect…Do our homework and come 
up with an ideal brand connection…Develop killer activations…Craft 
a proposal that is persuasive and compelling…Make a presentation 
that should receive a standing ovation…And still get rejected!

Recently, I had a dozen SOLID proposals in play for the same 
event. I assumed that out of twelve pitches, at least three or four 
would break my way. Nope! Not a one was approved. Complete 
rejection. I hadn’t gotten that many “no’s” since Junior Prom.

I was upset, angry, doubting my ability and in general feeling 
like a failure. But my wife provided me with some perspective. She 
reminded me that this was an exception to my general success 
with selling sponsors. She asked some great questions about the 
declines I received and helped me be a bit more introspective. 
Here are a few of my thoughts. Perhaps they will help you as well.

• When you get a decline, make a thoughtful review of why it 
was not accepted. Was it something you couldn’t control, (e.g. 
no budget, change in marketing tactics, etc.) or was it due to 
some shortfall in your effort, (too late, off target, didn’t make a 
compelling case.) If it was due to your shortfall, then what can 
you change is your sales approach to correct your deficiencies.

• Be resilient! Good sales people have grit! Grit is defined as 
courage and resolve; strength of character. This is an essential 
characteristic for anyone in sales. When you get knocked 
down…get back-up.

• Get going again. Don’t stew or stay paralyzed in doubt. Get 
more leads out there. Review old leads and try those again. Ask 
current sponsors for referrals.

• Keep some perspective. Look at your entire body of work, not 
just the most recent shortcomings. Take stock in your success-
es and celebrate them. Use that good energy as motivation.

So, M.E., you are not alone in this experience. I have four 
decades experience in selling sponsorship and I hit these ruts 
as well. I hope these suggestions help you keep your doubts in 
check and provide the encouragement to keep moving forward. 

Here’s to the next big sale!

 
The Sponsor Doc

With more than three decades in sponsorship sales and consul-
tation, Bruce L. Erley is the President and CEO of the Creative 
Strategies Group, a full-service sponsorship and event marketing 
agency based in Denver, Colorado he founded in 1995. Accred-
ited in Public Relations (APR) by the Public Relations Society 
of America and a Certified Festival & Events Executive (CFEE) 
by the International Festivals and Events Association, Erley is a 
highly-regarded speaker on event marketing and sponsorship 
having spoken on the topic around the world in such places as 
Dubai, Vienna, Beijing, Toronto and New York.

Contact Info:   
Bruce L. Erley, APR, CFEE
President & CEO
Creative Strategies Group
Phone: +1-303-558-8181
Business Email: berley@csg-sponsorship.com
Column Enquiries Email: bruce@sponsordoc.com

Dear Sponsor Doc: 

I’ve just received yet another decline on one of my sponsorship proposals that I was pret-
ty sure was going to be a yes. Recently it seems, I have been through a rash of rejections 
and I’m questioning my ability. 

I know intellectually that sales are a two-sided process and that I shouldn’t take “no’s” 
personally, but emotionally, I have to admit, I am feeling a bit defeated. I guess I’m looking 
for some perspective and a bit of encouragement.

M.E. Denver, CO

IS HARD
YES, SPONSOR SALES
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EXHIBITOR SPOTLIGHT

Give us your ‘elevator pitch’ 
about your product/service. 

Let’s Roam is the #1 scavenger hunt 
company in the world. Our app-lead 
adventures are perfect for events, festivals, 
fundraisers, team building and groups 
of any size. Explore your surroundings 
like never before while answering trivia 
questions and attempting photo challenges. 
Each person on the team will choose a role, 
such as Brainiac, Youngster or Photogra-
pher, to ensure everyone’s in on the fun. 
Work together to top the leaderboard and 
achieve ultimate bragging rights!

 
How many employees does 
your company have?

13
 

How has your company 
grown over the years? 

The Let’s Roam team grew from 2 to 
13 over the past year. Our team works in 
a creative coworking space in Downtown 
Denver. We may be up in the mountains, 
but our scavenger hunt adventures are 
offered in any city across the globe—and 
are perfect for groups of any size. Our 
rapid expansion is a testament to our 
amazing product and the talented team 
that stands behind it. 

 
What new or improved 
product/service do you have 
to offer that IFEA audiences 
need to know about?

Let’s Roam will help you make the most 
out of your team building, fundraising 
and large events. Our scavenger hunt 
adventures increase fun and engagement 

without the need for extra staff or tour 
guides. Team leaderboards amp up 
the excitement and promote friendly 
competition. Participants attempt photo 
challenges and post on social media, 
providing added exposure for your event. 
The best part? There’s no upfront costs 
for many organizations. Talk to one of our 
team members to see how Let’s Roam can 
plan an unforgettable scavenger hunt for 
your group. 

 
•  Large event and festival scavenger 

hunts are the perfect way to make your 
event even more fun and exciting, and 
they help your event set a new bar for 
success. 

•  Team building activities are ideal for 
groups looking to improve communica-
tion, bond with different departments 
and have some fun outside the office.

•  Fundraisers put the “fun” in fundraising 
with cause-related campaigns that 
promote connection, community and 
competition.
 

What areas do you serve with 
your product/service?

Our scavenger hunts are available in 
cities worldwide!

 
What sets your product/
service apart from your 
competitors?

Our app-lead scavenger hunts will take 
your event to the next level. Thousands of 
five star reviews speak to why we are the 
#1 scavenger hunt company in the world. 

Setup is simple and no extra staff or 
tour guides are required. Our adventures 

are fully customizable and are available in 
any city worldwide.    

 
How many festivals and 
events do you work with on 
an annual basis?

We’ve worked with almost every major 
Fortune 100 company to design epic team 
building events. We now offer a similar 
version of our team building adventures  
for festivals and other types of large  
group events. 

 
What advice would you 
offer to festivals and events 
searching for your type of 
product/service?

Make it fun and elevate the experience 
with a group activity to promote communi-
cation and friendly competition. 

 
What is your customer service 
philosophy?

At Let’s Roam, we want to encourage 
people to explore and connect, at home 
and abroad. From team building events to 
customized adventures, we’re here to help 
every step of the way. Our goal is to make 
everyone’s experience truly unforgettable!

CONTACT INFORMATION

Travis Janko
Let’s Roam
1801 California Street, Suite 2400
Denver, CO 80202, USA
(720) 504-4991
travis@letsroam.com
letsroam.com

Let’s Roam was founded by two brothers who  
combined their mutual love of travel and exploration into 
a business. The company quickly spread across the 
globe and allowed thousands to explore a new destina-
tion or their own backyard. Let’s Roam has grown from 
two brothers with a great idea into a organization that 
can take your event to the next level!
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WITH RENE MICHAELY

Should we charge events for a Special Event Permit? 
What should we charge? Are we charging enough? 
Are our fees equitable and reflective of the type 
and size of events we host?

These are just some of the questions that Special Event Office 
staff (and elected officials) may have grappled with at some point 
during the evolution of their event permitting process.

Although event tourism is a key way to animate a destination, 
stimulate the economy, and improve the quality of life for locals, 
they are often produced by non-profit groups and rely on volun-
teerism, donations, and sponsorship funding. Some communities 
may avoid charging permit fees because they worry they may 
discourage events. However, there can be an upside to charging 
reasonable fees for events. Fees can cover some or most of the 
cost of administration and, in turn, encourage ongoing support 
for events at the municipal level. By covering the cost of issuing 
permits to third party events, there is less tax burden on the Event 
Office when producing in-house events. A community can also 
attract responsible event producers and encourage recurring 
events by adopting a well thought-out permitting process that is 
easy to navigate and streamlined to avoid unnecessary red tape 
(ideally coupled with a succinct Special Event Policy).

Even though special event permit fees are becoming more 
commonplace, they are certainly not consistent and vary 
significantly between municipalities; for example, they can vary 
according to type, location, and size.

If you are looking at introducing or updating your fees, here is a 
breakdown of some of the more common types of fees adopted 
by municipalities:
1. Special Event Permit Fee (this can be structured in many ways)
2. Application Processing Fee (i.e. the cost of processing an 

application may be charged separately and is usually reflective 
of how long it typically takes for the Event Office to process a 
permit)

3. Expedited Application Processing Fee (i.e. rush processing 
– this can be a deterrent to late applications especially for 
resource-starved Event Offices)

4. Usage Fee (e.g. booking a park or venue or closing a street)
5. Fee Per Service (e.g. emergency services such as police and 

fire)
6. Damage Deposit (refundable)

If your Event Office elects to charge a Special Event Permit 
Fee, there are several ways in which you can structure your 
fees. Here are some of the different approaches already used by 
Special Event Offices:
1. Sliding scale based on attendance, e.g. 100 attendees vs. 

1,000 attendees
2. Fee per day (this type of fee often has a maximum charge, e.g. 

$50 per day, with a maximum of 10 days or $500)
3. Annual fee (per event producer – this is more common when 

there are a handful of producers who oversee several events, 
e.g. Rotary Club, Chamber of Commerce, or the Downtown 

Business Association, or there are multiple events at multiple 
venues over a period of time, e.g. Summer Music Series)

4. Non-profit vs. corporate event (fees for non-profit events are 
less than corporate events, or waived altogether)

5. Damage deposit (deposits are often required for events held on 
municipal land in case of damage)

Another approach being considered by many local govern-
ments - in an effort to recoup the cost of event oversight and to 
finance arts and culture infrastructure - is a Percentage Profit Fee 
directed at for-profit events. For example, if a municipality sets 
their percentage profit at 10%, a for-profit event that generates a 
net value of $1,000 would owe the municipality $100. There are 
challenges with this approach, notably tracking down payment 
after an event and financial transparency. Drawing down on the 
damage deposit may be one way to address overdue fees. 

Aside from charging fees, some municipalities are also considering 
redirecting a portion of Community Amenity Contributions towards 
arts and culture. This could be an effective way to offset the financial 
burden of producing events, in particular events that are un-ticketed 
and highly valued by locals, e.g. Christmas parades and national 
celebrations such as Canada Day and US Independence Day.

Ultimately, if you introduce fees, they should be included in your 
municipality’s Fees & Charges Bylaw and ideally be supported by 
a Special Event Policy. For the event producer, it’s important to 
ensure fees are transparent, easily accessible on your website, 
and that all fees, charges, and deposits can be paid online, where 
possible. Most event producers are locally-based, but if you want 
to attract signature events with strong economic potential, these 
event producers will most likely be remote and want to apply 
for their event permit and pay their fees online. Implementing 
processes and systems to streamline applications and fee 
payment will also be key to minimizing red tape and reducing 
overhead costs for events and your Event Office.

If your Event Office has recently implemented a fee structure 
that is perhaps different to those mentioned in this column, 
please share by joining the conversation on Twitter and using the 
hashtag, #eventpermit.

In the next #eventpermit column, I’ll dive into what makes a 
good Special Event Policy.

Rene Michaely is the founder and chief visionary of eproval, 
a software platform designed to automate and streamline 
complex application and approval processes including event 
permits. Based in Vancouver, BC Canada, his team has an 
intimate understanding of government permitting and approval 
processes through their experience working with and for 
event offices. Rene has also been a product manager at an 
event registration startup and founder of a web development 
firm specializing in event websites and complex applications. 
You can reach Rene at rene@eproval.com, learn more about 
eproval at www.eproval.com, or follow @eproval.

TO CHARGE OR NOT TO CHARGE
#EVENTPERMIT FEES

#EVENTPERMIT
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THE SCHOOL
Quality festivals and events are among the 

most successful tools available to communities, 
states, regions, and even countries to increase 
tourism, create powerful and memorable 
branding and imaging opportunities, bond 
people together, encourage positive media 
coverage, enhance economic impact, and add 
to the quality of lives for those who live there. 
On the other hand, a poorly planned, managed 
and executed event can have a reciprocally  
opposite effect. 

Over time, events themselves have changed; 
from often informal affairs to spectacular  
productions, requiring new sets of skills, 
experience, creativity, financing, planning and 
leadership. As a result, event management has 
evolved into a business and an industry, with 
new demands, challenges and expectations  
every day; from attendees / participants; sponsors; 
host communities and a plethora of other part-
ners that the success of any event depends on.

Presented by two of the most respected  
professional associations in our industry – the  
International Festivals & Events Association 
(IFEA) and the National Recreation and Park  
Association (NRPA) – the Event Management 
School at Oglebay National Training Center in 
West Virginia was designed around the concept  
of bringing new and mid-career industry profes-
sionals together with some of the most highly-
respected and experienced professionals in 
the field, for a comprehensive educational and 
networking opportunity that will cover the  
critical basics of successful event management 
and then put students in an applied-knowledge 
project environment to test and further what they 
have learned.

“No other investment is more important for the 
board of a festival or special event than to assure 
that their staff is growing in their professional 
development. The Event Management School at 
Oglebay provides our industry with one place for 
new and mid-management level professionals to 
receive intensive, comprehensive training in the 
core competencies of event management, con-
ducted by many top professionals in the field. 
It is the equivalent of a full-brain download for 
those who want to have a well-rounded, working 
understanding of our profession.”
 

Bruce L. Erley, CFEE, APR
President & CEO

Creative Strategies Group



The Event Management School is designed 
as a two-year continuing education program. 
Students live on-site at the Oglebay Resort 
and National Training Center with their 
professional peers and instructors during the 
one-week institute each year, adding a unique 
one-on-one networking opportunity for ev-
eryone. Year One Students at the Event Man-
agement School follow an intensive, interac-
tive, classroom pathway through 24 hours 
of topical training, from a clear definition of 
event management as a profession through to 
the final and important evaluation phase of 
an event. Year Two Students take it up a notch 
in applied workshop settings and a unique 
hands-on, deadline-driven, event concept 
design, team project experience that com-
bines many critical event management skills, 
that can be transferred to multiple, real-life 
scenarios. Event-expert team advisors help to 
guide event teams through a week of market 
research, concept creation/design, budgeting 
reality checks, human resource challenges, 
and presentation stages of an all-new event 
concept, for a specially selected city, with a 

limited-use “Client” contact. Teams will pres-
ent their completed plans/concepts to a panel 
of industry leaders and fellow-students on the 
last day, who will offer critiques, insights and  
accolades. Plans/Concepts approved by the 
expert panel will be shared with the selected 
city for consideration in their market.

THE REWARDS
The Event Management School will bestow 

an Event Management School Diploma to 
those successfully completing both years of 
this intensive continuing education program. 
For those needing CEU credits, the NRPA will 
provide 2.0 CEU’s for each completed year. 
Additionally, for those desiring to ‘raise the 
bar’ by registering for the IFEA’s professional 
certification program (separate registration 
required), successful completion of the two-
year Event Management School will earn you 
designation as a ‘Certified Festival & Event  
Associate’ (CFEA), the first phase toward 
future attainment of your ‘Certified Festival & 
Event Executive’ (CFEE) designation, which 
recognizes an industry-focused combination of 

top-level experience and continued education. 
Additionally, all students enrolled in the 

program will receive one full year’s access 
to the IFEA’s professional education on-line 
Webinar series (a $1000 value). (Live  
Webinar presentations only.)

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
• Current mid-management event staff look-

ing to broaden their knowledge base while 
enhancing their professional networks.

• Parks and Recreation managers and staff 
who produce and/or work with local events.

• Those new to the Event Management field.
• Event Management students looking to 

strengthen their professional resumes.
• Key event volunteers looking to expand 

their capabilities. 

INSTRUCTORS
Event Management School instructors 

are selected by the International Festivals & 
Events Association (IFEA) from among the 
top event management professionals in our 
industry today. 

THE PROGRAM

“If you were applying to my organization for a job - and I knew that you 
had completed the IFEA / NRPA Event Management School program 
– your resume would rise to the top of the pile.”

Jeff Curtis, CEO 
Portland Rose Festival Foundation



THE 
CURRICULUM 

The Event Management School first-year  
curriculum was created with the goal of 
providing a strong basic understanding and 
awareness of the multiple, critical components 
involved in event planning and management. 
The second-year curriculum builds upon that 
first-year knowledge-base by providing more 
applied workshop-styled opportunities in  
specific areas, together with a project-based  
opportunity to help bring the ‘real world’ a 
little closer to the classroom. 

NOTE: The Event Management School curriculum 
is not targeted at the corporate meeting-planning 
niche of our industry, but rather the outdoor public 
event sector.

“The Event Management School at Oglebay has 
created a vital tool in developing festival and event 
industry professionals. As any event producer can 
attest, training new staff often amounts to a “sink 
or swim” option. To have a venue where personnel 
can learn, interact and network with industry lead-
ers and instructors will increase professionalism 
and output multiple-fold.”
 

Mike Berry, CFEE
President & CEO 

Kentucky Derby Festival



Strong Foundations: Understanding Event 
Management and the Importance/Impact 
of Quality Events 

The success and sustainability of any event 
boils down to the commitment and passion of 
the leadership and team that make it all hap-
pen. We’ll take a moment to get us all off on the 
same foot, to clarify the multiple niches/spe-
cialties that make up our broader industry; the 
professional and personal returns that you can 
expect from working in event management; and 
the passionate leadership, dedication to quality 
and creativity, and professional skills that will 
help to ensure your success. This session will lay 
the foundation for the realities of our field and 
the training to follow in the week ahead. 

Step One: Business Plans
A successful event doesn’t start with the fire-

works finale. Behind every exciting, fun-filled 
event is a well-run business, complete with 
paperwork, planning meetings, legal obliga-
tions to be met, and partnerships to be built. 
Reputations are often based far-more upon 
the business side of your event than on who 
your headline entertainers are. We’ll teach you 
what you need to be thinking about.

Arriving at the Bottom-Line: Event  
Budgeting and Budget Management

Every time there’s a good idea, someone 
brings up the budget! A realistic and informed 

budget can set the stage for a less stressful and 
more profitable event. We’ll teach you how to 
create and use a budget to guide your success.

Putting the ‘Community’ in ‘Community 
Events’: Building a Successful Volunteer 
Program

Volunteers put the ‘community’ in ‘com-
munity events’ and some events have legions 
of dedicated workers who bring valued skills 
to the table while holding costs to a mini-
mum. This session will cover critical com-
ponents of a successful volunteer program, 
including recruiting, training, management, 
communications, retention and rewards. 

Event Administration & Legal  
Considerations

Really? I have to think about that? Despite 
being a ‘fun’ industry, there are lots of be-
hind-the-scenes ‘t’s’ to be crossed and ‘i’s’ to 
be dotted; obligations to be met; risks to be 
avoided/protected against; staffs and boards 
to be managed and supported; services to be 
secured and contracts to be signed. We’ll do 
our best to help you understand them.

Operations: From Vision to Reality
The expansive area of ‘Operations’ is 

where the rubber meets the road and this 
session will cover multiple areas that can 
make or break an event.  

• Event Infrastructure: The infrastructure for 
many events is a lot like building a small 
village where the day before there was 
nothing. Stage, lights, sound, tents, vehi-
cles, decorations, bleachers, food delivery, 
trash pick-up, communications, utilities, 
parking, et al., we’ll talk about what you 
may need, where to go get it, and lots of 
insider-tips to remember in the process.

• Attendee & Support Services: Whenever you 
plan to draw a crowd, you’ve got to be 
thinking about what their needs may be: 
information, medical, lost kids, rest areas, 
ATM’s, restrooms, trash disposal, signage, 
communications, safety and security 
plans; accessibility; and much more. We’ll 
make sure you don’t forget anything.

• Programming, Site-Design and Event Flow: 
When did having fun require so much 
thinking? Like a theme park, effectively 
planning your event programming, site 
layout, service accessibility, etc., can ulti-
mately affect sales; safety; friendly-neigh-
bor relationships; and the overall experi-
ence for your attendees. We’ll cover some 
important, if not critical, considerations 
that will keep your event flowing smoothly.

• Environmental Realities: Events can play an 
important role through education and as a 
role model in protecting the environment. 
We’ll touch on some of the ‘Green Reality’ 
options that events can consider today.

YEAR ONE CLASSES

NOTE: All sessions are subject to change. 



Merchandise Programs
From keepsakes to entry tickets; sponsor 

promotions to retail outlets; on-line and on-
site; a successful merchandise program can 
drive both memories and revenues. This ses-
sion will cover the components and consider-
ations of a successful merchandise program.

The Basics of Sponsorship Sales and Service 
There are very few events today that can 

operate without sponsorship support, but 
successful sponsorship doesn’t just happen. 
This session will cover the basics of spon-
sorship and successful sponsorship sales, 
including why sponsors sponsor and how 
to identify and create a valuable menu of 
sponsorship benefits/assets for your event. 
Students will also learn about the valuable 
world of mobile-marketing. And we’ll cover 
the critical role of sponsor service; the key to 
renewing and keeping those all-important 
sponsor partners we all depend on.

Marketing & Mediums: Traditional, Social 
and Creative

All the planning in the world won’t make 
for a successful event unless it is properly 
marketed. This session will talk about how 
to develop an effective marketing plan and 
considerations for working with traditional 
media (television, newspaper and radio…yes, 
they are still around and still important) as 
well as today’s newest technology options.

Food & Beverage Programs
A well-run food and beverage program 

can add to both the event experience for 
attendees and the bottom-line for the event. 
This session will cover the components and 
considerations of a successful on-site food 
and beverage program.

Introduction to Event Risk Management
Risk management is a central part of any 

event organizing committee’s planning 
cycle – it’s both an operational and “duty of 
care” requirement. What is it? It is a process 
whereby the event planning team methodi-
cally addresses the risks associated with 
their activities, with the goal of treating or 
mitigating those risks which may have an 
adverse impact (financial, image, reputation, 
etc.) on the event if the risk is materialized. 
We’ll make sure you are focusing om the 
critical considerations.

Social Media Marketing: Understanding 
the Landscape, Benefits and Challenges

It’s a new and quickly changing world, 
with Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, 
blogs and many, many more. How do you 
decide which ones are important and use 
them as an effective part of your event mar-
keting mix? This session will provide a more 
in-depth look at maximizing new technolo-
gies and opportunities. 

The New World of Event Ticketing, Financial 
Transactions and Audience Expectations 

Technology has impacted every part of our 
world, including events, in ways we could 
never have imagined just a few short years 
ago. This session will talk about options, 
changes and new considerations in the criti-
cal areas of event ticketing, financial transac-
tions, and the constantly changing expecta-
tions of those attending our events.

The Common World of Events and Cities: 
Building Community through Proactive 
Events Management 

For events to meet their full potential, 
to all interested parties, we must learn to 

see ourselves as a singular team of partners 
working toward common goals. Key among 
those partnerships is the one between events 
and cities. This session will talk about what 
a successful partnership looks and feels like 
when it works.

Is Everyone Invited? How to Include Fans 
with Disabilities

In the United States, events that are open 
to the public are required to comply with 
the Americans with Disabilities Act, known as 
the world’s most stringent disability rights 
law, but the lessons are important ones 
to consider at events around the world. 
This fast-paced session provides practical 
information and a format for designing a 
comprehensive Access Program for your 
festival/event. What are important but often 
forgotten aspects of a well-managed Access 
Program? Are you required to accommo-
date every request? What are some low-cost 
solutions? Help to avoid litigation by being 
prepared.

How’d You Do? Surveys, Evaluations and 
Economic Impact Studies

No event is complete until the last survey 
and evaluation is in. This is the first step  
in all future events and this session will 
teach you how to do it effectively and  
cost-effectively.

Year-Two Team Event Presentations
Year-One Event Management School 

students will participate in the City Event 
Concept Project reports by second year stu-
dent teams, asking questions, and serving in 
the shared role of Panel Judge #4.

NOTE: All sessions are subject to change. 



NOTE: All sessions are subject to change. 

YEAR TWO CLASSES
The Application of Project Management  
to Events

Events are the end result of countless 
details, processes, and tasks, all coming 
successfully together; but how do you man-
age all of those priorities and make sure 
nothing falls between the cracks? Project 
Management is an accountable management 
method using tools and techniques honed 
over 50 years of use around the world by 
governments, corporations, and selected 
events. This session will set the stage for co-
ordinating everything else that follows and 
provide an important tool for all  
those attending.

Applied Programming Development /  
Designing and Controlling the Event  
Experience

Like a work of art in progress, students 
will learn how industry professionals  
research and stay current with a selected 
city / event market and go from concept to 
reality, developing and visualizing event 
concepts and event programming/opera-
tional plans, taking into account original 
goals and visions, target audiences, venues 
and event site flow, hours of operation, and 
much more, providing a base from which 
to begin projecting realistic budget and 
resource needs, and a road map for making 
changes along the way.

A step beyond planning the event pro-
gram, the event ‘experience’ for attendees 
must be also be planned from start to finish, 
providing both ambiance and function for 
a safe, attractive, fun and easily navigable 
environment. Whether they are aware of it 
or not, attendees will be impacted by  
details covered in this session.

Advanced Risk Management / Contingency 
Planning and Event Security / Emergency 
Management

The tragedy of realities like the Las  
Vegas shootings and Boston Marathon 
bombings, together with concerns like  
stage collapse or vehicular incidents,  
airshow crashes, crowd panic or control  
situations, sexual assault, gang-related vio-
lence and drug-related deaths at events and 
in cities of all sizes, serve as stark reminders 
of the need to plan and prepare for all the 
many incidents / possibilities that can / may 
affect our events on a moment’s notice. This 
important session will address what keeps us 
up at night and the steps that we can  
realistically take to address those concerns 
through contingency planning and prepara-
tion, as well as on-site during an event. 

Inside Perspective: What Cities Want from 
Events and the New Age of Partnership in 
Municipal Event Management 

The relationship between cities and events 
has been evolving (sometimes devolving) for 
many years. Whether you are creating a new 
event or continuing to build upon a long-ex-
isting one, you must first start from a level of 
understanding about what cities want from 
events. Combining your goals with theirs, 
you can build a lasting and powerful partner-
ship that will provide exponential benefits 
for everyone. This session will define some of 
those key goals and how to achieve them.

Is Everyone Invited? Advanced Consider-
ations for Including Fans with Disabilities

Following on our introduction course in 
Year One, this important session will delve 
a step deeper into the design and manage-
ment of a comprehensive Access Program for 
your festival/event, assuring that everyone is 
invited and welcome. From service animals 
to signing to infrastructure, we’ll help make 
sure that you are prepared. 

Applied Sponsorship Research
Before you start selling your event, you 

have to first do your homework. This session 
will instruct students on how to conduct 
sponsor research, where to look, what to 
look for and how to use what you find. 

Applied Budget Development
Working from a draft event program plan, 

and other desired ‘bells and whistles’ that im-
pact the event ‘experience’, students will learn 
how to develop an event budget, discussing 
what to include, how/where to research, 
fair and realistic estimates, the keeping of 
formula and assumption notes/records, use 
of a budget in managing an event throughout 
the planning and production process, budget 
reports, tracking expectations and more.

Applied Sponsorship Proposals and 
Follow-Up Reports

“It’s all in the presentation…” or so goes 
the old (and true) adage. Students in this 
session will learn about and practice writ-
ing sponsorship proposals and follow-up 
reports; two points-of-critical-impact with 
sponsors. 

City Event Concept Project & Presentations
The City Event Concept Project will provide 

a substantial hands-on experience with an 
event focus. Event expert team advisors will 
help to guide event teams through a week 
of market research, concept creation/design, 

budget reality checks, and presentation stages 
of an all-new event concept(s) for an actual city 
(including limited-use “Client” contact). Teams 
will present their completed plans/concepts to 
a panel of industry leaders and fellow-students 
on the last day, who will offer critiques, insights 
and accolades. Final plans/concepts deemed 
the most feasible will be offered to the selected 
city for consideration in their own internal 
creative process and the winning team will be 
recognized for pride and posterity on the Event 
Management School ‘Oglebay Cup’ trophy.

During the week, each team (assigned 
randomly to reinforce the reality of an event 
environment) will participate in the follow-
ing project steps: 
• Research and Development of Creative 

and Innovative Event Concepts to Serve 
Market Audiences, Event Calendar, Orga-
nizational Mission, Available Venues, and 
Unique Capabilities

• Research & Development of an Event  
Programming / Management / Opera-
tional Plan and Expense Budget to Meet 
Defined Goals

• Research and Development of an Event 
Income Budget with Suggested and Real-
istic Sources, plus Sales Strategies, to Meet 
Defined Goals

• Professionally Delivered City Event 
Concept Presentations (all team members 
must play a role in the final presentation) 
in the format of an outside consulting 
firm presenting concepts to a client

Teams will be assessed on Team Work, 
Event Proposal / Plan and Presentation.



2019 Event Management School Schedule
TIME Monday 

January 14
Sunday

January 13
Wednesday 
January 16

Tuesday
January 15

Thursday 
January 17

6:00 p.m.

5:30 p.m.

5:00 p.m.

4:30 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

3:30 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

2:30 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

1:30 p.m.

1:00 p.m.

12:30 p.m.

12:00 p.m.

11:30 a.m.

11:00 a.m.

10:30 a.m.

10:00 a.m.

9:30 a.m.

9:00 a.m.

8:00 a.m.

8:30 a.m.

Educational
Sessions

Educational
Sessions

Educational
Sessions

Educational
Sessions

Lunch
11:45 a.m. - 1:15 p.m.

Educational
Sessions

Educational
Sessions

Lunch
11:45 a.m. - 1:15 p.m.

Educational
Sessions

Educational
Sessions

Lunch
11:45 a.m. - 1:15 p.m.

Educational
Sessions

Educational
Sessions

Lunch
11:45 a.m. - 1:15 p.m.

Welcome 
Reception
and Dinner

Free Evening: 
Oglebay Shops,

 Zoo and Festival of 
Lights Tour Open

Dinner  and 
Evening 

Roundtable 
Sessions

Free Evening 
and / or

Group Planning 
Sessions

Graduation 
Reception

and Banquet

7:00 a.m.

7:30 a.m.
Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast

Registration

Orientation



GENERAL INFORMATION. 

Full Name: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   

Title: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

Name (as you wish it to appear on your badge):__________________________________________________________________________________   

Company / Agency: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________    

Mailing Address: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

City: _________________________________________________________________  State / Province: _____________________________________

Zip Code:  ____________________________________________________________  Country: ____________________________________________  

Phone: _______________________________________________________________  Fax: ________________________________________________

Email: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Arrival Date: __________________________________________________________  Departure Date: ______________________________________  

For any special needs of accommodations, please contact Oglebay at (304) 243-4126. 
❍ 1st Year Student    ❍ 2nd Year Student

PACKAGE PRICES 

SINGLE PACKAGE            IFEA MEMBER NON-MEMBER

Tuition      $    700.00      $    850.00

Single Premium Room      $ 1,312.70                     $ 1,312.70

Single Deluxe Room      $ 1,220.56                     $ 1,220.56

Single Value Room      $ 1,105.38                     $ 1,105.38

Single Premium Room w/tuition             ❍ $ 2,012.70                 ❍ $ 2,162.70

Single Deluxe Room w/tuition                  ❍ $ 1,920.56                 ❍ $ 2,070.56

Single Value Room w/tuition                    ❍ $ 1,805.38                 ❍ $ 1,955.38

(All packages include room, board and taxes)

Early Arrival (Tax included – no meals)  ❍ $ 164.71*  ❍ $ 164.71*

*Same as last year

TOTAL amount enclosed: $____________________________  

Premium Rooms in the new wing of Wilson Lodge are assigned on a first-come, first-serve basis.
Please visit our website at www.oglebay-resort.com for Premium Room descriptions.

METHOD OF PAYMENT: A check, purchase order or credit card for the full package amount must accompany this form in order to complete enroll-
ment. When paying with a credit card, the package amount will be charged to your card upon receipt of registration. You will receive confirmation from 
Oglebay Wilson Lodge. NOTE: The balance must be paid prior to arrival.

❍ Check (make check payable to Wheeling Park Commission)   ❍ Purchase Order #_____________   ❍ VISA   ❍ MasterCard   ❍ American Express   ❍ Discover           

Print Cardholder Name: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________  

Credit Card Number: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

Expiration Date:  _____________________________________________  CVC Security Number: ________ (MC/Visa-3 digit code back) (AMX-4 digit code front)

CANCELLATION POLICY: A cancellation fee of $100 will be charged for cancellation at any time up to 30 days prior to the school; 30 to 7 days prior, 
50% will be charged; and with 7 days or less notice, no refund will be issued.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

PACKAGE INCLUDES:

• 5 night lodging
• 4 buffet breakfast
• 4 buffet lunches
• Continuous coffee/ 

beverage breaks
• 5 beverage tickets
• Sunday and Tuesday buffet 

dinner
• Thursday Graduation 

banquet plated dinner and 
continental breakfast Friday 
morning.  

• All taxes and applicable fees 
included in package price.

JANUARY 13-17, 2019

OGLEBAY.com/NTC 
800.624.6988, ext. 4126

www.IFEA.com
+1. 208.433.0950

www.NRPA.org
800.626.NRPA (6772) 7-1-1 for speech and hearing impaired

Presented by a Partnership For Excellence in Event Education.

EMAIL, MAIL OR FAX THIS FORM TO:
The National Training Center for Public Facility Managers at  

Oglebay Resort & Conference Center
465 Lodge Drive, Wheeling, West Virginia 26003
Phone: (304) 243-4126 • Fax: (304) 243-4106   

E-mail: ntc@oglebay-resort.com

https://oglebay.com
www.ifea.com
https://www.nrpa.org
https://www.ifea.com/p/education/eventmanagementschool
https://www.nrpa.org
www.ifea.com
https://oglebay.com
http://www.oglebay-resort.com


BY WILL PARSONS
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How Did This Happen?
Even a single-day event can leave a lot 

of damage to a venue. For large events, 
setup on the previous days means ground 
crews working to place tents, walkways, 
paths, and vehicles. The day’s heat can 
scorch the grass underneath while heavy 
equipment and high foot traffic will trample 
grass and leave you with obvious ruts and 
mud all over your venue. 

It’s never just the main event that’s the 
issue. An open-air soundstage is great 
until you pay to re-sod the ground in 
front of the stage. Outdoor weddings are 
beautiful, but the effect they have on a 
venue can be brutal, with chair divots and 
crushed grass. Everything from temporary 
bathroom facilities to a tent with a dance 
floor will need to consider how it affects 
the ground it’s resting on.

How Do I Prevent This?
Save time and money. Fix these 

problems before they occur by:
• Control traffic flow – use directional 

signage to direct foot traffic away 
from sensitive areas

• Protect the ground beneath your 
event – rent or purchase ground 
protection mats for high traffic areas

• Use existing paths to limit ground 
damage

• Protect equipment by ensuring it is on 
stable ground.

Design Your Layout with 
Purpose

Just because the space next to the 
water feature is perfect for the dance 
floor does not mean that you should place 
it directly next to the registration tent. 
Consider the overall layout of your event. 
I cannot tell you the number of events I’ve 
seen where poor layouts created backlogs 
that pushed people off the beaten path 
and into unintended areas. If you put a 
mandatory facility (e.g. registration) on 
the same walkway needed to reach a 
main attraction, then you will have people 
jumping barricades and stepping onto 
sensitive grassy areas.

Keep high traffic areas distanced from 
each other or provide byways for event 
patrons to pass unnecessary lines and 
mark them clearly. Clear demarcation for 
paths and wayfinding to reach different 
areas is essential for more than just 
avoiding congestion, it keeps people on 
the paths you’ve protected.

• Always use colors that stand out 
from your natural décor. It doesn’t 
have to be neon but it should be 
noticeable and uniform throughout 
the event space. Changing the 
aesthetic for each area is clever but 
makes wayfinding difficult.

• Maps and graphics should easily 
orient the reader. We’ve all seen 
the “you are here” dots. Find a way 

to orient your patrons that they’ll 
understand quickly.

• Give easily digestible bits of 
information rather than a full 
map at each sign. Signs that point 
towards major locations with a few 
additional stops along the way keep 
traffic moving and don’t overload the 
reader or create long stops at each 
sign (you want people to stop at 
maps not at direction markers).

• Use color-coded flooring to give 
an always present guide line. Post 
regular reminders on which areas 
belong to which color.

• Use barricades to control traffic 
flow. Whether it’s a rope, bunting 
banners, or a bike rack, barricades 
that block patrons from walking where 
they shouldn’t ought to be used for 
guiding them to their destination.

• Hire staff to provide clear 
direction and answer questions. 
Text and icons can only go so far and 
not everyone receives a message the 
same way. A human touch can help 
clear up misunderstandings.

Take advantage of natural spaces 
or areas that need renovation to avoid 
resurfacing fees. Consider what you’re 
placing on a space. Do bathroom facilities 
need to be on the grass if there’s an 
unusable parking lot nearby? 

When possible, most spaces already 
include paths and walkways designed for 
heavy traffic. Use this for both vehicles 
during event setup and for pedestrians 
after the event starts. This could limit the 
layout of your event, but it’s worth it in 
the long run when you’re minimizing the 
number of barricades and walkways you 
need to rent for the event.

Protect the Venue
For venue owners, protecting event 

grounds is the simple path to saving 
money. Multiple back-to-back events are 
murder on your grass and will eventually 
lead to costly resurfacing. Protecting 
your venue from the effects of pedestrian 
traffic, heavy equipment, and vehicles will 
decrease grass rebound time and allow for 
more events with fewer repairs. Whether 
that takes the shape of converting uneven 
fields into flat platforms or gravel areas 
into sturdy dance surfaces, the goal is 
the same. It doesn’t matter if you take it 
upon yourself to have ground protection 
installed or require proper safeguards 
from event planners, following these 
ground-protection do’s and don’ts 
can help!

It’s the perfect venue; a scenic park with 
open spaces and fantastic features. Then, 
after a full day of planned events and  
pedestrians, when the tents come down, 
the stage is rolled away, and the last 
truckload of gear pulls away, you face the 
bad news. The ground is damaged and  
either you need to work on revitalizing the 
grass (maybe even laying down new sod) 
or you’re on the receiving end of the bill 
for damages. After unexpected addition-
al expenses for the event, making repairs 
for grounds damage that could have been 
avoided is never where you want to be.
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• Avoid metal and flat-bottomed floor-
ing when placing ground protection 
on grass (it’s fine for dirt and gravel 
surfaces). Metal surfaces become hot 
and scorch the grass while a perfectly 
flat base crushes the grass and 
damages bounce-back.

• Make sure the grass has been 
aerated before the event to help 
mitigate the effects of any covering.

• If you can, set up temporary flooring 
overnight or use translucent surfaces 
to allow light to reach the grass. The 
longer ground protection or other 
coverings are in place the more the 
grass will brown.

• If carpeting is necessary at an 
outdoor event, pair it with a 
ground-protecting subfloor. Rolling 
out a carpet onto grass acts as a 
thermal blanket that overheats the 
ground, absorbs water, and creates 
an unstable walking surface. Always 
use a subfloor.

• Always use ground protection that’s 
weight-rated for what will be on it. 
There are multiple options available to 
suit every event planner’s needs.

An added note: seating is just as danger-
ous for your event as traffic. Remember, 
each chair has four points of contact that 
are going to take the full weight of whoever 
is sitting there. Add that to constant shifting 
or adjusting of the seat and there will be 
divots and small ruts in the grass, even if 
the attendees are only there for 15 minutes. 
That amount of shifting increases when the 
ground is uneven and can be a potential 
hazard for rocky seating, since attendees will 
be moving slightly throughout the event to 
maintain their balance or keep the chair from 
falling. Save your grass, use a platform.

Improving Attendee Safety
You aren’t just protecting the ground, 

you’re changing the surface to make it 
safer for attendees. Both venue owners 
and event planners need to keep attendee 
safety in mind. Scenic areas aren’t always 
the safest footing. Ground protection 
provides an even and stable surface for 
attendees.

This is especially true during the rainy 
season. Wet grass can be slippery and 
no one wants to push a stroller through 
mud. Most ground protection surfaces 
are designed to stay safe when wet or dry 
quickly. For those that aren’t, it’s easier 
to cover designated walkways with a tarp 
instead of trying to cover every grassy 
surface just before a rainstorm.

A few advanced safety tips to keep in 
mind:

• Fast-drying surfaces or temporary 
carpet that isn’t slippery-when-wet 
are safer for walkways.

• Use carpeting or another high-friction 
covering for ramps and stairs 
wherever possible.

• While carpeting or turf allows you to 
control the appearance of your event, 
it won’t dry off as quickly as other 
materials. Consider covering carpets 
with a tarp overnight if there is a 
weather risk.

• Use temporary ground protection 
wherever there is not a pre-existing 
path or road.

• Always place points-of-interest 
on stable and even ground. If the 
best layout for your event puts a 
high-traffic area on uneven or shifting 
ground, build a platform for safety.

Last But Not Least
Any time you find a space in your event 

that seems to generate unwanted traffic, 
and this will happen despite your best 
efforts, place a staff member there to keep 
people from trampling unwanted areas or 
creating congestion that forces people off 
the intended path.

Grass is going to brown no matter what 
you do. A grassy field is all one intercon-
nected system and as areas lose sunlight, 
the blades of grass wither. Browning grass 
due to lack of sunlight is always easier to 
recover from than bruised and crushed 
blades, scorched grass, or ruts and divots. 
The goal is to avoid needing expensive 
replanting operations because the ground 
got soggy and your truck’s tires dug a 
three-foot trench.

So, what happens when you take care 
of the venue? Well if you’re the grounds 
owner there’s decreased lag-time between 
events as you wait for the grass to recover. 
For event planners you’ll reduce overhead 
and unexpected costs due to expensive 
ground damage. Of course, venue owners 
may want to consider keeping their 
own-systems onsite for rent, or at least 
recommend to new clients that they check 
with their event company to make sure 
sufficient protection is intended.

Will Parsons is a copywriter and 
product SME for Signature Systems 
Group, has been a leader in spe-
cial event flooring for 20 years. Will 
has both written on and worked as 
a stage hand and event tech for multi-
ple concerts and events. For more 
information, go to: www.signatu-
recorp.com

If you want the full order of operations for perfect ground  
protection, start by building accessways and staging  
areas. Clearly define which platforms are for heavy loads and 
build staging areas to minimize the cost of more expensive  
high-weight floors.
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Scan this QR code and try 
out the Riverbend PointsMap

Try it out!

Thousands of Festival  Goers have 
used PointsMap Nationwide

We have partnered with many festivals 
and events. Search your App store for 
PointsMap to try it for yourself.

PointsMap.com

"For three years, I used PointsMap  for the Saint Louis Art Fair with great 
success. Our visitors, volunteers, vendors and sponsors all loved it.
I have just taken a new position as the Executive Director for the 
Sausalito Art Festival. 
One of the  rst things I did was to set up PointsMap and the customized 
App for Sausalito. That's how effective and important the App is.

I highly recommend it for any festival or event.”

Cindy Lerick,
Executive Director
Sausalito Art Festival

jerryw@pointsmap.com
423.894.2677

For A Demo or Quote Contact Jerry Waddell | jerryw@pointsmap.com | 423.894.2677

Scan this QR code 
to try PointsMap

Try it out

25% IFEA MEMBERS

DISCOUNT

Content from your PointsMap such as 
videos, pdfs, websites is Instantly synced 
and displayed in your App.

www.pointsmap.com
mailto:jerryw@pointsmap.com


EXHIBITOR SPOTLIGHT

Give us your ‘elevator pitch’ 
about your product/service. 

The best inventions are always borne 
from a true necessity... our research found 
that Event and Festival organizers had 
many issues that hampered their efficien-
cies and lowered their bottom line fund-
raising efforts. These issues mainly dealt 
with the manual processing of paperwork, 
reports, workforce management, vendors 
and online ticket sales. So, we developed 
a system of web-based modules that 
enable festivals and events to drastically 
cut the man-hours needed to produce 
a successful event by streamlining their 
tasks and paperwork. As a byproduct, our 
systems helps events GO-GREEN by 
eliminating stacks of paperwork. 

How has your company 
grown over the years? 

We started with just a ticketing solution 
for a client’s local event and grew to an 
All-in-One Festival Solution with multiple 
modules.

What new or improved 
product/service do you have 
to offer that IFEA audiences 
need to know about?

We’ve grown into an All-in-One Festival 
Solution with these modules: 
• Ticketing Sales and Redemptions
• Registrations and Signups for all  

types of Events
• Vendor and Exhibitor Applications, 

Vetting, Positioning and Payments

• Artist, Band, Parade Registrations  
and Placement

• Volunteers Registrations,  
Communication and Scheduling 

• Sponsor Signups, Management and Ad 
Placement on your Website and Tickets

• Donation Collections and Tracking
• Silent Auctions
• Point of Sale

What areas do you serve with 
your product/service?

We help Festival and Event organizers 
across the USA.

How many employees does 
your company have?

15

What sets your product/
service apart from your 
competitors?

We are not a one-size-fits-all solution, 
we customize our software to work the way 
each client needs it to work for their events. 

Our system does the work of 4 or 
more other company’s solutions all in one 
place with 24/7 access.  Plus, we do all 
the heavy lifting setting up your digital 
forms saving you even more time. Another 
feature our clients really appreciate, is we 
integrate our secure pages to seamlessly 
match your website’s design, so your 
customers do not feel they are getting 
rerouted somewhere else.  If you need a 
new Website, no worries, we can build 
that as well.  

Another key difference between us and 
our competitors, is we allow our clients 
full access to all their reports and data 
downloadable 24/7 at no extra charge.

How many festivals and 
events do you work with on 
an annual basis?

Over 200 per year and growing rapidly.

What advice would you 
offer to festivals and events 
searching for your type of 
product/service?

Do your research on each solution out 
there to really find out how if they can help 
your event be more successful. Do they 
charge you extra for support? We don’t, 
it’s all included.

What is your customer service 
philosophy?

We’re only successful if your event is 
more successful and better organized 
using our solution.

CONTACT INFORMATION

Kiffen Taylor
Event Essentials
Thousand Oaks, CA 91320 
888-644-4932
ktaylor@event-essentials.net
www.event-essentials.net

Our founders have been in the digital solutions industry for over 20 years each, with clients as 
big as Proctor & Gamble, NIKE, Kawasaki, Chevron and Disney to as small as local restaurants. In 
2010 we started working with a local event to help them grow and noticed that there wasn’t an All-
in-One solution for Festival and Events out there, so we built one, tested it for 4 years by personally 
working at over 100 local events. We wanted to know everything about organizing and running an 
event, from start to finish and all the while we were constantly adjusting and improving our system. 
Once we felt we had a great solution, we went national up against the BIG ticket companies and 
we are constantly growing at a pace that we can service our clients the way we want to. Oh, and 
an update on our first client, over the last eight years we helped grow from a little under $200,000 
a year in revenues to over $600,000 per year. Not bad for a one day, 5 hour event.
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THE UN-COMFORT ZONE WITH ROBERT WILSON

In the early years of owning my own 
advertising business, I had my own 
clients, but I also freelanced for 
advertising agencies. This was back 

in the days before email, so I actually 
delivered my work in person. During those 
visits I would run into agency copywriters 
that I knew. Frequently some of them would 
say to me, “I wish I could be self-employed 
like you. If I could just get one good client, 
I could quit my job and freelance too.” I 
would reply, “You won’t find that client 
until you quit your job, because then you’ll 
be motivated by making your monthly 
mortgage payment.” 

When I first started I did not have any 
published writing samples with which 
to create a portfolio that I could show 
prospective clients. So, I wrote a couple of 
articles on current events to demonstrate 
my journalism skills. And, I created some 
mock-up advertisements of well-known 
products to show my copywriting ability. 
My articles were typed on plain white 
paper, and my ads... well, they just looked 
fake. I cut out pictures from magazines and 
pasted them onto poster board, and used 
Letraset transfers (alphabet stickers) for 
the copy. 

My homemade samples didn’t get much 
attention from the big ad agencies and 
newspapers from whom I was hoping to 
get work. Then I got the idea to work pro 
bono for non-profit organizations. They still 
wanted to see samples of my work, but 

those I had created from scratch satisfied 
them. In just over two months, I had a 
portfolio with several published articles and 
advertisements. Slick paper, printed words, 
and four-color graphic design gave my 
portfolio the professional look I needed to 
call on marketing directors at local firms. 

Those marketing directors didn’t know 
I had done the work for free. They were 
impressed, and hired me to do their 
advertising and public relations. Within 
a year, I had a portfolio fat with ads and 
articles for which I’d been paid. 

If you are spending a lot of time writing 
a business plan for the business you wish 
to start, then you are afraid. Getting all 
your ducks in a row before you can start 
is a problem with perfectionism. And, 
perfectionism is procrastination. You are 
procrastinating because you have a fear of 
failure. You are looking at the big picture, 
when all you need to look at is the first step 
or next step that you need to take. 

My philosophy about starting a new 
business is “Take Imperfect Action.” Start 
by taking the first step (even if you find 
out later that it was not the correct first 
step - the important thing is that you 
began). Second, focus only on the next 
step (whatever you determine that to be), 
then continue one step at a time. Tweak 
- correct the problems - as you go along. 
Starting is much better than never starting. 

Quitting a full-time job and starting 
a new business is a bold move. Being 

bold will make you feel awesome. It 
forces commitment, and there’s something 
amazing about committing to something - it 
creates opportunity! It’s like the planets 
line up to make it work for you. People 
who can help you and resources that you 
need seem to appear out of nowhere. I’ve 
actually written about this phenomena in 
my article The Magic of Commitment is No 
Mystery (article 38).

I have started nine businesses. A few of 
which failed immediately or within a year or 
two. The good news is that I learned things 
I was able to use later on to make other 
businesses succeed. It doesn’t have to be 
a business that you are hesitant to start. 
Maybe you want to write a song, or a book, 
or paint a picture, or ride a horse, or go 
scuba diving or snow skiing. Whatever it is, 
there is a first step - go ahead - take it!. 

Robert Evans Wilson, Jr. is an 
author, humorist/speaker and inno-
vation consultant. He works with 
companies that want to be more 
competitive and with people who 
want to think like innovators. Robert 
is the author of The Annoying Ghost 
Kid, a humorous children’s book 
about dealing with a bully. He is also 
the author of the inspirational book: 
Wisdom in the Weirdest Places. For 
more information on Robert, please 
visit www.jumpstartyourmeeting.com.

NEW BUSINESS
HOW TO START A

Success Begins by Taking the Next - Imperfect - Step.
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EFFECTIVE 

LEADERSHIP 

PRACTICING THE 

KISS 
PRINCIPLE
By Bea MacGregor
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Effective leadership applying the “Kiss 
Principle”, throughout the conceptual  
process of Alderney Landing, enabled us 
to secure the funding to build and then 
develop a fully utilized community cultural 
facility. Alderney Landing is comprised 
of a theatre, market, gallery and outdoor 
venue. We host 667 programs, events and 
performances, attracting 300,000 people 
annually to our beautiful waterfront. Simple, 
clear, shared, direct communication using 
the “Kiss Principle” is an effective leader-
ship style that I have utilized throughout my 
career, including in the initial inception of 
the facility. It has been especially effective 
when the goal is to create a new event or 
make a significant change.

“KISS” Achieves Long-Term 
Results

The “KISS Principle” is an acronym for 
“Keep it Simple”, coined by Kelly Johnston 
lead engineer at Lockheed shunk works, 
who created state of the art spy planes. The 
acronym has since been used as a design 
principle by; the US Navy, Canadian Disney 
animator, Richard Edmund Williams and 
currently by leading software designers. The 
“KISS Principle” states, that systems work 
best, if they are simple, rather then compli-
cated. People want products and services 
that are easy to understand and simple to 
use. It may take longer to design or plan an 
event using the principle, however; the event 
will be less expense to produce and will 
achieve greater long-term results.

Visualize and KISS
Throughout history iconic people that 

achieved tremendous success, endorsed 
elements of the “KISS Principle”. Leonardo 
da Vinci’s modo, “simplicity is the ultimate 
sophistication”. His ability to visualize 
every aspect of his creation in its simplest 
form, before completing his work, can be 
utilized in building and designing festival 
site-plans to the finest detail. Visualize your 
event, as you want to see it unfold. Spend 

time in the venue or on the property well 
in advance of your event. Visualize each 
item in relation to the adjacent attraction. 
Spend time in the event zone.

Make It Simple,  
Straightforward

Einstein believed in the beauty of 
striving to make something as simple as 
possible for the user. From the patron’s 
vantage point, entering your site, do 
you have a simple large-scale welcome 
entrance and then clear directional 
signage to every activity at your festival? 
Today, customers don’t need information 
overload. Attention spans are shorter then 
ever. Shakespeare’s belief, “Brevity is 
the soul of Wit”, should be applied to all 
aspects of event communication, includ-
ing; logos, website, Facebook, apps, print 
media and points of sale at your festival. 
Some of the best logos are simple; i.e. 
Nike, McDonald’s, Coca-Cola and IFEA. 
The long-term success of the logos is that 
they are; simple in form, easy recognized, 
versatile and memorable. They are 
timeless, not requiring expensive rebrands. 
Utilizing the “KISS Principle”, keep it 
simple, straightforward Alderney Landing’s 
logo was developed twenty years ago. 
Today it is a household recognized logo 
in our province. Our simple brand is so 
strong that people identify it with the entire 
section of our Dartmouth Waterfront.

Stick to the Basic’s
A trend today in several industries is 

to over complicate problems leading to 
rebranding. Mark Held, Thinksalot Marketing 
message is; stick to the basic’s, keep it 
simple and straightforward. His success 
has been to find something interesting and 
truthful about the product or service and 
to deliver the message in the right tone of 
voice. Using the “KISS principle”, the criteria 
to becoming a vendor at our bursting at the 
seams farmers market is: is it homemade, 
homegrown or a good thing for the 

community? Once you’re in, we have three 
rules; don’t be late, don’t leave early, and be 
a good neighbour, “meaning”, have a positive 
attitude. The camaraderie between the 80 
vendors and the patrons is phenomenal. Last 
year we support 140 charities, produced 
47 market driven special events and over 
the years incubated over 23 businesses 
that are now thriving in our region. Vendors 
and the public love our market, it is simple, 
straightforward and truthful.

Achieve Results
An effective leader motivates people to 

collectively achieve success, communi-
cates clearly and gives positive feedback. 
As a leader you need to be able to clearly 
and succinctly explain your mission, vision, 
core principles, and the goal of specific 
tasks to successfully achieve results. 
Shared goals, inclusiveness, constant 
direct communication is key to effective 
leadership. Surround yourself with people 
that have different perspectives but share 
the community’s vision. 

Incorporating the theory of the “KISS 
Principle” into leadership style, was 
successfully accomplished by Johnson 
who originally coined the phrase. “Our 
aim” he said, “is to get results, sooner, and 
better through the application of common 
sense to tough problems.” “If it works, 
don’t fix it”. “Reduce reports and other 
paperwork to a minimum.” “Keep it Simple.” 
Johnson knew how to get the most out of 
the fewest people and deliver results. He 
gave the authority, and responsibility to his 
managers, with no interference. Mistakes 
were allowed, if they were brought to his 
attention with recommendations to correct 
mistakes. Johnson communicated clearly 
and asked lots of questions. He treated 
everyone equally and infused comradery 
and fun in the work place. Johnson 
received international recognition for 
excellence in aviation design. 

Alderney Landing has eight full time staff, 
that deliver the 667 programs, performanc-
es and events, with support from 70 casual 
staff, a Volunteer Board and hundreds of 
Volunteers. We extensively use the “KISS 
Principle”, in our daily routines. After a new 
initiative is completed, a single staffer has 
the responsibility to service and deliver 
an event for their area of expertise. Only 
difficult issues or mistakes are brought to 
my attention with potential solutions to the 
problems. Staff eat breakfast together daily, 
a time when we can discuss the issues 
of the day and have some connective 
time. Duplication is limited to an absolute 
minimum. Direct contact to the individual 
responsible is absolutely adhered to by all 
staff and clients.
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KISS the Team 
Planning a new event starts, with your 

motivation, and connecting yourself with 
positive people, leaders in community. If 
you’re planning a new event, know your 
strengths, most importantly, know your 
weaknesses.  Find members of your team 
to take on your weak spots. Put people 
on your team that are kind to others. Few 
people accomplish great things, without 
a tremendous team. Your team could 
be your friends, your neighbours, your 
family, volunteers, political leaders, your 
co-workers, staff and bosses at all levels. 
Identify the strengths of the individuals on 
your team and put them in the right roles. 
Use the “KISS Principle”, clear, consistent 
communication and positive reinforcement. 
It’s essential today to succinctly, emotionally 
sell your event, while offering real benefits 
to your patrons, sponsors, partners, 
volunteers and staff. Make sure that every 
member of your team understands the 
purpose of the event and the benefits. After 
you have identified the best people for your 
team. Enlist, empower and have faith in your 
people that they will deliver.

Leaders Avoid Unnecessary 
Complexity

Effective leaders don’t use confusing 
phrases or jargon. Confusion leads to 
lost time, sucks energy from the team 
and wastes valuable resources. To avoid 
misunderstandings, keep it simple. Direct 
communication improves productivity 
especially in large groups and develops 
efficient problem solving. Complicating our 
events is detrimental to our effectiveness 
and diminishes attendance. Keeping things 
simple, reduces errors. Events work best 
when you avoid unnecessary complexity. 
Leadership and communication should be 
precise, brief, straight forward and simple. 

Following in Johnson leadership style, 
lead by example, be accountable, own 

your mistakes, analyze first, criticize last 
and delegate. Pete Seager said, “any darn 
fool can make something complicated, 
it takes a genius to make it simple”. 
Software designers solve the problem, 
then design the solution simply. It takes 
patience sometimes to identify the route 
of a problem and even more time to 
design a straightforward solution that is 
user friendly or for the identified solution 
to really achieve the results that you are 
looking for.

KISS Customer Service
Lead by example for your event team, 

with your awesome costumer service. Greet 
everyone; sponsors, partners, patrons, 
vendors, staff and volunteers in an upbeat 
tone. Really listen, be genuinely empathetic, 
understand the problem, solve the problem, 
or figure out the next steps. Lastly show 
appreciation and follow-up. Keep the 
process simple and straightforward. Utilize 
the process of excellent customer service 
in context to your event. Break down 
every aspect of the event, into bite size 
manageable tasks and fully understand how 
each area functions and its relationship 
to adjacent pieces. Not overworking or 
complicating any one area. Richard Edmund 
Williams, a Canadian Animator, best known 
for his works “Who Framed Roger Rabbit”, 
said, “inexperienced animators may over-an-
imate their works”. He urges animators to 
use the “KISS Principle”, so that their work 
may not do too much and move too much, 
loosing the authenticity of the character.

KISS the Revenue
Review all your event revenue streams, 

tickets, vendors, food, beverage, parking, 
ATM’s VIP experiences with the “KISS 
Principle” in mind as the customer. 
Put all the revenue streams in the best 
possible locations on the site, adjacent 
to attractions that make it simple for the 

customer to engage in. Make sure that 
each revenue stream is simplified. 

Can’t Fix It? 
During the beginning, and anytime after 

the start of a project, or an event, check 
your gut?  If it doesn’t feel right, figure 
out the problem, fix it or cancel it. Don’t 
be afraid to end or cancel a project, if it is 
too risky or just not right. I have created 
dozens of successful 2 to 25-year annual 
events, programs and festivals. I have also 
shelved many events, until, the right time. 
The right time could be when the right 
partners or team appears. I don’t need 
to tell you that the entertainment industry 
is one of the riskiest businesses. A good 
question to ask yourself is, whether your 
superiors will support you if your project 
fails or if a mistake is made? If the answer 
is no, shelving the project until you have 
the right support may be the best move. 
Before you cancel a project work through 
the process of the “KISS Principle”. 

Be an effective leader and have fun 
creating new events.

Utilizing the methods of the “KISS 
Principle”, be the effective leader that 
incorporates Kelly Johnston, Mark Held 
or Richard Williams style. Think of Shake-
speare’s brevity with your communication 
and application. In the concept development, 
employ Leonardo da Vinci’s ability to visual-
ize the completed project before the work 
commences. Keep it Simple, Straightforward 
and enjoy maximizing all the opportunities.

Bea MacGregor is responsible for 
the initial development and ongoing 
success of the Alderney Landing 
Craig Gallery, Theatre, Farmer’s Mar-
ket, and Events Plaza, providing over 
600 diverse cultural performances 
and events annually. She believes in 
empowering the community to thrive 
socially, culturally, environmentally, and 
economically. As Alderney Landing’s 
Executive Director, Bea assists the 
Volunteer Board of Director’s by 
leading a dynamic staff team, partners, 
and volunteers, who share a passion 
for collaboratively and creatively mak-
ing a cultural difference and enriching 
lives. Her holistic approach in provid-
ing a network of support strengthens 
artists, and entrepreneurs, at all levels, 
building a strong sense of community. 
Annually through Bea’s leadership 
Alderney Landing supports over 140 
not-for-profits and charities. Bea can 
be reached at: bea@alderneylanding.
com or 902 233-2196. For more 
information on Alderney Landing, go 
to: www.alderneylanding.com.
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EXHIBITOR SPOTLIGHT

Give us your ‘elevator pitch’ 
about your product/service. 

The USAF Honor guard has embedded 
precise military marching units for parades, 
color teams for all events and different size 
drill teams that can perform for any size 
crowd. The mission of the U.S. Air Force 
Honor Guard is to represent Airmen to the 
American public and the world. The vision 
of the USAF Honor Guard is to ensure 
a legacy of Airmen who: promote the 
mission; protect the standards; perfect the 
image; and preserve the heritage.

How has your company 
grown over the years? 

The unit has increased from 
approximately 250 members to over 300 
members today, only assigned to Joint 
base Anacostia-Bolling.

What areas do you serve with 
your product/service?

The USAF Honor Guard travels locally, 
nationally and internationally. 

Organizationally, the USAF Honor Guard 
consists of four ceremonial flights, made 
up of Colors, Bearers, Firing Party and 
Parade Flight qualified personnel. Those 
flights serve in the following capacities:

Drill Team
The Drill Team is the traveling compo-

nent of the U.S. Air Force Honor Guard. 
Their mission is to promote the Air Force 
mission by showcasing drill performances 
at public and military venues to recruit, 
retain, and inspire Airmen.

 The team performs drill movements 
with a fully-functional M-1 rifle in intricate, 
constantly changing formations. They 
support the Air Force Recruiting Service 
as the official Ambassadors in Blue. 

The Honor Guard Drill Team is known 
around the world for their precision, 
discipline, and sheer ability to inspire awe.

Colors
The Colors Flight displays and guards 

the Nation’s flag, U.S. Air Force flag and 
flags of the many visiting dignitaries’ native 
countries. The flight presents the colors 
for both Air Force specific events and 
with other services’ honor guards for joint 
service missions. These teams generally 
consist of four individuals. 

Body Bearers
The Body Bearers Flight participates 

in U.S. Air Force, joint service, and 
state funerals by carrying the remains of 
deceased service members, their depen-
dents, senior or national leaders to their 
final resting places at Arlington National 
Cemetery. Additionally, the bearers 
serve in the Awards Bearers and Wreath 
Bearers capacities for many ceremonies 
throughout the National Capital Region.

Firing Party
Firing Party performs the firing of three 

volleys (commonly, but incorrectly, referred 
to as the “21-gun salute”) during a 
funeral service at Arlington National Ceme-
tery. These seven-man teams fire their 
three rounds in perfect unison honoring 
the fallen. 

Training Flight 
The mission of the Training Flight 

is to provide comprehensive training 
support and standardization for the 
rendering of military honors for the U.S. 
Air Force Honor Guard and base honor 
guards worldwide. The training flight also 
encompasses the Honor Guard Recruiting 

and Force Development sections of 
the Honor Guard. 

The Honor Guard also operates 
the USAF Drill Team. Together, the 
ceremonial flights perform an average of 
10 ceremonies per day, and more than 
2,500 ceremonies annually.

What sets your product/
service apart from your 
competitors?

The USAF Honor Guard has the 
capability to travel worldwide, whereas the 
other branches of service presently don’t 
have that capability.

How many festivals and 
events do you work with on 
an annual basis?

Over a dozen a year.

What advice would you 
offer to festivals and events 
searching for your type of 
product/service?

Give us a try!!!

What is your customer service 
philosophy?

Service before self and excellence in all 
we do!

CONTACT INFORMATION

Diane C. Munson   
USAF Honor Guard
50 Duncan Ave Ste #130
Joint Base Anacostia-Bolling DC 20032
202-404-5566
diane.c.munson.civ@mail.mil
www.usafhonorguard.af.mil

The USAF Honor Guard originated in 1948 when Headquarters 
Command, U.S. Air Force, directed the creation of an elite ceremonial 
unit. The ceremonial unit was activated within the 1100th Air Police 
Squadron at Bolling AFB, Washington D.C., with the responsibility of 
maintaining an Air Force ceremonial capability in the National Capital 
Region. The Honor Guard officially became a separate squadron in 
1972, and the unit remains at the base now known as Joint Base Ana-
costia-Bolling, Washington, D.C. 

The Honor Guard has evolved into a selectively manned unit with 
more than 210 ceremonial guardsmen and support personnel.
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Celebrating 25 years of 
partnership with the IFEA 
The IFEA Foundation provides an all-important 
source of support that allows the IFEA to 
confi dently provide convention scholarships, 
host top-quality industry presenters, speakers 
and programming, and help raise the bar 
for everyone in our global industry. A very 
special thanks to all those who have contrib-
uted along the way, and we look forward to 
working with you towards the success of 
our industry for many years to come.

www.ifea.com/p/foundation

https://www.ifea.com/p/foundation


Generally speaking, I like tabletop exercises. Most adults 
learn more by doing than by listening passively, and 
group learning is particularly good for challenging 
people’s assumptions and first impressions.

Recently, I led a corporate training tabletop exercise, and I’m now 
part of an interesting group providing input for a DHS-led exercise 
that took place in October. So I’m thinking a lot about the power 
of tabletops to either focus us on the most reasonably foreseeable 
risks, or distract us to the shiny object du jour (which, as of this 
writing, is back to vehicle ramming incidents like the one that just 
happened in London, and the shooting in New Brunswick, Canada).

At the corporate training, an insurance broker speaking before 
me presented a particularly valuable PowerPoint slide. It was a 
chart showing the number and type of incidents that had occurred 
in the company’s venues by year. The beauty was that the slide 
objectively showed that the most common insurable claims were 
ordinary trip and falls, followed by routine workplace injuries. In 
fact, for a company that operates mid-size arenas and convention 
centers in many states, not one shooting, bombing, or ramming 
incident had occurred. (I hope I’m not jinxing them.)

The chart provided valuable perspective that I wish everyone 
would acquire about their own event spaces. During our 
subsequent discussions, it was a lot easier to acknowledge the 
threat of terrorism and then deal with simpler risks once they 
could objectively see what they were really up against every day.

So, I had an idea for a new tabletop game that would help 
event and venue professionals put threats in perspective, to 
help them focus more on low-hanging fruit and less on shiny 
objects. I don’t have a name for it yet, so for now let’s call it 
Adelman’s “What Could Go Wrong?” Think of a board game 
loosely modeled after Monopoly or The Game of Life. (Game 
manufacturers vigilantly police their intellectual property rights to 
the name and look of these classic games, so I’m not previewing 
future infringement, just offering a general idea of my thinking.)

Around the board will be different types of events and venues 
that actually exist, including stadiums, arena shows, championship 
games, outdoor festivals, theaters, and corporate activations. 
When a player lands on a space, they will draw a card from one 
of several decks corresponding to the type of event or venue. 
These cards will reveal the risk scenarios which are the purpose 
of playing the game. Here are a couple of examples:

1. A severe storm is approaching. Your private weather 
consultant alerts your incident commander, who activates 
your emergency action plan. Everyone is evacuated to safety 

until the storm passes, and then the show proceeds. Each 
player gratefully pays you $50.

2. The headline artist is physically unable to perform. You 
get the crowd safely home after promising ticket refunds. 
Meanwhile, your attorney emails you the contract showing 
that the show is protected from this loss. Hug your attorney 
and collect $200.

Yes, there will be a card describing an active shooter who looks 
like Vin Diesel, just like in Ready Houston’s Run, Hide, Fight video, 
along with incentives for players who paid for emergency evacua-
tion training and draconian penalties for players who did not. And I 
have a card about a mysterious box truck too. But many more risks 
in the deck will be about routine threats, from intoxicated patrons to 
security issues, computer failures and violations of the prohibited 
items and conduct policies, PPE and errant forklifts. And each card 
will not only describe a reasonably foreseeable risk, but also prompt 
players to think about public safety, medical care, consultants, 
vendors, codes and standards, equipment, training, and how all of 
these resources might help a person trying to manage their risk.

The issues in the game will be real issues I have seen or 
heard about during my years dealing with risk and safety at live 
events. The number of each type of risk will roughly correspond 
to the frequency with which it occurs in real life. (Elaborating 
on the fantastically useful Slide 12 from the recent insurance 
presentation.) The incentives and penalties will carry the same 

ADELMAN ON VENUES

ADELMAN’S NEW  
TABLETOP GAME

TABLETOPS AND OTHER LEARNING -
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relative weight that they do when event and venue professionals 
calculate Risk = Vulnerability x Consequences under their own 
circumstances. In other words, like all of my teaching, the game 
will rely on schadenfreude, in that players will first enjoy other 
people’s misfortune, then be left to wonder if they would have 
made the same mistakes themselves.

The value of playing a game about safety and security risks 
is that players learn without the lessons beating them over the 
head. During my presentations, I often rant that bad guys are 
at least as likely to look like 64-year-old accountants as badass 
action figures -- but the message may sink in better if a tabletop 
player simply has to deal with a lot more routine threats than 
catastrophic incidents. Quoting the wisdom of Mary Poppins, “A 
spoonful of sugar helps the medicine go down.”

The Online Event Management Course
For those of you who prefer a more traditional learning 

experience of teacher to students, here is a video Arizona State 
University asked me to create for my distance learning class, 
Sports Facilities Management: Safety, Security, and Risk 
Assessment. I am providing this to you for several reasons:

1. Many people seemed to enjoy a recent video I created, and 
this one is much shorter;

2. The course is a greatest hits of issues I believe we should all 
be thinking about; and

3. Thanks to inquiries from Adelman on Venues readers, ASU 
is considering making the course accessible to non-enrolled 
students, meaning YOU. The course will go live in mid-Octo-
ber, so I’ve been told to expect a final answer on enrollment 
not later than October 1, 2018. Stay tuned!

Happy viewing.

Steven A. Adelman is the head of Adelman Law Group, PLLC in 
Scottsdale, Arizona and Vice President of an international trade 
association, the Event Safety Alliance. His law practice focuses 
on risk management and litigation regarding safety and security 
at live events throughout North America, and he serves as an ex-
pert witness in crowd-related lawsuits. Steve Adelman is widely 
recognized as an authority on live event safety and security. He 
writes the monthly “Adelman on Venues” newsletter, he teaches 
“Risk Management in Venues” at Arizona State University’s San-
dra Day O’Connor College of Law, and he frequently appears 
in national and local media for analysis of safety and security 
incidents at public accommodations. Steve Adelman graduated 
from Boston College Law School in 1994. He can be reached 
at sadelman@adelmanlawgroup.com.
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EXHIBITOR SPOTLIGHT

Give us your ‘elevator pitch’ 
about your product/service. 

Kern Studios was founded in 1932 as 
a float building company for New Orleans’ 
Mardi Gras parades. Since then, Kern 
Studios has expanded across all areas of 
specialty fabrication and creative theming. 
We work with clients on a global scale to 
bring big ideas to life for parades, custom 
props, outdoor advertising, special events, 
celebrations, and more. We combine 
traditional craftsmanship and innovative tech-
nology to create unforgettable experiences.

We create concepts that are original 
and feasible. Our turnkey services begin 
with in-house concept design and 
development using 3D models, original 
sketches, and maquettes. In our 250,000 
square foot facility in New Orleans, we 
combine traditional craftsmanship of 
our sculptors, painters, welders, and 
carpenters with cutting-edge technology 
like our seven-axis Kuka sculpting robot. 
Our logistics department handles every 
detail of parade and prop production 
from transportation, storage, route 
management, permits, insurance, and 
police escorts.

How many employees does 
your company have?

70 employees

How has your company 
grown over the years? 

Kern Studios was founded in 1932 as 
a float building company for New Orleans’ 
Mardi Gras parades. Since then, Kern 
Studios has expanded across all areas of 
specialty fabrication and creative theming.  

The company’s resources have increased 
from father and son duo in a basic garage 
to a 250,000 square foot facility in New 
Orleans, that combines traditional crafts-
manship of sculptors, painters, welders, and 
carpenters with cutting-edge technology 
like our seven-axis Kuka sculpting robot.

What areas do you serve with 
your product/service?

Our work can be seen all throughout the 
United States, Europe and Asia.

What new or improved 
product/service do you have 
to offer that IFEA audiences 
need to know about?

A significant amount of the company’s 
resources has been spent over the last two 
years on upgrading the quality of raw mate-
rials that go into the manufacturing of the 
end floats, props and scenic environments.  
We are not only challenging ourselves, but 
also the industry on what we can make 
of the quality limits.  We want to produce 
product and legacy that will live for another 
four generations of Kerns.

What sets your product/
service apart from your 
competitors?

Our emphasis on embracing technology 
sets us apart from competitors in that we 
can supplement our handmade work with 
more accuracy and efficiency. Our seven-ax-
is Kuka robot, nicknamed “Pixie,” is the first 
of its kind to be used in an entertainment 
environment. Pixie is programmed with 3D 
modeling software and cuts into Styrofoam, 
wood, clay, or stone within 1 millimeter of 

accuracy. While Pixie will never replace 
our artists, integrating technology into our 
artistic process allows us to consistently 
produce top of the line work.

How many festivals and 
events do you work with on 
an annual basis?

Over 100.

What advice would you 
offer to festivals and events 
searching for your type of 
product/service?

Track record and reliability are the most 
important characteristics for companies that 
commonly work within stressful timelines.

What is your customer service 
philosophy?

We are a company rooted in the unique 
Mardi Gras culture of New Orleans, Kern 
Studios is the premier specialty fabrication 
company for parades, custom 3D props 
for outdoor advertising, and themed envi-
ronments. Kern Studios strives to create 
memorable entertainment experiences that 
exceed clients’ expectations by combining 
tradition and innovation.

CONTACT INFORMATION

Caskey Miller
Blaine Kern Artists, Inc.
1380 Port of New Orleans Pl.
New Orleans, LA
504-321-6054
caskey@kernstudios.com
www.kernstudios.com

Blaine Kern was an artist. To compensate for his mother’s medical bills, Blaine 
painted a mural in a hospital. The mural caught the eye of a surgeon who was the 
captain of the Mardi Gras Krewe of Alla. He invited Blaine and and his father, Roy 
to design and build the floats for his Krewe. In 1932, the first mule-drawn float was 
built on the back of a garbage wagon.

Kern Studios was officially founded in its current form in 1947. Blaine traveled 
throughout Europe to apprentice under the world’s leading float and costume makers. 
He brought home ideas from Italy, France, and Spain to develop the monumental scale 
and lavish ornamentation of today’s Mardi Gras parades. Blaine became the city’s 
leading parade designer and builder, working with legendary Krewes like Rex and 
Zulu. Today, Kern Studios builds parades every year for roughly 20 different Krewes.

Kern Studios is now under the third generation of Kern leadership. Blaine’s son 
Barry Kern is the CEO and President of Kern Studios and Mardi Gras World. Barry 
has taken Kern Studios from a local Mardi Gras float building company to one of the 
world’s premier entertainment production and specialty fabrication companies. Kern 
Studios recently welcomed the fourth generation of leadership. Fitz Kern, Barry’s 
oldest son, has joined to oversee the company’s operations and strategic planning.
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Find Out Why Your Professional  
Peers Value Their IFEA Membership.

Jeff Curtis, CEO • Portland Rose Festival Foundation • 2018 IFEA World Board Chair

The Portland Rose Festival Was One of 
14 Founding Members of the IFEA in 1956.

THE REST IS HISTORY.

Click Here to 
Watch Video

http://www.ifea.com/p/membership/jointheifea-membershipspecials


2018  
IFEA World
Festival & 
Event City 

Award 
Recipients

“Recognizing the best 
in community leadership 
and festival and event 
partnerships around the 
world.”

The International Festivals 
& Events Association an-
nounced and recognized 
the 2018 recipients of the 
“IFEA World Festival & 
Event City” award during the 
63rd Annual IFEA Conven-
tion, Expo & Retreat in San 
Diego, California, United 
States on October 1, 2018. 
The IFEA would like to 
congratulate all of our 2018 
IFEA World Festival & Event 
City Award Recipients.  

Boryeong-si
Chungcheongnam-do, South 
Korea

Boryeong has been referred to as Manseji 
Boryeong. Their people have been blessed 
for generations to respect the old and 

love their neighbors. Natural resources are 
abundant and people are genial. Boryeong 
is a rich country where the mountains, fields 
and sea are harmonized and boast culture 
and tourism destinations such as Daecheon 
Beach, a tourism destination for all seasons; 
Muchangpo Beach, where there is the 
mysterious sea path; 78 islands; famous 
mountains such as Sungju Mountain, 
Oseo Mountain in addition to many cultural 
properties such as Sungjusaji, Ocheonsung, 
Galmaemot Martyrium and more. Boryeong, 
is a beautiful destination that will surely 
remain a fond memory for all who visit.
Click Here to view Video

Sydney
New South Wales, Australia

Sydney is Australia’s creative heart; it 
thrives on technological advancement and 

hosts events of global stature. Every year 
Sydney delivers a rich and diverse events 
calendar that is imbued with the exuberant 
spirit of its people and culture. 

The city is now at a pivotal point in 
its evolution; a once-in-a-generation 
development drive is opening up former 
dockland and industrial areas, connecting 
the city with new mass transit infrastruc-
ture and adding layers of innovative event 
capability. The city is transforming and so 
too are its events. 
Click Here to view Entry
Click Here to view Video

Coffs Harbour
New South Wales, Australia

The City of Coffs Harbour is a major 
regional city on the Mid North Coast 
of New South Wales, midway between 
Sydney and Brisbane. It is the principal 
city of the tourism destination known 
as Coffs Coast, which also includes 
the delightful seaside and hinterland 
communities of Bellingen, Sawtell, 
Coramba and Woolgoolga. Highly 
valued as a place to live and a popular 
holiday destination, Coffs Harbour 
continues to attract people seeking 
a lifestyle change or place to enjoy a 
diverse and expanding range of festivals 
and special events 
Click Here to view Entry
Click Here to view Video

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Ottawa is Canada’s capital, and a 
welcoming, diverse, and vibrant home to 
approximately one million residents. Locat-
ed in the eastern portion of the province 
of Ontario, Ottawa is the fourth-largest 
city in Canada and a destination alive with 
celebration and pride in its heritage and 
multiculturalism. From the historic Byward 
Market to the picturesque cascades 
of Chaudière Falls, Ottawa is a place 
where urban verve meets awe-inspiring 
greenery. With momentum from Ottawa’s 
record-setting Canada 150 celebrations in 
2017, Ottawa continues to embrace and 
champion the integral role that festivals and 
events play in our city’s effervescent spirit. 
Click Here to view Entry
Click Here to view Video
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Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA

Philadelphia is a city that continues to 
come into its own, stepping further out 
of the shadows cast by New York City 
and Washington D.C. The birthplace 
of the nation has never been shy about 
reinventing itself, and the year 2018 is no 
different. A thriving event landscape and 
hospitality industry highlight a larger picture 
of success and development for the City 
of Brotherly Love and Sisterly Affection. 
In 2017, 43.3 million visitors experienced 
first-hand what Philadelphia has to offer, 
spending approximately $7.1 billion dollars 
in the region and supporting nearly 100,000 
jobs. Many of our one-of-a-kind historical 
landmarks and cultural institutions, and 
leisure attractions, always a tremendous 
draw from a tourism perspective, are 
scheduled for renovations and expansions 
in the coming years. The Fairmount Park 
system, the largest urban park system in 
the world and a huge contributor to the 
overall quality of life in Philadelphia, is 
slated for major improvements in the next 
five years, including a number of new event 
venues. Come and visit, stay awhile, and 
see for yourself what tens of millions already 
know… Philadelphia is here to party! 
Click Here to view Entry
Click Here to view Video

Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia

Australia’s Gold Coast is a city that’s come 
of age. As host city of the Commonwealth 
Games in 2018, the Gold Coast showed its 
glorious self to the world, proving its capability 
of staging world class events. Situated in the 
south east corner of the state of Queensland, 
the Gold Coast stretches along 57 kilometres 
of coastline and is home to more than half 
a million people. Beyond the city’s beautiful 
beaches are vast, sub-tropical rainforests with 
breathtaking scenery. Working with an idyllic 
location, a climate that everyone desires and 
access to world-class venues and facilities, 
there has never been a better time for national 
and international events in the city. The Gold 
Coast is perfectly positioned as a destination 
for business, investment, study, sport, events, 
tourism and a unique lifestyle. It’s a diverse, 
cosmopolitan, forward-thinking city that’s way 
ahead.
Click Here to view Entry
Click Here to view Video

Moscow, Russia

Moscow is a vibrant metropolis, a glob-
ally recognized center of culture, business, 
finance and thought, open for friendship 
and cooperation. Nowadays, Moscow is 
increasingly strengthening its presence 
in the area of event tourism, and we have 
undeniable advantages in this sphere. Our 
great history and centuries-long traditions 
attract millions of tourists each year. In 
2017, the Russian capital was visited by 
21.6 million tourists including 4.8 million 
foreign travellers. The city of Moscow is 
proud to be home to a new and unique 
format of city leisure - a cycle of urban 
street events such as festivals, exhibitions, 
public holidays and celebrations as well as 
other cultural, sporting and gastronomic 
events called Moscow Seasons. The 
Moscow Seasons events include Europe’s 
largest Christmas festival (Journey to 
Christmas), an international a cappella sing-
ing contest (Moscow Spring A Cappella), 
and a number of other large-scale festivals 
following one another like the seasons 
of the year. Every day and whatever the 
weather, a whole array of entertaining activi-
ties awaits Muscovites and tourists alike.
Click Here to view Entry
Click Here to view Video

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

Imagine a city where arts and culture 
are celebrated on every corner, a city 
whose multiculturalism shines bright, a city 
with award-winning culinary creations and 
home to some of Canada’s most exciting 
new attractions. Welcome to Winnipeg, 
Manitoba’s capital city located in the 
centre of Canada and North America; it’s 
also considered the gateway to Canada’s 
West. Winnipeg offers the perfect blend 

of history, entertainment, recreation and 
relaxation. The city is home to more than 
6,000 years of history because of its 
significance as an Indigenous meeting 
place. From the 17th to 19th centuries, 
the area flourished as the hub of Canada’s 
fur trade and then later again as a key 
site of early railroad development. The 
city has always stood for the power of the 
people. From grassroots movements that 
changed the world to individuals that make 
a difference. Stroll boulevards marveling 
in relics of days-gone-by while taking 
in modern buildings that sparkle with 
innovation. With a population of 749,500 
(2017) culturally diverse people, Winnipeg 
is a four-season destination that loves to 
celebrate with a cosmopolitan flair and 
warm, welcoming spirit. 
Click Here to view Entry
Click Here to view Video

Taichung City, Taiwan

The City of Taichung is located in 
the mid-west part of Taiwan, and it is 
recognized as a central destination and hub 
for business, industry, technology, travel, 
leisure, art and cultural exploration. As a 
rapidly emerging city, Taichung embraces 
its growth of international and domestic 
business investments. In 2017, with its 
2.7 million residents, the city became the 
second largest city of the nation in terms 
of population. Given its vibrant urban 
development, Globalization and World Cities 
Research Network (GaWC) has officially 
recognized Taichung as a World City in its 
report. Taichung is proud to possess rich 
natural landscapes and resources. The city’s 
territory includes a magnificent coastline, 
mountains and urban areas. Visitors can 

Continued on page 90
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REPUTATION 
IS EVERYTHING…

In the new world of event safety and security concerns that we find ourselves  
operating in every day, proactively covering all of the bases to protect your  
attendees and your stakeholders, their families, their communities, their own 
reputations and their peace-of-mind, is simply professional common sense.  
Assuring them that you have done so is where we come in.

WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO 

PROTECT YOURS?

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:
Warwick Hall, Dip OHSM, CFEE  •  Email: warwick@safetysc.com  •  Phone: (+64) 021 633 128

Note: The International Festivals & Events Association (IFEA World) offers safety training and the Event Safety Audit program as a service to 
the industry, in the interest of encouraging and increasing the safety of all events. Audit certification signifies curriculum and/or safety process/
component completion only.  The IFEA does not represent or certify, in any way, the actual safety of any event, and assumes no responsibility 
as to the safety of any event or its attendees.
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Leadership Legacy Nomination Criteria
Leadership Legacy nominees must represent 
a current or past IFEA Member. Nominees can 
be retired and/or represent any facet of our 
industry (i.e.: vendor, supporter, event profes-
sion, senior professional, etc.)

Please Submit the Following Information 
for a Leadership Legacy Nomination.
Nominees may have someone else submit a 
nomination on their behalf, or are able to nomi-
nate themselves.

Leadership Legacy Nominee Contact 
Information
Name, Title
Organization
Address, City, State, Zip, Country
Phone, Fax, Email

Leadership Legacy Nominee Questions
Please answer each of the following questions 
citing specific examples using no more than 
500 words per answer.

1. Explain the impact through their work 
and accomplishments the candidate 
has made in the festival and event 
industry within the local community. 

2. Describe the level of involvement the 
candidate has had with the IFEA during 
their career. 

3 .  Submi t  a  genera l  overv iew o f  the  
candidate’s career including organizations 
worked for, positions held, titles, awards etc. 

Entry Format:
Please email the nomination in a word Document.

Submit Entries to:
Nia Hovde, CFEE, Vice President/Director of 
Marketing & Communications at nia@ifea.com.

Questions:
Please Contact Nia Hovde, CFEE, Vice 
President/Director of Marketing &Communications 
at Email: nia@ifea.com or Phone: +1-208-
433-0950 ext: 3.

Deadline:
Nominations may be submitted at any time during 
the year. Leadership Legacy Recipients will be 
featured in the January, April, August and October 
issues of IFEA’s “ie” Magazine. “ie” Magazine 
deadlines can be found at http://www.ifea.com/p/
resources/iemagazine/publishingdeadlines.

IFEA World
International Festivals & Events Association

The I FEA Leadership Legacy 
Recognit ion Program recognizes 
individuals who have made a signif-
icant impact through their work and 
accomplishments in the festivals 
and events industry within their own 
town/city/community. Someone who 
may not necessarily have the inter-
national impact that the IFEA Hall 
of Fame Award calls for, but has 
accomplished great things within 
their own town/city/community.  

Throughout the year, up to four 
Leadership Legacy recipients will be 
selected by their peers from nomi-
nations received. Each recipient will 
be recognized through a feature in 
an issue of IFEA’s “ie” Magazine – 
specifically in January, April , August 
and October. This is an ongoing 
recognition program throughout the 
year, nominations can be accepted 
at any time. “ie” magazine deadlines 
can be found at  www.ifea.com.

LEADERSHIP
LEGACY

RECOGNITION PROGRAM

https://www.ifea.com/p/industryawards/leadershiplegacy
mailto:nia@ifea.com
mailto:nia@ifea.com
http://www.ifea.com/p/resources/iemagazine/publishingdeadlines.IFEA
http://www.ifea.com/p/resources/iemagazine/publishingdeadlines.IFEA
http://www.ifea.com/p/resources/iemagazine/publishingdeadlines.IFEA
http://www.ifea.com


DISRUPTIVE 
SPONSORSHIP:
by Kim Skildum-Reid

ONLY 
BETTER

LIKEDISRUPTIVE
MARKETING,
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ONLY 
BETTER

DISRUPTIVE

Marketers like to think they’re at the 
forefront; that because marketing is, at 
least in part, a creative process, that the 
marketing industry is uniquely placed to 
identify and develop what comes next for 
brand marketing.

But as we sit here in the late teens, with 
marketers all in a lather over “Disruptive 
Marketing”, I’d like to point out that best 
practice, Last Generation Sponsorship 
professionals have embodied the key points 
of Disruptive Marketing for fifteen years.

Our scrappy, nimble, and resourceful 
industry has been disrupting since long 
before that was a buzzword. It imbues how 
we think, where we focus, and how we 
define our end game. It drives the creative 
process to heights and breadths that most 
marketers have never seen.

If Disruptive Marketing is a game chang-
er, it’s changing to a game our industry 
has been playing for a long time, and we’re 
good at it. So, let’s own that, shall we? 
Let’s put together the unique power of 
sponsorship, the mindset and skills we’ve 
spent so long honing, and the exploding 
array of technology-driven insights and 
channels, and call it what it is…

Disruptive Sponsorship: Like Disruptive 
Marketing, only better.

IT’S NOT ABOUT TECHNOLOGY
Discussions of disruption in marketing 

always seem to devolve into a discussion 
about technology, and that does the 
practice a huge disservice.

I get it. Technology is damned sexy, 
and it’s easy to get excited about it. Hell, 
I get excited about it, too. Technology 
can collect, aggregate, and parse huge 
amounts of data. Technology can deliver 
both messages and customer and fan 
experiences in ways we could only have 
dreamed about ten years ago.

But as cool as technology has become 
– and will continue to be – technology is 
a just a mechanism. It’s like finding gold 
when you’re lost in the desert. It has no 
real value until you’re someplace you can 
use it. And all this amazing tech has no 
value, unless you’re in the right place to 
use it, with the right focal point, mindset, 
and strategy.

Disruptors focus on the target  
markets – what’s important to them,  
their aspirations and disappointments, 
and, critically, how they connect with 
people and interact with the world.  
So, as people adopt new lifestyles, 
priorities, and technologies, disruptive 
marketers incorporate those changes  
in what they do, just as disruptive spon-
sors have been doing for fifteen years.

The currency of marketing is no longer 
reach, exposure, influence, or even sales. 
It’s dopamine, oxytocin, and serotonin. 
It’s endocannabinoids, endorphins, and 
epinephrine. It’s about emotions and 
connections and joy and self-worth. It’s 
about identity, belonging, and feeling valued, 
and when a brand can evoke those things, 
people will align themselves with that brand 
in a way that will transcend any fleeting 
promotions a competitor may mount.

THE DISRUPTIVE  
SPONSORSHIP ADVANTAGE

When it comes to Disruptive Marketing, 
sponsorship was there first, and we’re 
already good at it. But as nice as it is to 
have bragging rights, it’s even better to 
have mountains of the substance that 
makes this disruption work.

When it comes right down to it, 
sponsorship delivers power that Disruptive 
Marketing doesn’t intrinsically have. Like 
experiential marketing before it, Disruptive 
Marketing is often left to manufacture 
the relevance that’s baked right into 
sponsorship, and more often than not, it 
rings hollow.

With sponsorship, relevance, passion, 
and emotion are baked right in, as spon-
sorship is, at its core, about what people 
choose to care about. It gives sponsors 
a credible platform to demonstrate what 
their brand is about, not just talk about 
it; to demonstrate the values it shares 
with target markets. Sponsorship fosters 
authenticity in voice and brand conduct. 
And the driving force behind all of it is 
meaning.

Dopamine – Reward, desire, happiness
Oxytocin – Bonding, trust, loyalty
Serotonin – Confidence, worthiness, 
belonging
Endocannabinoids – Bliss
Endorphins – Pain relief
Epinephrine – Adrenaline rush

Without meaning, Disruptive Marketing 
is just an empty vessel – a bunch of data 
and tech and creativity, with no resonance. 
Meaning is sponsorship’s superpower. No 
other marketing media goes close.

Customer-Centric
Brands have bragged for years 

about being “customer-driven” and 
“consumer-centric”. In most cases, that’s 
been centred around their commitment to 
customer service, not the larger way that 
they relate to those customers, and certainly 
not about marketing, which has been largely 
stuck in the mode of yelling-in-target-mar-
kets’-general direction for decades.

Disruptive Marketing has identified 
the value of putting customers (and 
potential customers) and their needs first 
in marketing, as well as embracing the 
fact that every interaction with a potential 
customer is, in fact, marketing – so they’d 
better get it right.

Sponsors realised long ago that their 
starting place with any fan base is “inter-
loper”, and if they were to have any chance 
at all of meeting brand needs, they were 
going to need to meet fan needs first. 
Understanding, respecting, and adding 
value to the fan experience became the 
third “win” in “win-win-win” sponsorship, 
and though the fan experience now bears 
little resemblance to the fan experience 
back then, building that third “win” into the 
sponsorship equation is still the foundation 
stone of sponsorship returns.

In fact, disruptive sponsors value this 
approach so much, that they’ve found 
ways to use sponsorship to provide 
meaningful “wins”, not only to fans, but to 
their customers, potential customers, staff,  
communities, and other stakeholders.

From Impressions and Sales 
to Alignment and Advocacy

I’ve been doing this a long time, and for 
as long as I can remember, the marketing 
process has gone something like this…
• Make decision based on target market 

fit, reach, and cost.
• Roll out one ad, promotion, or other 

communication after another, with the 
primary reason to convince someone 
that they want or need the product. 

• Assess results based on recall, 
promotion participation, bulk social 
engagement (likes, follows, clicks, 
shares), and incremental sales.

Certainly, there’s more to it than this, 
but that “more” is different from one brand 
to another, and virtually always focuses on 
metrics.
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Disruptive Marketing has shifted that 
thinking, so the primary goal is to improve 
sentiment toward the brand. The thinking 
is that if people are demonstrably feeling 
more positive toward a brand, the sales 
and other objectives will come.

The thinking is along the lines of 
employers who need their staff working 
at peak performance. Old school thinkers 
would do productivity training, contests, 
and incentives which, frankly, only work on 
some types of people, and may only result 
in short-term gains. Other employers have 
identified that happy staff, who are proud 
of the company they work for, are more 
productive, and that productivity gains 
are across the board, so they focus on 
creating a workplace and organisational 
culture with happiness and pride as the 
focal points.

From the perspective of Disruptive 
Sponsorship, we can talk about 
“sentiment”, but because what we 
sponsor is intrinsically meaningful to the 
target markets, the analysis goes deeper, 
the emotions more specific, and the 
perceptions more tightly held. It’s about 
motivations and pinch points, priorities 
and self-definitions, bragging rights and 
social credibility. It’s about empathy and 
kindness, tribalism and rivalry, joy and pain.

Disruptive sponsors mirror all of that, 
reflecting, amplifying, and adding value to 
the fan experience, and when done well, 
creates sustained alignment to the brand 
and large groundswells in advocacy.

People Are in Control
Unlike some of the other elements 

of Disruptive Marketing, understanding 
the degree to which people have taken 
control of their media consumption, and 
the degree to which this has made many 
traditional marketing channels largely 
redundant, has been an evolution for 
brands over the past eight to ten years.

Sponsors know that fans have always 
been in control. Sponsors are choosing 
to interact with them through something 
they’ve already decided they care about. 
That makes it pretty damned easy for 
people to ignore – even wilfully ignore – the 
sponsors cluttering up their fan experience.

And woe to the sponsor that thinks 
disrespecting the fan experience is the 
way to achieve marketing goals. Interrupt-
ing, or gratuitously intruding upon, a fan 
experience may get people’s attention, 
but certainly isn’t going to build affinity or 
alignment. And advocacy? I’ve never in my 
life seen someone post about how moving 
LED signage right next to the field during 
the play of game made the game a better 
experience for them.

Sponsors also know that losing control 
is part of the process. People who are 
well-versed in controlling their entire media 
experience aren’t interested in a brand’s 
one-way marketing messages, even if they 
are coming to them in conjunction with a 

sponsorship. No, they want to create and 
collaborate and remix content, they want 
a voice, a platform, a champion, and they 
want to share it all on their own terms.

It’s messy and chaotic, but it’s where 
the people are. Disruptive sponsors know 
that embracing the chaos is a vital part 
of making sponsorship work, and that the 
more they foster fan freedom, participa-
tion, and expression, the more powerful a 
platform sponsorship becomes.

MAKING DISRUPTIVE  
SPONSORSHIP WORK 

Sponsors that have embraced best 
practice already know how to make 
Disruptive Sponsorship work. They have 
the mindset and the skills to translate 
lifestyle trends, societal changes, and 
technology growth into emotionally power-
ful and resonant marketing opportunities. 
They know that the look of sponsorship 
may change dramatically from one year, 
market, geography, or sponsorship to 
the next, but that the bones of it stay the 
same. These are some of the biggest 
techniques they use.

Design Thinking
For over thirty years, sponsors have been 

well aware that the lion’s share of their 
brand results – if not all of them – don’t 
come from the sponsorship itself, but from 
the leverage activities they mount around it.

It would be fair to say that early leverage 
strategies were pretty uninspired, but when 
sponsors saw the light on win-win-win 
sponsorship fifteen years ago, the game 
changed completely. Sponsors realised 
that, given what they sponsor means 
something to people – that they don’t 
only invest time and money, but belief and 
emotion – an empathy-driven approach to 
the creative process around sponsorship 
is the only approach that makes any sense. 
Without realising it, sponsors became 
experts in design thinking.

Design thinking starts with empathy. It 
focuses on people - not tech, not data, not 
fine-tuning old ideas, or making a product 
relevant. It removes limitations on creativity, 
and challenges assumptions. The more 
varied the viewpoints participating, the better 
the ideas will be. The worst thing for design 
thinking is for only marketers to be involved.

The goal is to generate a large volume 
of ideas that can be piloted, tested, and 
scaled, and some degree of failure is 
accepted. In sponsorship terms, that 
large volume of ideas can be used across 
time, geography, and different market 
segments. They can be built on year 
after year, or used to keep a sponsorship 
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fresh. And while there will be occasional 
missteps, thoroughly understanding the 
fan experience means those missteps will 
be few and far between.

Design thinking is the intersection of 
analysis and creativity, and the goal isn’t 
to convince people that the product will 
make their life better, but for the brand to 
genuinely make the things they care about 
better. And while I’m aware that all sounds 
like a bunch of airy-fairy crapola, in prac-
tice, it couldn’t be more straightforward.

Design Thinking and  
Leverage Planning

Although it’s tempting to walk you 
through every step and intricacy of 
how design thinking intersects with 
sponsorship planning, we’re going to 
have to settle for toplining it. Either book 
referenced at the end of this paper will 
have the entire process in detail.

Who you involve in this process is 
critically important. Assemble a group 
where marketers are in the minority, and 
expertise is less important than diversity. 
Involve HR and sales and data analytics. 
Involve regional management, distribution, 
and government relations. Involve senior 
executives. Involve the receptionist. Do 
whatever you need to do to get a broad 
variety of people and perspectives 
in the room. Pro tip: Bribe them with 
sandwiches. You’ll only have to do it once, 
because this process is fun, and they’ll 
want to come back.

The first stage of any sponsorship 
leverage brainstorm is about establishing 
empathy – humanising the target markets, 
understanding who they are, what matters 
to them, and their fan experience.

Ask these questions, in this order, 
but don’t let anyone overthink them. 
Perfectionism isn’t useful in this process, 
and will only slow you down. 
• What are their perceptions of the 

property? How do they think other 
people perceive it?  

• These perceptions can be accurate, 
inaccurate, good, bad, or ugly. 

• What are the best things about the fan 
experience? 

• What are the worst things about the fan 
experience?

• What are the main motivations for 
someone to want to get involved in this 
property? To attend, join, donate, or 
pay attention to it in any way? (These 
motivations become your market 
segments.) 

• Based on those main motivations, 
develop flagbearers/personas for each 
segment. Give those flagbearers names, 

lives, priorities. Describe them in terms 
they would use. Do it fast and on the fly. 
(Quickest to break into smaller groups, 
each working on a different flagbearer, 
then share.) 

• Give each of those flagbearers a 
wand. What would they want from the 
property, if they could have anything? 
Their wishes don’t have to be realistic.

Throughout this process, don’t forget 
that the property will have lots of remote 
fans – people who care about what you’re 
sponsoring, but for whatever reason, 
won’t be there. You also need to consider 
fans of the larger themes of the property, 
who may not even know that the property 
exists, but have a real passion for the 
subject. An example is a high-end food 
and wine festival, which will have elements 
that will appeal to foodies, no matter 
where they are.

Once you’ve established a strong 
understanding of the fan experience, from 
their perspective, it’s time to open the 
floodgates for ideas. For the purposes 
of brainstorming, remove all financial, 
political, and practical constraints, and 
assume you can have any benefits you 
want from the property.

With the fan still firmly at the forefront, 
ask these questions, in this order:
• How can we amplify what’s best about 

the fan experience? Make it more 
participative? More immersive? More 
rewarding? 

• How can we ameliorate what’s worst? 
Remove annoyances? Make the 
experience easier, more accessible? 

• Can we give the flagbearers what they 
want? If not, can we get them closer??

• What kind of exclusive content can we 
access, create, or remix?

• What kind of content can fans/
customers create, customise, or remix?

• How can we make customers, fans, 
staff, or our communities the heroes?

• Can we give any of those people control 
over some aspect of the property?

• What can we do that will demonstrate, 
not just talk about, our brand values?

• How can we integrate the sponsorship 
across our existing touchpoints?

Not every idea will be a winner, but 
many of them will be. Some ideas will take 
time to get into the marketplace, while 
others will be responsive, and launchable 
in real-time. Some ideas will build momen-
tum over time, while others will serve as 
burning epicentres for shorter-term ideas, 
and all of that is okay in design thinking.

Tell Me A Story
If Disruptive Marketing is the buzziest 

thing to happen to marketing in decades, 
storytelling is the buzziest thing about 
Disruptive Marketing. And that’s fair 
enough; there’s a lot of power in a 
compelling story.

Without sponsorship, there are basically 
three kinds of stories a brand can tell:
• Brand stories.
• Customer stories.
• Community stories (brand- or custom-

er-adjacent)
This is a very limited pool and, frankly, 

there’s only so much you can talk about 
your brand, and the people that use your 
brand, before people’s eyes will glaze over 
and they’ll tune out.

This approach appears to come 
from the same mindset that gave us 
“experiential marketing” and “branded 
experiences”; the mindset that assumes 
that if the experience is cool enough, or 
the story is compelling enough, people will 
volunteer to become part of the “brand 
story”. Puh-lease

Honestly, nobody wants to be part of 
a brand story. Belay that, there is a tiny 
handful of brands that compel that kind 
of devotion – Apple, Harley Davidson, 
Thermomix – and your brand is almost 
surely not among them.

The answer isn’t about telling ever more 
elaborate stories, or creating ever-flashier 
brand experiences, in some vain attempt 
to make your brand more compelling, but 
to deliver stories that are meaningful to 
the people you’re trying to get close to, 
whether they have anything directly to do 
with your brand or not.

Disruptive sponsors know that if you 
add sponsorship-driven storytelling to 
the mix, you suddenly have a vast array 
of stories to tell – stories that matter to 
people, that they’re hungry to hear.

You can tell stories about the property, 
the fans, the stars, the history, and the 
community. You can tell surprising stories, 
funny stories, instructive stories, and 
inspiring stories. You can go behind the 
scenes, dive deep, or tell a story with 
a moral. You can tell stories about the 
impact of the property on the community 
it serves, and you can spread stories 
out across multiple episodes. Because 
as soon as you’re telling stories about 
something that has meaning to people, 
there’s no end to the stories you can tell.

You’ll certainly find places to tell brand 
stories and customer stories, but within the 
context of the other stories you’re telling, 
it will no longer feel like the thinly-veiled 
schtick of an infomercial, but an authentic 
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reflection of what the brand is about.

Making Others the Heroes
I’ve lost track of the number of times 

over the years that I’ve heard a brand 
manager or some agency type waffle on 
about how an idea is going to make the 
brand a hero.

Disruptive Sponsorship isn’t about 
creating brand heroes, and in fact, takes 
a diametrically opposite approach. Again, 
these sponsors have taken on board that 
their starting place with any sponsorship 
is “interloper”, and realised long ago that 
doing anything that smacks of self-con-
gratulation is no way to align with fans.

Instead, they’re creating ways to make 
fans, customers, and staff the heroes – 
championing them, telling their stories – in 
a powerful act of putting people first, and 
demonstrating what the brand stands for.

Participation, Not Spectating
Disruptive Sponsorship heralded the 

death of the wallflower, as fans hungered 
for ways to feel more involved. They 
wanted to participate, not spectate, and 
this has become a fertile ground for 
sponsors looking to add value to the fan 
experience, both in-person and remote.

There are as many ways to create fan 
participation as there are properties, and 
people who love them, but some of the 
major angles include…
• Amplifying tribalism or a sense of 

community around the property
• Gamifying the fan experience
• Providing a platform for fans to 

celebrate, vent, or share
• Providing focal points for user-generat-

ed content, customisable content, and 
content remixing

• Augmenting the fan experience through 
augmented reality apps and second 
screen content

• Crowdsourcing aspects of the property, 
fan experience, and sponsor-generated 
content.

What constitutes participation is going to 
vary wildly from one fan to the next. As with 
all of Disruptive Sponsorship, the starting 
point is empathy. When you understand 
what they value, and why the property 
matters to them, the types of participation 
that will resonate will be crystal clear.

Stand for Something
There are ample surveys showing that 

people think better about brands that 
sponsor charity and community organisa-
tions, and this is often used as a selling 
point for doing it. In reality, though, every 
brand sponsors at least one charitable 
organisation, it’s usually something bland 
and uncontroversial, and virtually all of 
them do no more than pay lip service 
about how “community minded” they are. 
It’s just a self-serving lie. There’s no halo 
effect for self-congratulatory benevolence.

Enter Millennials and Gen Z, who have 
joined the explosion of social justice 
warriors and other issues-driven consum-
ers in demanding that companies be 
about more than profit. They want to align 
with brands that do business in an ethical 
way, and will actively campaign against 
brands that aren’t in line with community 
standards, or their own world view.

When it comes to sponsorship, they are 
less concerned about whether a brand 
pays money to a big list of causes, arts, 
and community organisations than they 
are about the depth and authenticity of 
those sponsorship commitments.

It’s about standing for something, 
and disruptive sponsors are all about it. 
They’re sponsoring unsexy causes that 
are genuinely relevant to their customers 
– causes like depression, prostate cancer, 
and prison dog programs.

They’re also sponsoring organisations 
championing positive social change, such 
as marriage equality, despite the fact that 
there are detractors. They’re sponsoring 
environmental organisations in battles 
that will help the environment, but could 
cost jobs. They’re weighing the pros and 
cons, with the understanding that it’s no 
longer possible to please everyone with 
neutrality, and that these ethical and social 
conundrums are only going to increase. 
They realise that to demonstrate what a 
brand stands for – through sponsorship or 
not – is both to lose customers and gain 
brand love.

The other area where standing for 
something has become a powerful 
marketing tool, is when sponsorship is 
used to reflect and amplify fan concerns. 
A fantastic example of this is around 
FIFA, which steadfastly ignored the fans’ 
persistent and growing calls for an end 
to corruption in the organisation. For 
years, sponsors ignored the fans, as well, 
adopting a stance that could best be 
described as, “Nothing to do with us”… 
until they didn’t.
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When several major sponsors used 
their enormous financial clout to amplify 
fan concerns, demanding transparency, 
accountability, and an end to cronyism, 
they truly did become brand heroes.

Nimbleness is  
Non-Negotiable

When a ten-year-old can produce an 
edited video, on a smartphone, in the 
time it takes to get to school on the bus, 
taking months to formulate a sponsorship 
leverage plan is ridiculous. Taking weeks to 
ensure every piece of sponsorship-driven 
content is beautiful is also ridiculous. When 
being “responsive” still takes days, that’s 
ridiculous, too. Bureaucracy is the enemy of 
Disruptive Sponsorship, with perfectionism 
playing the role of evil sidekick.

Disruptive Sponsors have a number of 
strategies that help them to be nimble:
• They balance long, medium, short, and 

real-time leverage activities, pulling from 
a large catalogue of ideas developed 
using design thinking.

• They focus on the perfect production 
and delivery of the big ideas that will be 
in the market the longest.

• They have a bank of existing content 
that can be remixed, reworked, or 
repurposed at short notice.

• They are constantly on the lookout for 
stories to tell, people and communities 
to champion, wins to celebrate, and 
concerns to reflect, and have a frame-
work that facilitates responsiveness.

• They prioritise relevance, meaning, and 
timeliness over production values.

Even my job has changed. Where I 
used to write strategies that told clients 
what they should be sponsoring and 
how, my strategies are now about how to 
fundamentally change how sponsorship is 
done, so they’ve got the framework, tools, 
skills, fast planning and approval frame-
works, fall-back options, internal buy-in, 
and real-time feedback they need to be 
successful at Disruptive Sponsorship. My 
job has changed to setting clients up to 
be nimble.

KNOW YOUR CHANNELS
Yeah, I know… Disruptive Marketing 

channels, yada yada, heard it all before. 
Don’t worry, I’m not going to waste time 
and words going over the basics of this 
well-trodden ground.

 What I do want to do is reframe these 
channels in the context of Disruptive 
Sponsorship, and how they relate to the 
core principles behind it.

Brands as Media
The whole “brands are now media 

owners” thing is a bit of a furphy, as we’d 
say down here in Australia. That is to say 
it’s misleading.

Brands have always been media 
owners. Every brand touchpoint your 
brand has ever controlled is a media 
through which you could channel relevant 
content. Whether you do it or not is 
another story, but with the exploding 
number, quality, and ubiquity of tech-based 
channels in recent years, the need for 
meaningful, interesting content has 
exploded right along with it.

When it comes to Disruptive Sponsor-
ship, sponsors know two things are true…
1. Sponsorship is the mother lode of 

content for a brand. Whether it’s 
episodic, durable, or usergener-
ated, customised, gamified, or 
crowdsourced, exclusive or remixed, or 
whether it heroes your customers, staff, 
or the fans, if it’s authentic content 
around something they love, it will be 
compelling to your target markets.

2. The media a rightsholder is providing – 
how many mentions on social, program 
advertising, where the logo goes, 
etc. – shouldn’t be a focal point of the 
deal, because what a sponsor can do 
with the content in your own channels 
is more powerful than anything your 
partner could do for you.

You can showcase that content to fans 
and remote fans, you can work the broader 
themes to your broader target markets, you 
can make a local sponsorship work for your 
brand on a regional or national level, and 
you can do it across a timeframe that is far 
longer than that of what you’re sponsoring.

Devices
Obviously, the big news in devices 

is the dominance of mobile. It’s actually 
such big news I’m going to devote very 
few words. Suffice it to say, optimise your 
content for mobile – make it look good, 
load fast, and work properly.

Related to the overarching dominance 
of mobile devices, while some pundits 
prattle on about digital giants becoming 
additional content distributors, extending 
the reach of major sports, concerts, and 
the like – which they are – the more 
interesting development to me is the 
second screen.

This refers to the phenomenon of 
watching something on television or in 
person, while simultaneously engaging 
with that experience on a mobile device. 
That second screen could be providing 

additional information and insights in real-
time, in a manner akin to DIY augmented 
reality, it could be about sharing the 
experience, or it could be both. This is a 
huge area for sponsors wanting to create 
wins for fans.

Virtual and Augmented Reality
When discussions of Disruptive 

Marketing turn to tech, it’s usually less than 
ten seconds before someone mentions 
virtual reality. And really, what’s not to love 
– especially when applied to sponsorship? 
It’s immersive and participative, getting all 
of those brain chemicals pumping. It’s plain, 
flat sexy, with cool factor one thousand. It’s 
also notoriously difficult to scale.

Scalability is a major issue, given how 
many fans any given property is likely to 
have. If a sponsor opts to go all the way, 
with headsets and handlers and lines of 
people waiting to have a go, the experience 
will be amazing, but only a tiny percentage 
of fans will be able to take part.

Disruptive sponsors are repared to 
compromise quality for scale, availing 
themselves of low-tech solutions, like 
cardboard headsets that will hold any 
smartphone running the brand’s VR app, or 
dispensing with headsets altogether, with 
fans using their phones as a viewfinder. The 
issues with maintaining the high-quality, 
immersive experience at scale will reduce 
significantly over time, as the accessibility 
of personal VR equipment improves.

Augmented reality is at least as 
powerful as virtual reality, when it comes 
to Disruptive Sponsorship. If virtual reality 
is taking a person into an entirely different 
experience, augmented reality improves 
the experience a person is having. If that’s 
a fan experience, that fan is going to 
appreciate and engage with meaningful, 
real-time information, insights, and 
opportunities for further engagement. It’s 
also scalable and can be repackaged to 
work for remote fans.

Artificial Intelligence
Artificial intelligence and machine 

learning are amazing, and getting more 
amazing every day, but current applica-
tions are primarily centred around analytics 
and operations, not consumer-facing 
marketing.

This appears to be an area that is set 
to erupt, and I almost hesitate to commit 
these limitations to the written word, as 
the advice will surely be outdated by the 
time I hit “publish”. With that in mind, I 
cautiously offer a couple of areas that I 
think are ripe for Disruptive Sponsorship.

 It could be used for crowdsourcing. 
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Artificial intelligence provides a platform 
for collating and parsing a mountain of fan 
data, and automating the creation of some-
thing – content, art, music, or something 
else entirely – from it. Similarly, it can be 
used to synthesise voluntary inputs and 
other data, such as social media profiles 
(with permission), to create completely 
customised content around a property.

Again, I think this is the tip of the 
iceberg. Less. It’s the snowflake on 
top of the tip of the iceberg, and both 
the applications and the sophistication 
will grow exponentially in the short- to 
medium-term. Due to the intrinsic power 
of both crowdsourcing and customised/
remixed content in the Disruptive 
Sponsorship space, I do think these will 
remain major veins for adding value to 
the fan experience, fostering both fan 
ownership and collaboration, and making 
fans the heroes.

Big Data
Big data has been a major disruptor, 

with eye-watering amounts of data being 
collected and collated every day. From 
social media to search engines, apps to 
APIs, plus customer, sales, and historic 
data, and so much more. We’re now 
getting familiar with the term “petabytes”, 
but “exabytes” may not be far off day-to-
day vernacular.

But it’s often said that big data is about 
the “what”, not the “why”, and applications 
are minimal for giant, lossy datasets in a 

marketing media that’s all about individual 
passions, relevance, and meaning.

I do think big data has some potential 
for sponsorship selection. If brands can 
use behaviour analytics to find interest 
trends early, they can investigate sponsor-
ing properties on those categories. There 
may also be a role in using behaviour 
analytics to spot early signs of lifestyle 
changes, or a technology uptake tipping 
point, providing an opportunity to develop 
bold, new leverage strategies.

Where most brands go wrong with 
big data and sponsorship is that they 
look at properties as simply another 
source of data. I’ve heard the phrase, 
“We only undertake sponsorship for data 
acquisition”, so many times I’ve lost track, 
but every sponsor that takes this approach 
is wrong.

Let’s think about this for a second. A 
brand sponsors something that people 
care about – that they have a passion for, 
that has built-in meaning and relevance. 
But rather than using that passion to 
nurture their bonds with the target markets, 
the primary driver is data acquisition. 
Any data that is acquired is added to the 
existing pool, to be used to craft and target 
one-way communications to those same 
people at some point in the future. It’s 
inefficient and ignores the most powerful 
and compelling aspects of sponsorship, as 
a leverageable marketing platform.

Smart sponsors know that the primary 
goal of all marketing is to be the natural 

choice for their target markets, and they’ve 
identified that nurturing relationships with 
them is far more effective than shouting 
messages at them, no matter how 
targeted they may be. These disruptive 
sponsors have an entirely different view 
of how data intersects with sponsorship, 
while preserving the passion that makes 
sponsorship work. They use their big data 
insights to inform some of their leverage, 
while the fans are far more likely to 
volunteer data to a brand that has worked 
to build a genuine relationship with them.

Micro-Targeting
Micro-targeting of ads and other 

messages is an amazing use of data, and 
there are applications for sponsorship. But 
thinking it’s the holy grail of sponsorship 
leverage would be an overstatement.

First of all, because you don’t need 
to sponsor anything to micro-target by 
passion, this approach to marketing would 
appear to be an ambusher’s best friend. 
But while this ambush activity can be very 
specific in its targets and messages, those 
messages are one-way, and likely to ring 
hollow, as they’ll lack authenticity.

For a sponsor, using micro-targeting to 
simply spruik the sponsorship – “Look at 
our sponsorship!” – is going to be about 
as meaningful as sticking “proud sponsor 
of” at the bottom of all your ads.

Disruptive Sponsors use micro-targeting 
to augment an authentic and fully-formed 
leverage plan, pulling fans into the meatier 
aspects of your activities, pulling them 
toward that third “win”.

Social Listening
Social listening is being increasingly 

used as both a measure of brand align-
ment, and a source of market intelligence. 
It’s a powerful tool, and I believe it 
becomes even more powerful when used 
in conjunction with sponsorship.

Social media brings out what people 
care about, so unless a brand has 
done something super-controversial or 
super-amazing, the amount people will 
be engaging about a brand is likely to be 
underwhelming.

With sponsorship, you’re connecting 
with people through something they’ve 
already decided they care about, and 
with or without your brand, they’re going 
to share it. When disruptive sponsors 
add value to that fan experience, it’s 
foreseeable that there will be an increase 
activity around your brand, the care factor 
will rise, and fans will provide more insight 
that they ordinarily would. A few of the 
things you will be able to gather through 

A poem about corporate sponsorship, 
generated by artificial intelligence

So busy holding onto something new. 
It had its own commercial enterprise! 
A hundred thousand dollars at renew, 
How could they ever wanna advertise.

But there are only seven members paying! 
For you to join a dominant position! We never really need a signal fading,

Even any cable television.

Too many advertising revenue,
When the number one is getting paid! An answering machine and azure blue, 

A group of people on the tape delayed.

Like a million dollar license fee,
The life of Miller Brewing Company.
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social listening around sponsorship:
• Social benchmarking (share of voice)
• Brand pain points
• Fan pain points
• Incremental mentions and/or changes in 

sentiment during the period of a major 
sponsorship

• Changes in demographics
• Brand advocacy
• Trends in sentiment, mentions, or other 

factors, over time.

BRAND IMPACTS MAY VARY
According to Cindy Alvarez, author of 

Lean Customer Development, there are 
three types of brand relationships:
• Identity brands
• Improver brands
• Transactional brands

Her assertion is that identity and 
improver brands are the only ones using 
Disruptive Marketing well. To an extent, 
she has a point. Some brands are sexier 
than others, with more obvious marketing 
hooks, but I contend that Disruptive 
Sponsorship can have a huge impact on 
all three.
• Identity brands are brands that reflect 

who we are, how we live, and how 
we want to be perceived by others. 
Their positioning is about being part 
of a movement or personal mission. 
Disruptive Sponsorships will be 
anchored on the ideas of alignment, 
inspiration, aspiration, and championing 
that identity.

• Improver brands are brands 
that are, unsurprisingly, about 
improving ourselves and our lives. The 
positioning is about empowerment, 
insight, practicality, and celebrating 
achievement. Disruptive Sponsorships 
will be anchored on the same concepts, 
providing next-level expertise, advice, 
and vision.

• Transactional brands tend to be 
unsexy, and are largely interchangeable 
commodities. They tend to lack 
personality, and as a result, garner little 
real alignment from their target markets. 
Disruptive Sponsorship is a powerful 
platform to imbue a transactional brand 
with traits of an identity or improver 
brand (or both).

Of course all of these brand types can 
use sponsorship to nurture relationships, 
by understanding, respecting, and adding 
value to what people care about. All of 
them can champion the fans and make 
their customers heroes. They can all tell 
compelling stories. But the type of story, 

what makes a meaningful win, and what 
constitutes a hero will vary vastly from one 
to another.

BEYOND THE BUZZWORDS
Before the barrage of rhetoric around 

Disruptive Marketing, buzzwords filtering 
through sponsorship were maxing out at 
a healthy trickle. “Synergy” had a good 
run, but has thankfully died in the arse. 
“Engagement” is still enjoying a long run 
of meaningless lip service.

Disruptive Marketing has opened 
the floodgates on buzzwords. Even 
“disruptive” is a buzzword! But as we learn 
all the new terminology, synthesising what 
it means into our jobs and our strategies, 
we need to ensure we never let go of 
the underlying structure that makes it all 
work – the humanity, the selflessness, the 
passion, the meaning. We also need to 
hold tight to the mission all brands share – 
to be the natural choice for their markets.  

“Disruptive” anything isn’t inherently 
good. And as cool as it all is – apps, 
content, big data, and microtargeting, 
virtual reality, augmented reality, and near-
field communications, artificial intelligence, 
live streaming, gamification, and the 
rest – without empathy, technology is 
just noise.

But beyond everything 
else, remember that 
sponsorship was at 
the vanguard, driving the 
marketing shifts that we now 
call “disruptive”. We’ve got the 
meaning no other marketing meadia 
has. In short, we’ve got this.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
• The Corporate Sponsorship Toolkit – 

My bestseller for corporate sponsors.
• The Sponsorship Seeker’s Toolkit 4th 

Edition – Often referred to as “the bible 
of the industry”, this industry bestseller 
is a must-have for rightsholders.

• Kim Skildum-Reid’s Corporate Sponsor-
ship Blog – Here you’ll find over 250, 
mostly how-to blogs for both sponsors 
and sponsorship seekers.

• Free White Papers and Templates – I 
have a broad variety of white papers 
and templates that are available for 
no-obligation download.

• Find a Sponsorship Broker – I don’t 
offer a brokerage service, but I do have 
a listing of brokers from around the 
world.

• I also offer consulting, workshops, 
webinars, and in-house training, and 
professional coaching for sponsors 
and sponsorship seekers, as well as 

options for government and industry 
associations. Contact me on admin@
powersponsorship.com to discuss a 
consulting, strategy sessions, custom-
ised in-house training, and coaching.

If you have any questions, a gripe, or 
would otherwise like to reach me, you can 
also feel free to drop me a line on admin@
powersponsorship.com.
  

Kim Skildum-Reid is one of the 
sponsorship industry’s most influen-
tial thought leaders. She has a blue 
chip list of consulting and training 
clients spanning six continents, is 
author of global industry bestsellers, 
The Sponsorship Seeker’s Toolkit 
and The Corporate Sponsorship 
Toolkit, and commentates to major 
business media around the world. 
She is the brains behind industry hub, 
PowerSponsorship.com, and offers 
sponsorship consulting, training, 
speaking, and coaching. Kim can be 
reached at: Email: admin@power-
sponsorship.com | Phone AU: +61 2 
9559 6444 | Phone US: +1 612 326 
5265 or for more information, go to: 
http://powersponsorship.com/.
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FESTIVALS WITHOUT BORDERS WITH ROBERT BAIRD

One of the most basic considerations when booking foreign 
artists is the visa. There are several hurdles to obtaining the 
appropriate documents to both allow foreign artists to enter and 
to work in the country, including knowledge of the different kinds 
of visa, an understanding of the visa petition process, and an 
appreciation of the time it takes to obtain these documents.

Work Permit vs. Visa
There is an unfortunate confusion engendered by the use of 

the word “visa” for both the work permit and the actual entry 
visa into the country. The work permit is often referred to as an 
“O” or “P” visa but is in reality a work permit from United States 
Citizenship and Immigration, allowing an artist or artistic group 
to “work” in the United States. Without this visa, performers are 
not allowed to perform since USCIS considers any performance 
“work”, regardless of whether the artist is paid or not. In other 
words, performing a “free” concert does not waive the work 
permit requirement for any foreign artist.

Different Kinds of Visas (Work Permits)
There are four kinds of work permits available to artists: the 

O1B, P1, P2 and P3 visas. An O1B visa is for internationally 
renowned individual artists of extraordinary ability; a P1 visa is for 
internationally recognized entertainment groups; a P2 visa is a 
special category under a reciprocal exchange agreement with the 
American Federation of Musicians (A.F. of M.) for its members only; 
and a P3 visa for artists performing a culturally unique program (as 
defined by USCIS). Essential support personnel is permitted to 
accompany artists but must be petitioned for separately.

The Visa (Work Permit) Petition Process
A work permit petition can be prepared up to a year in advance 

and necessitates the preparation of a document (I-129) and 
evidence of the artist’s background and achievements. This 
evidence entails providing documented proof of such things as 
touring itineraries and fees (artists are expected to have toured 
outside their own country and commanded higher than normal 
fees), concert venues (playing in well-known halls is a distinct 
advantage), concert reviews (press clippings from newspapers 

and magazines), awards (evidence of the artist’s achievements), 
reference letters (from acknowledged authorities, if possible) 
and a record of commercial success (reviews of CD and other 
sales, sales figures, etc.) This material is appended to the petition 
application. Each application costs approximately USD$500 and 
can take up to 3-4 months to be approved. There is a Premium 
Processing option which costs an additional USD$1225 and gets 
a response within 15 days. (Not necessarily an approval.) There 
are two processing centers in the United States: one in St. Albans, 
VT and one in Laguna Beach, CA. Petitions MUST be submitted 
by U.S.-based employers, agents, managers, sponsors, presenters, 
organizers, or U.S. agents appointed to do so by the foreign artists. 

Length of Stay for a Work Permit Visa
With the exception of the O-1B visa which can be approved for 

up to three years, the visa length of stay is restricted to one year 
and then only when the artist has activities to justify the petition. 
Often, an artist has a single booking and so must petition for that 
booking only. If the artist is touring then the petition can cover a 
multiple-event itinerary and can be petitioned for by one petitioner 
who is appointed to this task by all employers on the tour. 

Work Permit Visa Approval Process
All petitions sent in to USCIS are assigned a receipt number. 

An adjudicator at USCIS examines the petition and approves or 
denies it. Petitions for regular processing receive the receipt and 
approval via mail; petitions for premium processing receive the 
receipt and approval via email. In both cases, the actual approval 
(a form I-797) is sent to the petitioner.

Dealing with the Consulate
Once the receipt number is in hand, an artist can apply on the 

internet via the DS-160 process for an entry visa. This entails 
filling out a lengthy form, including background information, 
security questions and more, paying the requisite fee and making 
an appointment to visit the Consulate for the visa interview. If 
successful, the artist will surrender a passport to the Consulate 
and the entry visa will be produced.

FOREIGN ARTISTS PART 2:
BOOKING

Guide to Visas When Booking Foreign Performers
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WITH SEAN KING

The IFEA would like to thank the following partners for their dedicated support of the association.  
Association Endorsed Partners have made a commitment to the continued success of our associa-
tion, our members, and our industry through their umbrella support of all IFEA programs and services. 
Show your support for these dedicated providers to our industry by getting to know them, and the high  
quality products and services that they supply, better. 

Interested in becoming an Association Endorsed Partner? 
Contact Kaye Campbell, Director of Partnerships & Programs 

(208) 433-0950 ext. 8150 or kaye@ifea.com

ASSOCIATION ENDORSED PARTNER

ASSOCIATION ENDORSED PARTNER

https://kaliff.com/
http://www.saffire.com
mailto:kaye@ifea.com


Fourth Street Live! Hot Country Nights series, Justin Moore concert May 4, 2018. Louisville, KY

Event Marketing 
on Social Media
By Ashley Satterfield
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As event directors, we “get” to hear 
everyone’s ideas for what events, 
concerts, and festivals we “should” be 
having. As we know, bringing an event 
idea to reality can be extremely difficult 
and there is much to consider.

Half the battle of organizing an event is 
marketing it.

Luckily, today we live in a world of 
advanced technology in which our potential 
customers are constantly connected 
to their devices. We no longer need to 
study traffic patterns to determine the 
best placement for a billboard or analyze 
demographics to identify the best magazine 
in which to place an ad. These days, 
potential customers hold multiple marketing 
platforms in the palm of their hands every 
single day. Not only is it extremely easy to 
deliver our message to our specific target 
audience, it is cheap! Best of all, event 
marketing on social media is not as time 
consuming as you might expect.

I am often asked why I am so passionate 
about my career and why I continue to 
work in the crazy world of events; the 
long hours, late nights, angry guests, and 
struggle of constantly juggling multiple 
tasks and events. The easy answer is, well, 
because I LOVE IT! But beyond that, so 
do my guests. I love seeing people react 
to and interact with my events; what better 
feeling is there than walking into your event 

and seeing it jam-packed with people? 
Social media can help you get there.

Social media is a powerful tool that 
enables you to gain exposure, advance 
ticket sales, and perhaps most valuably, 
DATA! Social media is not only great for 
sharing information before the event, but it 
is also perfect for sharing during and after 
the event.

Let’s talk about all the ways we can use 
social media to market your event.

1. Create (and sell tickets through) 
Your Facebook Event 

I really hope that you already create 
Facebook Events, but if you are missing this, 
here is your reminder and wakeup call! Most 
people log into Facebook multiple times a 
day. Your event page is a great place for 
you and your customers to engage prior 
to the event. Be sure to tag your partners 
as co-hosts so that the event appears on 
their Facebook page too. Take it a step 
further and monetize it – you can boost your 
Facebook event listing (you set the rate 
and duration) to reach a broader audience 
beyond your and your co-hosts’ followers.

2. Launch Paid Social Media Ads
On average, only 2%–6% of your 

followers will actually see your posts. If 
you want to get your content in front of 
your target audience, use a paid social 

media advertisement. Using Facebook Ads 
Manager, you can create paid social media 
campaigns for Facebook and Instagram.

3. Run a Social Media Contest
Contests are the perfect way to get 

event-goers to help you spread the word. 
Create contests organically and ask users 
to like or follow you, tag a friend in the 
comments, and share the post to ‘enter 
to win.’ You can take it a step further and 
create paid contests using Facebook’s 
lead generation. With these contests, 
you can require that guests email to 
enter the contest, allowing you to gather 
data from potential customers. Once the 
contest is over, you can upload the leads 
to Facebook create a custom audience 
and then use that audience to generate a 
lookalike audience (people who are similar 
to the custom audience).

4. Give Them a Reason to Buy Their 
Tickets in Advance

Create early bird deadlines or advance 
ticket sale discounts. Motivate potential 
attendees by using urgency to drive ticket 
purchases. Not only is this a great way to 
collect data, but it makes it much easier to 
gauge your likely event attendance based 
on the number of presales.

5. Use Facebook Ads to Remarket to 
Prospects

Facebook custom audiences allow you to 
send your ads to people who have visited 
your website, a process that is also called 
remarketing/retargeting. Remarketing can 
be an effective strategy because people on 
average view an offer 3–7 times before they 
make a purchase. You can also use that 
custom audience to generate a lookalike 
audience to target customers with similar 
profiles. Be sure to exclude Facebook users 
who have already purchased a ticket. You 
can do this by creating a custom audience 
from your ticketing platform and excluding 
those users.

6. Promote your Event with a Video
Video captures the energy and 

excitement of your event and creates 
engagement opportunities as the video is 
shared – center it around the story, not on 
the sale. Keep it short and sweet; 1/5 of 
viewers will click away anyway within 10 
seconds or less.

7. Use Data from Similar Events or 
Prior Years to Target Potential 
Attendees

Create custom audiences using a list 
of attendees from previous years or from 
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similar events. These are people who are 
already engaged with your brand/event 
and would likely return, so you should use 
paid social campaigns to target them.

8. Empower Fans with Shareable Assets
Make it easy to share your event and 

capitalize on your fans’ excitement. 
Make sure your ticketing software gives 
purchasers the option to share that they 
are attending your event after they buy 
their tickets. No one wants FOMO.

9. Utilize Your Talent’s Followers
Have a famous guest, featured speaker, 

or national talent? Draft a post tagging 
your social media page and linking to your 
ticketing platform and ask their social 
media manager to post it on their social 
media page. Once the post is up, ask them 
for access to the page and then boost their 
post. This allows you to get in front of their 
fans, people you know will want to attend 
your event. Depending on the person they 
may have thousands, if not millions, of 
potential ticket purchasers following them.

10. Share Behind-the-Scenes Content
We know that there is a lot of work 

that goes into pulling off an event and 
sometimes we forget to take advantage of 
all the cool things that we get to do—like 
meeting Gavin Rossdale or taking a selfie 
with Cash Cash—that we could use to 
promote our events. Share this exciting 
content with your fans and give them a 
glimpse of event prep with photos and 
videos (Instagram Stories and Snapchat 
are ideal for this). This is a neat way to 
create buzz and boost engagement.

11. Add Your Event to Your Email 
Signature

 Add a graphic in your signature line and 
link it to your ticket purchase page.

12. Post a Recap Video
While it is still fresh in your guests’ 

minds, it is important to share a video  
and photos from your event. This creates 
an opportunity for engagement after the 
event and encourages people to come 
back next year.

13. Choose a Good Hashtag
If you do not have one yet, create a 

hashtag to brand your event. This enables 
users to mention you and you to track 
photos and content relating to your event. 
Be sure to share user-generated content 
too. Why do all the hard work creating 
amazing photographs, when most of the 
time your customers will do it for you?

14. Work with Influencers
Build relationships with key people in 

your industry who can help promote your 
event and help influence prospects to 
purchase tickets. Be sure to research and 
develop a strategy.

15. Instagram Stories
Luckily, when you run paid social media 

ads through Facebook, you not only have 
the option to run it on your Instagram feed, 
but also your Instagram Story. Because 
Stories are more authentic than posts, 
users are more interested in watching them. 
Use Stories before your event to drive 
ticket sales and during your event to share 
behind-the-scenes prep and live content.

16. Create Social Walls
Use a social media display, like Tagboard, 

to display your guests’ content on a giant 
projection screen, TV, or jumbotron at your 
event when they use your event hashtag. 
Other guests see people’s photos on 
display when they use your hashtag and 
they do not want to miss out on the fun! You 
can also link it to your website and share it 
directly on your homepage.

These are just some of the tactics that 
I have used to market events on social 
media. You should try various tactics 
and study the insights to determine what 
works best with your audience.

How to share on social media 
before the event:

• Anticipation
• FOMO
• Ticket promotion
• Event preparation
• Announcement
• Ticket purchase
• Lead generation contest

How to share on social media 
during the event:

• Social media display
• Photo booth
• Live video (Facebook Live, Instagram 

Stories)
• Behind-the-scenes backstage 

pictures and video
• Snapchat geofilter 

How to share on social media 
after the event:

• Celebrate your press mentions
• Share event photos and recap video
• Social media contest

If done right, social media is an incred-
ibly effective tool to promote your event. I 
hope this has encouraged you to consider 
using social media to promote your next 
event. It is much cheaper than traditional 
marketing, and you can decide the spend. 
The best part about social media marketing 
is that you can directly measure your ROI. 
Social media provides endless ways to 
promote and measure the success of your 
event before, during, and after.

Ashley Satterfield, CFEA is the Di-
rector of Marketing for the Fourth Street 
Live! Entertainment District in Louisville, 
KY. Ashley is a unicorn employee who 
prides herself as being a mover and 
shaker in the hospitality industry. Grow-
ing up with a theme park in her back 
yard, Ashley embraced the hospitality/
theme park industry at a very young 
age and started working in the theme 
park world (yes, it is its own world) at 
14. She eventually realized that not only 
was she really interested in events and 
marketing, but that she was really good 
at it. Since then, she has spent her time 
working in Kentucky’s largest indepen-
dent hotel and Kentucky’s most visited 
tourist attraction, spearheading all their 
events. You will usually find her creating 
chalk art on the street, talking on her 
phone to a local executive, booking a 
concert, coordinating a Guinness World 
Record attempt, confirming a radio buy, 
oh, or sharing that sponsored post on 
Facebook!

She is always learning and is driven 
by the need to constantly help. Her 
educational background includes a 
Bachelor’s in Interior Architecture 
Design with a minor in Marketing. She 
is a Certified Festival and Event Asso-
ciate (CFEA) and is currently working 
towards her CFEE. Ashley can be 
reached at phone: 502-649-5638 or 
email: asatterfield@4thstlive.com.

Interested in sponsoring? Contact Kaye Campbell, Director of Partnerships & Programs at (208) 433-0950 ext. 1 or kaye@ifea.com
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If you do not have one yet, create a hashtag 
to brand your event. This enables users to 
mention you and you to track photos and 
content relating to your event. 
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It’s an unfortunate reality that in today’s uncertain world, 
festivals, events and other crowded places where we bring 
large numbers of people gather on a predictable basis will 
continue to be attractive targets for acts of violence from issue 

motivated or fixated individuals, home grown violent extremists or 
transnational terrorist organizations. 

While the risk of terrorism and other violent acts will remain 
enduring threats for the foreseeable future, one unforeseen 
consequence of this dynamic threat environment is that we have 
seen an increase in the occurrence of crowd safety related risks 
at festivals and other special events. 

The recent “stampede” during the Global Citizen Festival 
(Central Park, NYC) on Saturday 29th September, highlights a 
crowd safety risk that event organizers and police responsible for 
special event security must consider, particularly given that many 

attendees possess a heightened (perception) fear of terrorist 
attacks or other acts of violence in crowded places. Places, where 
our family, friends and communities come together to experience 
the magic moments associated with festivals and events. 

In this edition of ‘Yesterday’s Incident is Tomorrow’s Risk” 
column, I would like to share some insights on crowd safety risks 
and findings from a recent study that investigated the relationship 
between stampedes, anti-social behavior and public safety incidents.

First, in relation to what specifically happened at the Global Citi-
zen festival, while the media portrayed the incident as “a stampede 
driven by panic and chaos”, it is misleading to describe such this 
incident as a ‘stampede’ because it implies that people are behaving 
irrationally or in other words, demonstrating a “herd mentality”. 

Dr. Chris Cocking, a UK social psychologist who specializes 
in the study of crowd behavior during mass emergencies, notes 

WITH PETER ASHWIN

A CASE STUDY IN 
CROWD SAFETY RISKS

PROTECTING CROWDED PLACES:

YESTERDAY’S INCIDENT IS TOMORROW’S RISK™

Beale Street Saint Patricks Day Parade, March 17, 2018 © Peter Ashwin 2018
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that crowd related incidents commonly referred as stampedes in 
the media, are often miscategorized and these incidents are more 
accurately described as an “instinctive crowd flight” or “crowd 
surge” – crowd movement driven by anxiety and uncertainty, an 
instinctive behavioral response to preserve one’s own safety to 
run (flight response). 

This instinctive crowd flight response otherwise described 
as “mass panic” during the Global Citizen festival, shouldn’t be 
considered as irrational but rather a normative behavioral response 
by individuals who are caught up in a fast-moving situation without 
access to accurate information and possess a heightened sense 
of the potential for acts of violence (active shooters) in crowded 
places. In the US, this response behavior is also influenced by 
the “run, hide, fight” training for active shooter scenarios initiated 
through the Department of Homeland Security (DHS).

Crowd flights or crowd surges (stampedes) are certainly 
not a new phenomenon for our industry - on the 29th May 
2016, Memphis’ iconic Beale Street recorded one of its largest 
recorded stampedes, after a crowd bike barrier fell over in the 
vicinity of Club 152 and was mistaken for a gunshot, triggering a 
large scale, uncontrolled crowd surge with visitors running in all 
directions on Beale Street. 

Cedric Woods, caught up in the Beale Street stampede on 
the 29th of May 2016, summed this up: “If you think your life is in 
jeopardy, you’re going to do whatever you have to do (…) (WMC, 
2016). http://www.wmcactionnews5.com/story/32091351/
hundreds-Stampede-down-beale-street-in-fear

In February 2018, Event Risk Management Solutions (ERMS) 
was commissioned by the City of Memphis (Beale Street Task 
Force) to “…conduct a crowd control study for Beale Street 
to focus on objective ‘measurable’ benchmarks for managing 
public safety generally as well as to investigate the relationship 
between anti-social behavior and crowd safety within the Beale 
Street Historic District.” 

For this study, ERMS applied an evidence-based approach 
to identify and understand the nature of crowding and public 
safety incidents on Beale Street through analysis of quantitative 
and qualitative data collected through on-street observations, 
stakeholder interviews and surveys, CCTV video data analysis 
and review of Memphis Police Department and Beale Street 
Management incident report. 

Based on the study of 19 stampedes that had occurred over 
four (4) years from 2013 - 2017, the key findings from the study 
provide insights into the root causes that trigger crowd surges, 
be it on Beale Street or at other festivals like Global Citizen. 

The distal (underlying) cause is thought to be an individual’s 
general fear and anxiety as an innocent bystander being caught 
up in a violent crime, particularly gun related on Beale Street. 
This underlying anxiety triggers an instinctive individual behavioral 
response to run (flight response) when other individuals are seen 
running or “gunshots” are heard on Beale Street. 

The proximate cause (trigger) for the crowd surges and flight 
response (running from the incident scene) appears to have been 
triggered by incidents occurring from within the crowd including 
accidental events of “gunshot like noises” (crowd barrier falling 
over), public disturbances (fights) and gunshots / shootings 
within vicinity of Beale Street or other intentional acts of 
anti-social behavior – youths deliberately setting off fire crackers 
to replicate gunshots. 

Beale Street crowd surges occurred almost immediately after 
a “trigger” event; were typically very short in duration (5 – 10 
seconds) and there appeared to be no direct correlation between 
crowd size or crowd density in regards to the probability of a 
crowd surge occurring.

The ERMS report identified 24 risk-based recommendations to 
enhance existing public safety arrangements and to reduce the 
probability of crowd related crime and other anti-social behavioral 
events that were known to trigger stampedes on Beale Street. 

A number of these recommendations are applicable not only to 
Beale Street but for all festival and event organizers:

Ensure that emergency egress routes are free from obstacles 
and “choke points” that restrict crowd movement - thereby 
increasing the risk of injuries through slips, trips and falls or in the 
worst case, trampling or crowd collapse. 

Signage and wayfinding indicating emergency exits and routes 
should be visible from all directions.

Universal communication systems that provide clear instruc-
tions and accurate information about nature of the emergency 
- crowds are known to evacuate more effectively when they have 
been “trusted with information”. 

Conduct crowd management and emergency response proce-
dures training for all event staff (including security and police) 
who are responsible for directing and controlling attendees 
during an emergency. 

Conduct multi-agency pre-event drills to validate emergency 
response procedures (including evacuation, shelter-in-place 
or security lockdown), joint communication protocols and 
operational integration. 

While there is no one solution to mitigating crowd surges or 
other crowd related risks in today’s uncertain world, adopting a 
risk-based approach to reducing the likelihood (prevention) and 
the potential consequences of credible, worst case scenarios 
(risks), provides organizers and their safety and security partners 
the opportunity to provide safer environments for our families, 
friends and communities to experience those magic moments that 
festivals and events bring to our cities and municipalities.

Peter Ashwin is the Principal at Event Risk Management 
Solutions in Boise, Idaho / Gold Coast, Australia. Peter 
Ashwin is an accomplished security and risk management 
consultant within the international major events environment. 
He is an innovative leader and project manager who suc-
cessfully navigates complex, multi-agency environments to 
deliver effective integration strategies to align and integrate 
Event Organizing Committees with Government Security 
Authorities, Police and the private security sector. Peter’s 
diverse range of skills have been developed through 15 plus 
years of security planning & operational management for 
mega events, including the Baku 2015 European Games, 
ICC Cricket World Cup 2015 (Australia/NZ), six Olympic 
Games from 2000 - 2012, the 2010 G8 & G20 Summit 
(Toronto), supplemented by his experience as an Australian 
Army Special Forces officer. Peter is a regular lecturer and 
author on Major Event Security and Event Risk Management. 
In 2015, Peter was invited to join the International Festivals 
and Events Association (IFEA) World Board of Directors. 
Peter is based in Boise, Idaho but still calls Australia "home".
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The significance of an internship in one’s life 
cannot be unmatched. In the world’s growing 
businesses and organizations, it helps to have 
experience from an internship in order to do a 
job well. Many times, the word “internship” itself 
can be puzzling to working adults or students. 
There are two sides of an internship, there is the 
internship from the organization’s perspective 
and the internship from an intern’s perspective. 
Why is an internship so important and what can it 
offer to both the employer and the student? It is 
essential that internships and all they embody are 
understood by employers and interns alike. This 
article will examine both sides of an internship.

THE ORGANIZATION SIDE OF 
INTERNSHIPS

Why Offer an Internship?
When an organization offers an internship, 

often times the goal is to obtain some free labor 
to help out an understaffed office, but offering 
an internship is so much more than that. Through 
an internship, the opportunity to find future 
employees or create and maintain reliable and 
passionate volunteers is provided. Every organi-
zation has had a new hire that was just a bad fit. 
The employee blew you away during the interview 
process, but did not live up to the expectations 
in the workplace. Internships give organizations 
the chance to evaluate the intern’s potential as 
a fulltime employee. Interns can bring a fresh 
perspective and new ideas to organizations 
that can find their employee’s too close to their 
product. Technology is changing every day, there 
are new apps & new social media trends; interns 
can help bridge a generational gap that may exist 
between current employees who may not be as 
tech savvy. 

What Departments in an  
Organization Have Interns?

Any department can have an intern if there is 
enough work to share. The Kentucky Derby Festi-
val recruits interns for the following departments 
annually: Communications, Event Management, 
Merchandising, Sales/Sponsorship, and 
Marketing. The Event Management department 
at the Kentucky Derby Festival is made up of six 
Event Managers. For the 2018 festival, the event 
management team utilized four interns to produce 
roughly seventy events. There is no right or wrong 
answer on how many interns to use in each 
department; the department should evaluate their 
workload and decide how many projects they can 
delegate before deciding how many interns to 
bring on.

Organizations need to make sure their staff 
members have the time to manage and teach 
each intern. Interns can be very helpful when 
taking smaller projects off their supervisor’s 
workload, but supervisors must remember interns 
are typically inexperienced in the workplace and 

By Zach Fisher
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will make mistakes. Supervisors must 
prioritize time to meet with the intern 
to answer questions, check work, and 
evaluate the intern’s progress. One of the 
biggest mistakes a supervisor can commit 
when delegating projects is not listening 
to the intern’s opinion or questions on that 
project/event. Allow the intern to question 
why the project/event is done that way 
and give them the opportunity to pitch a 
new way to execute it. The classic line 
of, “that’s how we have always done it” 
is only hindering the event and intern’s 
opportunity to grow. 

To determine the type of projects an 
intern should be assigned, organizations 
must first have a good grasp on their 
inventory of events and the amount of time 
each supervisor spends on them. Your 
event has many aspects to it; break down 
the event, department by department, to 
identify each department’s needs. Once 
you have identified the needs within your 
department, look where you have the most 
opportunity for an intern to learn, take 
charge, and prepare them to operate that 
portion of the event. The project does not 
have to be anything big, but allowing an 
intern to take ownership of the project 
gives them a chance to gain quality 
experience outside of being a greeter or 
picking-up trash (not that they won’t be 
doing that anyway). The Kentucky Derby 
Festival assigns the following projects to 
their interns annually:

• Creating Sponsorship Proposals
• Creating Sponsorship Follow-Ups
• Volunteer Coordination
• Data Entry
• Filling Merchandise Orders
• Set-Up & Oversee Merchandise 

Booths
• Organizing a “Mascot Party” 

(Children’s Event)
• Organizing a Poker Tournament
• Overseeing a Half & Full Marathon 

Email Account

How to Find Interns
Good interns, like good volunteers are 

hard to find. One way to find an intern is to 
post the internship on an online job board. 
Below is a list of websites commonly used 
to find interns and employees:

• www.indeed.com
• www.internships.com
• www.linkedin.com
• www.glassdoor.com 

Another avenue to find interns is to 
partner with local colleges. Before reach-
ing out to the college, do some research 
on their website and see what degrees 

and courses the college offers. Once you 
have a grasp on what is offered, align your 
department’s internship with the college 
department that best fits it. For example, 
if the college offers a communications 
degree, reach out to the communications 
department to find students to intern 
within your communications department. 
If the college degree requires the 
completion of an internship prior to 
graduation, your organization can partner 
with the college department creating a 
pipeline that allows you to target students 
with common interests and skill sets. 
Please note this is just one way to find 
an intern who may be interested in the 
internship you are offering. Remember, 
most students are still trying to figure out 
what career field they want to enter, you 
never know who might be interested in 
interning with your organization. One final 
way to advertise the internship is through 
the organization’s social media platforms. 
Students who follow the organization on 
social media already have some interest in 
the organization or the events it produces. 

The Job Posting
The most important part of the 

internship listing is being true to what 
your organization and events are; be both 
transparent and honest about what the 
intern will be doing. Treat this like you are 
hiring someone, because you are. Give the 
intern an honest assessment of the hours 
you would need them to work and what 
type of work it will be. Of course, with free 
labor it is necessary to be flexible to the 
intern’s schedule; remember they may still 
be in school or working another job. Be 
explicit about the days you would need 
them to be available e.g. event set-up, the 
event logistics, event teardown. Don’t be 
afraid to let him or her know along with 
doing a lot of cool things within the event, 
they may also be responsible for other 
work like picking up trash, pushing port-o-
potties, etc. If they are unwilling to commit 
to it before they have been on their feet for 
eight hours while it is raining, they will not 
commit to it during the event. Don’t ever 
feel like being honest about what an event 
needs is going to intimidate anyone. Below 
are a few examples of internship postings:

The Allstate Sugar Bowl – Events 
Internship

Sugar Bowl Committee. Internship 
positions available. The Sugar Bowl 
Committee is accepting applications for 
intern positions in the Bowl’s office. Paid 
positions are for 10 months and duties will 
be in the areas of Events and Operations. 

Effective written and oral communications 
skills required along with strong computer 
skills. A Bachelor’s Degree is required. 
Previous work experience in collegiate 
athletics preferred. Specific duties for the 
Sugar Bowl and its calendar of events 
will depend upon the background and 
experience of the applicant but will include 
work on the 2019 Allstate Sugar Bowl 
Football Classic and 50 other Committee 
sponsored events. Interested individuals 
should submit a letter of interest, current 
résumé and a response to the event prompt 
listed below. The names and contact 
information of three professional references 
are also required. Electronic submissions 
are preferred: info@sugarbowl.org. Mailing 
address is: Human Resources, Sugar Bowl, 
1500 Sugar Bowl Drive, New Orleans, LA 
70112. Review of application materials will 
begin immediately and will continue until the 
positions are filled.

Event Prompt:
Each year the Sugar Bowl hosts hospi-

tality functions for the two participating 
teams in the Sugar Bowl game. Please 
create a hospitality event for one of the 
teams to attend during their week-long 
stay in New Orleans. Please limit your 
response to the event prompt to one page.

The Sugar Bowl Committee is an Equal 
Opportunity Employer.

The Kentucky Derby Festival, Inc. – 
Events Internship

The Kentucky Derby Festival’s Event 
Team is looking for interns to assist the 
department in preparing for the 2019 
Kentucky Derby Festival. This person will 
have several responsibilities that may 
include: 

• Assisting with the implementation and 
execution of KDF produced events

• Coordination of recruitment for event 
participants; 

• On-site Event day duties including: 
Thunder, mini/Marathon, Fest-a-ville 
Concerts, Hole In One, Great Balloon 
Race, Pegasus Parade just to name 
a few.

• Data entry 
• Other general department duties.
• Interning for the Kentucky Derby 

Festival is an invaluable experience. 
Interns have the opportunity to be 
part of the community’s signature 
festival and one of the world’s 
leading civic celebrations. In the past, 
internships at the Festival have also 
led to successful careers. Several 
current employees of the Festival 
started as Festival interns. 
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• We are looking for a student, who 
is hard-working, highly motivated 
and detail oriented. Proficiency in 
Microsoft programs and practical 
knowledge of the Internet is a plus. 
This is an unpaid position, but we do 
offer credit for school as well as many 
event-related perks. Applicants will 
need to be available 15-20 hours per 
week in March and as many as 30 or 
more during April and the first part of 
May. Positions start immediately.

Please send cover letter and resume 
to Matt Gibson, Senior Vice President of 
Events, Kentucky Derby Festival 1001 S. 
Third Street, Louisville, KY 40203. For 
more information, contact Matt by phone 
at (502) 584-6383 ext. 834 or email at 
mgibson@kdf.org

How Involved Should an  
Organization let an Intern Be?

Once the organization selects an intern 
they are now a part of that organization! 
They are a member of that team and you 
should try to include them in as much 
as possible. The intern is learning how a 
business operates and is there to soak up 
as much information as possible. Invite the 
intern to meetings, sales calls, site visits, 
or anything else you feel comfortable 
with. You do not have to invite them or 
include them on everything, but the more 
they can experience, the more they will 
gain from the internship. Use your best 
judgement on how much responsibility you 
give the intern; for example, you may ask 
an intern to create a sponsorship recap 
book for a large sponsor, make sure you 
allow yourself time to go back through the 
book and proof read it. This goes back 
to allotting time for yourself to answer 
questions about projects and checking the 
work assigned. Interns are typically young, 
inexperienced, and will make mistakes. 

If your department is slow for a week or 
two, encourage the intern to work on short 
term projects with other departments. 
This allows the intern to get experience 
in all different aspects of events and to 
become well rounded. The worst way to 
put a damper on an intern’s experience is 
to bring them on and give them nothing 
to do. If there is no way to give an intern 
a project to oversee or something to work 
on leading up to the event, an intern is not 
needed, a volunteer is. Remember, these 
are people who are interested in working 
in the field that you are! If there is nothing 
going on for the majority of the hours that 
an intern is working, it can be easy to feel 
like time is being wasted. 

THE INTERN SIDE OF 
INTERNSHIPS

Why Pursue an Internship? 
Within an organization, the interns have 

the opportunity to receive a hands-on experi-
ence within a field they desire to work in one 
day. That hands-on experience can change 
an intern’s life, it allows the intern to discover 
or reaffirm a passion for the work they are 
doing, or may allow that intern to rethink 
their current career path if they find that they 
have no interest in a certain line of work. 
As an intern you are typically raw, you don’t 
understand the workings of an event and all 
of the things that go into it. Unless you have 
previous experience with events, you are 
just like 99% of the population, you arrive at 
an event that was already set-up and leave 
when the event is over. You ask the people 
working the event if it is a full-time job and 
what they do for the rest of the year. 

Best case scenario for an intern would 
be showing an organization that they can’t 
afford to continue without you. You have 
made your mark on this organization and 
they offered you full time employment. If 
that doesn’t happen, you have achieved at 
least one of the following:

• You have solidified your interest in this 
career, or found out it wasn’t what 
you thought it would be and you have 
moved on.

• You have networked and made 
contacts that can help you find future 
employment. 

• Established employees in the 
industry are willing to write a letter of 
recommendation for you.

• You have job experience that looks 
great on a resume. 

Getting the Most Out of an 
Internship

An intern will get the most out of their 
experience by embracing the organization, 
their mission, and their values. You have an 
opportunity to gain real work experience 
that is not obtainable in a class room. This 
is your chance to make an impact on not 
only an organization, but all of the staff, 
board members and volunteers that work 
with the organization. To make sure you 
are getting the most of an internship, ask 
yourself the following questions:

• Do I understand and represent the 
organization’s mission and core values?

• Am I going above and beyond what is 
expected of me?

• Am I listening and actively participat-
ing during group meetings?

• Am I outgoing and networking at board 
meetings or other opportunities?

As an intern, make sure you take advan-
tage of all networking opportunities. Board 
members are typically accomplished 
members in the business community. 
Networking at board meetings or events 
could lead to future job opportunities. 
Remember, it’s not always what you know, 
it is sometimes who you know and the 
impression you made on them.

Post Internship
If an intern is interested in employment 

with the organization moving forward, contin-
ue to volunteer for their events and stay 
relevant to the organization and supervisors. 
Stay in touch with your supervisor and make 
sure they know you are interested in pursu-
ing a career in that industry. Get involved 
with other organizations that produce 
similar events. The skills you can learn will 
be transferable and show the organization 
you are trying to build a resume that fits 
their needs. Your internship and volunteer 
experience can give you a leg up on the 
competition. Remember, your internship 
gave that organization first-hand knowledge 
of your potential as a future employee. Don’t 
be afraid to reach out to your past supervisor 
and ask for a letter of recommendation. 

Conclusion
Internships are beneficial for both the 

organization and intern. The organization 
gains the extra set of hands needed to 
lighten the load for their employees, a 
fresh perspective on the organization and 
events it produces, and the opportunity to 
find future employees or create and main-
tain reliable and passionate volunteers. 

The interns have the opportunity to 
receive a hands-on experience within a field 
they desire to work in one day. That expe-
rience can change an intern’s life, it allows 
the intern to discover or reaffirm a passion 
for the work they are doing, or may allow 
that intern to rethink their current career 
path if they find that they have no interest 
in a certain line of work. That is what an 
internship does. Regardless of whether an 
intern wants to continue the line of work or 
try their hand at a different potential career. 
Each one should leave having learned more 
than when they began.

Zach Fisher graduated from the 
University of Louisville in 2014 where 
he studied Sports Administration. While 
pursuing his degree, he interned with 
the Kentucky Derby Festival. Today he 
is an Event Manager with the Kentucky 
Derby Festival. He now manages the 
Republic Bank Pegasus Parade, Ford 
Motor Company Spelling Bee, among 
other events. Zach lives in Louisville, KY.
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COLLEGE GRADUATE?
HOW TO BE A SUCCESSFUL

Autumn marks 20 years (40 consecutive semesters!) of 
teaching as an Adjunct Professor at the University of 
Rhode Island and four years at Salve Regina University. 
Teaching is a privilege. One of the highlights is when 

former students return to the classroom as a guest lecturer. The 
advice they share is invaluable; offering perspective on culture, 
communication, commitment and relationships.  

This past May, our son, Samuel, graduated from Swarthmore 
College. As he researched different companies he might want to 
work for, one draw was the culture.  

Culture is crucial, encompassing the core values of the 
employees and influencing the way they interact with each other, 
vendors and colleagues. There are many attributes that define a 
strong culture inclusive of the cumulative traits of the people who 
work for the company. 

While graduation from college is a milestone, this alone will 
not make you successful. It is what you do with your degree, the 
knowledge garnered and the opportunities that you seek that will 
create a path for you.  You are your choices.

There are considerations as you commence a career or a new 
job – where to live, what to do? What you want in a career and your 
core skills are also a factor. Not knowing your place in the world 
and what lies ahead on the road to your future can be very stressful.

While life experience will offer you the greatest lessons, let’s 
review four life traits that will make your path a less tangled one.

Self-Awareness 
Your personal brand is not what you think about yourself; it is 

how others perceive you. Self-awareness offers the capacity for 
introspection and a sense of your impact on others and the world 
via your words, thoughts and beliefs. Developing self-awareness 
with the goal of positively and productively impacting the people 
and situations in your world is the first step in creating a success-
ful life. You cannot always control a situation in the workplace or 
home, yet you alone have control over your reaction. 

As you review your impact, look at yourself objectively and 
be open to feedback. Take a few personality tests. Taking 
time for self-reflection and self-improvement will enhance your 
relationships, personally and professionally. 

Humility
Arrogance and narcissism are unattractive. We are not 

all-knowing nor correct in our assumptions and decisions. 
Humility is one of the most attractive personality traits, exhibiting 
your inner strength and personal confidence.

Humble people use good judgment but are not judgmental. 
In lieu of creating silos, an “us” versus “them” mindset, humility 
creates a culture of trust where people are open to feedback, 
frank discussions and problem solving. As you recognize the 
talents and contributions of others and showing appreciation, 
humility adds to the culture of respect. 

Positivity
“Change the way you look at things and the things you look at 

change.” – Wayne Dyer
A change in perspective changes everything! Positive thinking 

improves relationships, health, skills and performance. In a typical 
workday, both negative and positive situations will occur. Why focus 
on the negative? When we take time to think about what went right 
during the day, we reduce our stress and boost our mood. 

Your attitude sets the tone for the day. Approach life with opti-
mism, creativity and energy. Our mindset influences who we become 
and as you practice a positive mindset, it becomes a habit. This will 
serve to increase your self-esteem, performance and posture!

“The secret of getting ahead is getting started.”  - Mark Twain

Hone these Four Life Traits 

WITH GAIL LOWNEY ALOFSINLEADERSHIP AT ALL LEVELS 

Continued on page 90 
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The Event Management School at Oglebay National Training Center in West Virginia is designed around the 
concept of bringing new and mid-career industry professionals together with some of the most highly-respected 
and experienced professionals in the field for a comprehensive educational and networking opportunity that 
will cover the critical basics of successful event management – from sponsorship/revenues to operations/risk 
management, media/marketing to volunteers/team building, business/budgeting to community/city partner-
ships and more – and then test your knowledge/skills/creativity against your peers. A two-year program,  
second year students will work closely with Event Management School expert advisors/instructors to design/
create a complete event template to be presented as part of their final assessment project. Don’t miss out on 
this unique opportunity. REGISTER NOW AT WWW.NRPA.ORG!

EVENT MANAGEMENT SCHOOL
A Comprehensive Training and Educational Experience for 
those producing and/or working closely with community events.

For more information:

oglebay.com/NTC 
800.624.6988, ext. 4126

www.IFEA.com
+1. 208.433.0950

www.NRPA.org
800.626.NRPA (6772) 7-1-1 for speech and hearing impaired

Presented by a Partnership For Excellence in Event Education.

JANUARY 13 – 17, 2019
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Gold • Grand Pinnacle • Under $250,000
RedFilo Events • The Neorun™ - The Scariest Place to Glo • Abu Dhabi, UAE

Since its inception in 2014, the NEORUN – The Place to GLO, has evolved into a spooky Halloween themed 
event, ‘The Scariest Place to GLO’. The event now takes place annually every October on Halloween 
Weekend. There is no need to run scared, just GLO with the flow at this NEOTASTIC event. The NEORUN is 
the ultimate UV paint-filled night time fun run, which has been designed exclusively for ages 10 and up. It is a 
thriller of a night and a one of a kind Halloween event, where you will journey through their spooktacular 5KM 
party route. Throughout the course you will enter several GLO-Zones, will you discover a ghoulish trick, or a 
glo-tastic treat?!  From neon tutus to scary Halloween themed couture, Fancy dress is a must! Let your 

creepy creativity come alive, dress up and stand out!  Once you hit the finish line, there is no time to rest, as you wrap up the night at 
the psychedelic Enigma Party! Dance the night away as you GLO from head-to-toe listening to the creepy beats from our fantastic DJ 
line up. After lighting up the night for the fourth time, the NEORUN was back bigger and better than ever before, with 9,500 
Neorunners, making this our largest event in NEORUN history!
For more information: Click Here

Silver • Grand Pinnacle • Under $250,000
RedFilo Events • Light Up the Future – Zayed Future Energy Prize • Abu Dhabi, UAE

Light Up The Future, was an event created to increase community awareness on global sustainability issues, 
whilst celebrating the 10th Anniversary of the organizing body ‘The Zayed Future Energy Prize’ as well as 
honoring the official ‘Year of Zayed’ in the United Arab Emirates. The event consisted of a 30-minute lesson 
which highlighted how young people around the world can help reduce energy poverty whilst also challenging 
them to devise solutions that will bring about a more sustainable future. This lecture also had another 
purpose, which was to break a Guinness World Record, titled ‘The World’s Largest Environmental 
Sustainability Lesson’.  282 students from across the UAE attended the lesson as volunteers. “No such 
records were set previously in the world wherein hundreds of students attended a large interactive lesson on 
environmental sustainability, this is the first time,” said Samer Khallouf, official adjudicator from Guinness 
World Records. The finale of the event was an impressive assembly of 2,400 solar lanterns, arranged to 

create a unique light installation in Tribute to the Year of Zayed.
For more information: Click Here

Bronze • Grand Pinnacle • Under $250,000
Pigeon Forge Office of Special Events • Wilderness Wildlife Week • Pigeon Forge, TN  USA

The purpose, objective and mission of Wilderness Wildlife Week is to raise awareness within the general public 
to the issues concerning the natural environment and, in particular, adversities facing Great Smoky Mountains 
National Park, as well as environmental and species-related triumphs.  Programs are designed to impart the 

practice of good environmental stewardship to the general public while increasing public knowledge of the varied ways to protect the 
environment through the many educational lectures and materials available onsite.  Additionally, it is Wilderness Wildlife Week’s goal to 
promote an active interest in Appalachian artistic and cultural programs such as painting, basket making, music and other forms of 
modern art such as photography; to help affect the way people view environmental responsibilities and to increase overnight visitation to 
Pigeon Forge during a traditionally slow tourism period.
For more information: Click Here

CONGRATULATIONS
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Proud to insure excellence in the festivals & events industry

Gold • Grand Pinnacle • $250,000 to $1 Million
City of Hopkinsville Parks & Recreation • Solar Eclipse Hopkinsville • Hopkinsville, KY  USA

The purpose of this collaborative event weekend that spanned across the 724 square miles of the county was 
to welcome anticipated visitors, provide events and activities for residents and visitors alike and celebrate the 
fact that Hopkinsville was selected by the universe as the point where the moon would be closest to the 
earth, designating Hopkinsville as the Point of Greatest Eclipse. It was nearly 10 years ago that the 
Hopkinsville Convention and Visitors Bureau received the first phone call regarding the 2017 Solar Eclipse. 
From that point on, the entire community researched, prepared and planned celebrations to commemorate an 
event that would bring an unknown number of visitors to our community to witness 2 minutes and 40.1 

seconds of darkness. On August 21, 2017, as the sky went dark above Hopkinsville, KY, visitors and residents alike looked upward to 
witness a once in a lifetime event. Designated as the Point of Greatest Eclipse for the Great American Eclipse, Hopkinsville rebranded 
itself as Eclipseville and welcomed over 116,000 visitors from 47 states, 25 countries and 3 U.S. Territories.
For more information: Click Here

Silver • Grand Pinnacle • $250,000 to $1 Million
Cultural Festivals • Saint Louis Art Fair • Saint Louis, MO, USA

Each year, as summer comes to a close, Cultural Festivals takes to the streets of downtown Clayton, Missouri 
to produce the annual Saint Louis Art Fair. The free, three-day event offers food, music and fine art in an 
outdoor atmosphere like none other. In 2017, artists from 35 states and Canada were chosen by a jury to 
show and sell their work. These original pieces of art range across 12 different mediums, showcasing an array 
of art modes for spectators to view and purchase. In addition to art, the Saint Louis Art Fair showcases live 

music, entertainment, and food from St. Louis’s best restaurants for more than 130,000 patrons who attend the event.
For more information: Click Here

Bronze • Grand Pinnacle • $250,000 to $1 Million
RedFilo Events • The Festival at Masdar City • Abu Dhabi, UAE

The 5th edition of The Festival at Masdar City 2018 took place over Friday 19th and Saturday 20th January, in 
Abu Dhabi, UAE. The festival operates as part of Abu Dhabi Sustainability week, and is hosted by Masdar.  
The concept of sustainability is multidimensional, researching the concepts of Social, Environmental, Cultural 
and Economic aspects. In order to transform Masdar City into a ‘Knowledge Hub’ for visitors, the event was 
segmented into different zones which were each themed around the key concepts of a sustainable future. 
These included Community Development, Waste Management, Agriculture, and Renewable Energy. For the 
past 5 years the event has been a key part of Abu Dhabi Sustainability week, which is the largest sustainability 

gathering in the Middle East. Each year, The Festival aims to promote the key values of ADSW in an easily digestible and fun format, 
targeted towards families and young adults within the community. This year, The Festival comprised of 9 different interactive zones 
focused on sustainability; Show Hub, Greenhouse, Innovation Hub, Bazaar, Souk, Tales and Legends, Arcade Alley, & Carnival Square, 
and Baba Zayed. Baba Zayed was a new concept zone for this year’s event, designed to highlight the Year of Zayed, which will mark 
100 years since the birth of the founding father of the UAE, Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan.
For more information: Click Here

TO OUR 2018 GRAND P I NNACLE WINNERS
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Gold • Grand Pinnacle • $1 Million to $3 Million
Des Moines Arts Festival • Des Moines, IA  U.S.A.

The Des Moines Arts Festival®, Iowa’s only free, three-day celebration of the arts, celebrated its 21st-Year 
Celebration this past June 22-24, 2018 with an exciting line-up of visual art, live entertainment, film, 
community outreach, interactive activities, eclectic foods, craft beer, and fine wines in Downtown Des 
Moines’ Western Gateway Park. At the heart of the Festival is the juried art fair. The Festival has truly put 
Des Moines, Iowa, on the map, drawing more than three million guests to the three-day event during the past 

21 years. The Festival has something for everyone to enjoy and it’s all free to attend.
For more information: Click Here

Silver • Grand Pinnacle • $1 Million to $3 Million
CherryArts • 2017 Cherry Creek Arts Festival • Denver, CO USA

The Cherry Creek Arts Festival is an annual celebration of the arts that occurs three days over the 4th of July 
outdoors in Cherry Creek North featuring juried national/international artists. The CCAF was founded and 
incorporated in 1989 within the Cherry Creek North Business District of Denver, Colorado as a collaboration 
with the Cherry Creek Commerce Association to drive business to the district and to help brand it as Denver’s 
premier arts and culture destination. CCAF continues to uphold these founding initiatives and is now known 
as Colorado’s Signature Cultural Event for the visual, culinary and performing arts. The growth and stability of 
the non-profit and the appeal of participating in the Cherry Creek Arts Festival has been the result of a 
standard of excellence set since its inception. Through solid leadership, professional business operations and 
executing notable production values featuring exciting artistic expression CherryArts continues the grand 
tradition. Beyond offering opportunities for artists to exhibit and build sales, CCAF has developed an outreach 

arm of the organization that provides year-round art education offerings for K-12 schools throughout Colorado.
For more information: Click Here

Bronze • Grand Pinnacle • $1 Million to $3 Million
Downtown Fort Worth Initiatives, Inc. • MAIN ST. Fort Worth Arts Festival • Fort Worth, TX  U.S.A.

Downtown Fort Worth’s largest and most popular annual event, the MAIN ST. Fort Worth Arts Festival is 
packed with fascinating sights and sounds as thousands of fine artists, dancers, performance artists, 
musicians, exhibitors, food vendors and art lovers take part in the four-day celebration. More than 300 live 
performances take place, and over 200-juried artists line the historic red bricks of Main Street, where revelers 
can find everything from stunning oil paintings to cool kinetic sculptures and colorful jewelry. With free 
admission and family-friendly arts and crafts areas, this event is perfect for all ages.

CONGRATULATIONS
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Gold • Grand Pinnacle • Over $3 Million
Destination NSW • Vivid Sydney • The Rocks, NSW  Australia

Vivid Sydney is the largest festival of its kind in the world, transforming Sydney into a night time wonderland 
with innovative light installations, grand-scale illuminations and projections. Now in its ninth year, the annual 
event has welcomed visitors from around the world, transforming what is traditionally a quiet visitor period into 

one of the year’s busiest. Vivid Sydney brings art, technology and commerce together through its spectacular program of Light, Music 
and Ideas, positioning Sydney as the creative hub of the Asia Pacific. Vivid Sydney is owned, managed and produced by Destination 
NSW, the NSW Government’s tourism and major events agency.  Vivid Sydney ran for 23 nights from 26 May to 17 June 2017.
For more information: Click Here

Silver • Grand Pinnacle • Over $3 Million
National Cherry Blossom Festival, Inc. • Washington, DC USA

The plethora of pink blossoms engulfing the Tidal Basin have come to be a symbolic image of spring in Washington, 
DC, and the inspiration for manifold events and programs occurring throughout the area over the course of the 
season.  The National Cherry Blossom Festival is positioned as one of the world’s greatest springtime celebrations. 
The Festival includes spectacular weekends and daily events featuring diverse and creative programming promoting 
traditional and contemporary arts and culture, natural beauty, and community spirit. Each year, the Festival 
commemorates the anniversary of the gift of the cherry blossom trees and the enduring friendship between the 
United States and Japan, and welcomes spring in the Washington, DC metro area.
For more information: Click Here

Bronze • Grand Pinnacle • Over $3 Million
Kentucky Derby Festival • Louisville, KY U.S.A.

Since its first event stepped off in 1956, the Kentucky Derby Festival has grown to become a world-class 
civic celebration showcasing the best-known events in Louisville. The Festival has taken the “Greatest two 
minutes in sports” and turned it into more than a two-week, community-wide celebration.

Serving Louisville for 63 years, the Kentucky Derby Festival produces Kentucky’s largest single annual event 
as well as the largest single-day road race. Between the 70+ events listed on its official schedule each year, 
attendance averages 1.5 million for the run of the Kentucky Derby Festival. While some events do charge 
entry fees for participation, most events are free with the purchase of a Pegasus Pin®, a plastic or metal 

souvenir pin. From the kick-off event, Thunder Over Louisville, to Derby Eve, the Festival works closely with local officials and other 
civic organizations to produce high quality events. Our network of 4,000 volunteers is an invaluable asset to the Festival, and working 
with these groups make the Festival possible.
For more information: Click Here

To view the complete list of 2018 IFEA/Haas & Wilkerson Pinnacle Award Winners, Click Here.

MARK YOUR CALENDARS FOR THE 
2019 IFEA/HAAS & WILKERSON PINNACLE AWARDS ENTRY DEADLINES

Earlybird Deadline:  Mid-June, 2019   Final Deadline:  Mid-July, 2019
(Exact Dates Available Soon)

Proud to insure excellence in the festivals & events industry

TO OUR 2018 GRAND P I NNACLE WINNERS
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ENGLISH 101 WITH JEFF ENGLISH, CFEE

I’m always excited when it’s time to board a plane and head to 
wherever the IFEA Convention & Expo is being held. This year 
my ticket said sunny San Diego and it didn’t disappoint when 
I arrived and it was 75 perfect degrees outside. I caught a cab 

and fought rush hour to the Town & Country Resort. I knew I was in 
the right place when the ever-present giant inflatables greeted me 
when I walked in the door. They have become the staples of IFEA 
decorations at the conventions! 

And then it began! “Hi! How have you been?!?! How was your 
festival this year? Abigail (my daughter) is really good…..she’s 
8 year’s old now!” The networking and connecting with friends 
I’ve made since the 2007 Convention in Atlanta took hold. Never 
far from a handshake or a hug, the best part of IFEA for me is the 
people. Folks I’ve become friends and professional colleagues with 
who have a shared interest in this world of events we call a career. 

After dinner with Zach Fisher from KDF, it was time to hit the 
dfest ® hospitality suite. Vanessa and Pete Van de Putte were of 
course holding court and plying everyone with free cocktails. Best 
hospitality suite ever! Held outside on the patio and down on the 
grass, there was plenty of room to move around and chat without 
feeling cramped. Thanks, dfest®, for the open bar tab!

The next morning brought the convention opening. Always a 
favorite of mine because I use it as a reset button on my festival 
year. It energizes me. Reminds me of the good our industry does 
in our communities by bringing people together. Steve Schmader, 
CFEE, IFEA President & CEO, always gives a great speech, 
which this year centered on “Changing Perspectives.” The 
pictures on screen combined with Steve’s words, paint a vivid 
picture of what we’ll expect in the coming days. 

After an education session it was time for the awards luncheon. 
Great to see so many cities being recognized as an IFEA World 
Festival & Event City. Hall of Famer, William O’Toole, CFEE has 
got to be the coolest event guy I know. Is there a place in this 
world where he hasn’t planned an event? In the afternoon it was 
time to break out the pink jackets and pick up some awards. 
KDF took home 46 Pinnacle awards, including the bronze Grand 
Pinnacle! Our staff works on the award entries just after our 
festival ends, so most are written in the haze of event exhaustion. 

On Monday evening our KDF crew went to La Jolla beach for 
dinner. Toes in the water. Picture of a perfect sunset. Check and 
check. Off to the dfest® hospitality suite again. Hi, Vanessa!

OK, that was a late night. Coffee ASAP at the Connections 

Café. Sessions all morning and then lunch at the Expo. Greasy 
chicken wings are just what being at the hospitality suite until 
1:00 a.m. ordered! I was able to chat with a few vendors and take 
some business cards. Also reconnected with a several folks who 
we already do business with. 

The main event of the Convention for me was serving as 
a roundtable host for the IFEA Safety and Security Tabletop 
Exercise hosted by the Department of Homeland Security. This 
was a four-hour session where we tackled different scenarios that 
ranged from severe weather to active shooters. Our table talked 
through each situation and shared insights and perspectives 
on how they would address each issue. Those perspectives 
were then shared with the rest of the group. About 100 people 
attended the session and it was fascinating to hear some of the 
best security experts in the industry work through their action 
steps. A real treat for a risk management nerd like me!

Time to suit up! Shark suit that is. The IFEA Foundation ‘Surf’s 
Up’ Party & Auction party kicked off and our KDF crew arrived in 
style! We all wore shark costumes and swam through the sea of 
people. There was even a giant shark inflatable that I swear we 
didn’t know was going to be there! Great job to Sam Lemheney, 
CFEE and the entire IFEA Foundation Board on a great event. 
YES!!! Harry Dennery, a KDF Board member, bought an Ultimate 
Experience Raffle Ticket from me and he won! He’s now headed 
off to Memphis in May to gorge on BBQ and blues. After chomp-
ing through dinner and sipping a glass of blood red vino, this 
shark headed off to…..of course….the dfest® hospitality suite in 
full costume! Another evening of sipping libations and chatting 
with old and new friends alike. I think four different people ended 
up wearing the shark outfit by the end of the night!

Wednesday morning. Woah. Back to Connections Café STAT! 
More sessions; this one was very useful about Cyber Security 
(thanks Haas & Wilkerson!). Fajitas for lunch and then meeting 
up with friends during the afternoon at the Café. Had a drink with 
Cassie Roberts and Stephen King before calling it a Convention 
and heading off to the airport.

Another year, another IFEA Convention. Networking and 
renewing friendships combined with learning a lot along the way. 
Congrats to Steve and the entire IFEA team on a job well done! 

The only question that remains is where will my plane ticket tell 
me to go next year?

Jeff English, CFEE is the Sr. Vice President of Administration/
General Counsel of the Kentucky Derby Festival. After gradu-
ating from Washburn University School of Law (Topeka, KS) in 
2004, Jeff worked in politics and practiced law before joining 
the KDF staff. He is charged with overseeing all of Festival’s 
legal issues and serving as its risk management officer. He 
also manages the Merchandise Department and the 501(c)3 
not-for-profit Kentucky Derby Festival Foundation.

THROUGH SAN DIEGO
A SHARK SWIMMING
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 CFEE
An Important Step in the 

Career Track of Industry Leaders

For more information about the IFEA’s professional certification program, and our 2018 CFEE  
FastTrack® Program, contact Cindy Lerick at cindy@ifea.com or call +1-314-614-7152.

Good Great

The CFEE Professional Certification Program is Sponsored by

As a professional in the Festivals & Events 
Industry, you know the difference be-
tween Good and Great. You’ve dedicat-
ed yourself to the “whatever it takes” 
approach that has become your hall-
mark. You understand the importance 
and value of continuing to hone your 
skills, growing your knowledge base,  
expanding your professional network, 
and surrounding yourself with others 
who have reached the top levels of their 
careers as well. 

CFEE (Certified Festival & Event Execu-
tive), the IFEA’s professional certification 
program, provides the essential difference  
between good and great among profes-
sionals in our industry. It signifies the 
highest level of achievement. Attainment 
of your CFEE certification provides recog-
nition of your commitment to excellence,  
experience, and to your career, placing you 
in an elite group of the top festival and 
event professionals in your field. It’s a state-
ment of quality that you bring to the table.

http://www.ifea.com/p/education/cfeecertification
mailto:cindy@ifea.com
http://www.kaliff.com


2018

John White
Nominated by The Parade Company, Detroit, MI Holly Blake

John White has volunteered in every 
Parade for The Parade Company from 
1958 to 2017, so it goes without saying 
he is definitely one of their amazing, 
long-time volunteers who has been an 
incredible asset. Over the years, John 
has volunteered as a Banner Carrier, 
Balloon Handler, Band Marshal and 
Clown. For the last two years, John has 

helped with their Distinguished Clown Corp Breakfast on Parade 
morning. Additionally, he also serves as a tour guide for their 
Studio Tours. John not only has a wealth of knowledge about the 
Parade, but he also has a warm, personable demeanor that 
makes him one of their best tour guides. They often call on him 
for specialty tours, such as our Valentine’s Couple Tours and VIP 
groups. Tour guests who have experienced his tours give him 
glowing reviews, and often tell their friends and family who book a 
tour with The Parade Company – to be sure to request John! 

Michael Montgomery
Nominated by the Kentucky Derby Festival, Louisville, KY

Michael Montgomery has volunteered 
with the Kentucky Derby Festival for 12 
years, dedicating hours of service to 
implement not just one, but multiple 
Festival events. Michael has a regular 
full-time job, but takes time off to help 
with the Kentucky Derby Festival. He 
considers volunteering for the Festival 
as his way of giving back to the 

community. Michael was first invited to join the Derby Festival as 
a volunteer after a Festival board member witnessed Michael’s 
enthusiasm for military aircraft and knowledge of flying at a 
separate event. He immediately got involved with the Thunder 
Over Louisville Committee to help in the Command Center and 
has only gotten more involved since. He has served as point of 

contact for participating aircraft in the show, organized tours in 
the command center, worked with media and much more.  

Patty Matthews 
Nominated by the Greater Columbus Arts Council, Columbus, OH

Patty has been volunteering on the 
Columbus Arts Festival Steering 
Committee for more than 20 years. To 
say she has a passion is an 
understatement. Patty grew up loving 
the Columbus Arts Festival. Once out 
of grad school, she knew it was time 
she could spend volunteering at the 
Columbus Arts Festival and she is in 

her 21st year with the festival. Patty won the first Columbus Arts 
Festival Gwen Scott Volunteer of the Year Award in 2016, 
named in honor Gwen Scott, a long-time Festival volunteer who 
passed away in 2016. This annual award is designed to honor 
individuals who have contributed at an extraordinary level of 
dedication to the Arts Festival.

Russ Plieseis
Nominated by Downtown Tempe Authority, Tempe, AZ

Russ Plieseis has volunteered for  
the Fantasy of Lights Opening Night 
Parade for 22 of the Parade’s 24  
years! Initially the Kiwanis Club of 
Tempe created and organized the 
parade and as a Kiwanian, Russ was 
involved from early on. In 2006, Russ 
took over leadership of the parade as 
parade manager, where he obtained 

city permits, determined the parade route, found sponsorships 
and volunteers, recruited parade units as well as food and other 
entertainment. Russ has made the Parade a success for over  
two decades. His leadership and support have created a 
memorable holiday parade for hundreds of thousands of  
people in the Tempe area.

The IFEA Volunteer of the Year Program rewards our member’s supporters who give so 
unselfishly of their time. Although, annually, one individual must ultimately be named Volunteer of 

the Year, hundreds are recognized by our member organizations and affiliated associations as the backbone of our industry. Whether small or 
large, special events and festivals throughout the world consistently bring to our attention the talents of their most committed volunteers. To 
select one is a daunting task; to learn the stories behind their contributions has been an honor. The following outstanding volunteers were 
selected as Semi-Finalists in the 2018 IFEA Volunteer of the Year Awards Competition.

To view information on this year’s winner and past Volunteer of the Year winners, Click Here.
For more information about the IFEA Volunteer of the Year Award, Click Here
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helping you protect those whose 
             leadership you depend on…

…for the best price in the industry.

2009 NW Military Hwy • San Antonio, TX  78213  
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MAY I HELP YOU?

VOLUNTEER RECRUITING
THE NEW REALITIES OF

My passion is helping event managers find and finesse great 
volunteer solutions for their specific needs.  You likely know that 
my company, TRS, helps events discover the right combination  
of technical solutions – online volunteer management, 
background check, online training, databases, surveys and 
communications tools. 

What you might not realize is that most of my time is not spent 
on technology. Most of my time is spent one-on-one, in webinars 
and leading workshops with a focus on problem solving.  No, not 
technical problem solving. That comes last.  

First, you must understand the volunteer recruiting-registra-
tion-communications-retention plans and timeline for your event.  
At a recent conference workshop, a group of 35 volunteer 
managers broke into small teams. 

Their initial task? To explore their volunteer challenges and 
opportunities.

Volunteer Management #Challenges
The event volunteer managers discussed their challenges at 

length. I listened as the managers laid out their frustrations. The 
themes were consistent at each table.
• We count on our older volunteers, the Boomers. But many are 

aging out. And others aren’t physically able to do the tasks.

• Not enough middle age people, the X Gen, in our community to 
take the place of the Boomers.  

• Trouble connecting with those who are 20s-30s, the Millenni-
als, now the largest generation in the workforce. Are they not 
interested in events? They seem more interested in causes.

• Trying to communicate with the Boomers, Xers and Millennials 
using consistent communication tools is difficult.

• Must expand our volunteer pool.
• Volunteer motivation is needed. How do I explain “Why” people 

should volunteer with us? 
• Need to communicate our relevance if we wish to connect 

with younger volunteers. What impact are we making as an 
organization in our community?

Volunteer Management #Opportunities
The Millennials are now the largest generation in the workforce. 

Their volunteer efforts look different than previous generations. I 
asked the volunteer managers to consider each of these opportu-
nities and determine which trends might provide volunteer growth 
potential in their community. 

Finding Volunteer Passion for Your Event
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WITH FLORENCE MAY

Younger Volunteers are …
• Seeking life balance means volunteering with friends and 

family. 
• Looking for that great selfie with high visibility volunteer 

experiences. 
• Making choices about what they will do (volunteer positions) 

and when (volunteer timing) they will do it. Critical to match 
volunteer skills and interest. 

• Seeking big impact projects that make a difference.   

Younger Volunteers are Likely to be Introduced to 
Volunteer Opportunities in Groups
• Growth in Corporate, Church and Convention sponsored 

Days of Service. 
• Focus on high school and college volunteer group activities for 

building experience, networks and resumes. 
• Growth in Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) programs, 

Volunteer Time Off (VTO) and Employee Resource Groups 
(ERG) within large businesses. 

• Charitable groups (e.g. Health Causes, Dads Clubs, Rotary, 
Optimists) who supply volunteers for festivals and endurance 
events in return for charitable donations. (Yes, you may have to 
pay for your volunteers.)

Volunteer Management #Motivation
Our final task was looking at volunteer motivation and impact 

communication. Unfortunately, most events still focus on econom-
ic impact statements when discussing why they are important to 
the community. These are important. But how many people are 
staying in your hotels, eating in your restaurants and shopping 
in your department stories are simply not relatable to most 
volunteers. Volunteer interest typically leads back to self-interest 
(see opportunity trends above).  

Our group of volunteer managers were asked to assess their 
programs using the following questions:

The First Interaction 
• What impression do you make? 
• What message are you sending? 
• Is there a truly local component to your event? 
• Are the volunteer registration and communication tools 

effective and efficient for the volunteer manager? User friendly 
for the volunteer? (If you have the right message but it is too 
much work to volunteer… you will likely still have problems 
recruiting)

Purposeful Volunteer Recruitment and Training 
• Are you recruiting the right people? Skill set? Enthusiasm? 

Influencers? 
• Do you offer opportunities for school groups? 
• Do you partner with charitable organizations? 

• Do you reach out to corporate connections? 
• Are you developing Parent/Child or Grandparent/Grandchild areas?

Clear and Consistent Communication 
• How and what are you communicating? 
• Are you creating community connections? 
• Are you speaking to the impact your organization/event makes 

locally? 
• Are you timely? 
 
Volunteer Recognition and Reward 
• Do you have short-term vs. long-term recognition programs? 
• Are you rewarding the volunteer behaviors that you value?

Long-Term Volunteer Engagement 
• What is your volunteer retention plan? 
• Do your volunteers come back? 
• Do you survey your volunteers?

Closing
Consider where you have opportunities to create new 

connections in your community.
Cause based? Educational opportunities? Group interactions? 

Social recognition? Corporate responsibility? And of course, 
personal interests?

Discuss the options with your leadership team. Don’t try them 
all at once. Pick a few and test them out. Which sources are the 
right fit for your organization, events and mission?

Remember the goal isn’t to have the most volunteers. The goal 
is to have the right volunteers. 

I, Florence May, love volunteers. Maybe it is the 15 years spent 
managing events with Visit Indy, Simply Hospitality and the United 
States Grand Prix (F1). Or maybe it is the 16 years delivering 
online volunteer management systems for many of the largest and 
most complex events in North America. 

Over the past few years my company, TRS – The Registration 
System, has provided volunteer management systems for the 500 
Festival, the Kentucky Derby Festival, the Republican National Con-
vention, the Democratic National Convention, Celebrate Fairfax, 
the Gilroy Garlic Festival, the US Mayors Conference, the Azalea 
Festival, USA Special Olympics National Games and hundreds 
of smaller events. In the process of supporting events, I study 
and discuss the trends that make certain events successful while 
others struggle. 

May I Help you? 
For information on Volunteer Management Workshops and  
Webinars, contact Florence May at fmay@my-trs.com or visit  
www.my-trs.com for information on next offering.
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EVERYONE’S INVITED WITH LAURA GRUNFELD

Festival producers, this is the second of a two-part series 
with information to help make sure that your vendors and 
sponsors are aware of their obligations to be accessible 
to your patrons with disabilities. As the producer, you 

want everyone who attends to feel welcomed and included in all 
aspects of your event. Share this information with your vendors, 
sponsors, and also your Site Team, as they are often the ones to 
build the booths.

The Message
If a booth is not accessible to customers with disabilities, it 

may be difficult or impossible to approach or enter the vendor’s 
booth and purchase items or experience the sponsor’s promotion. 
The underlying message is, at best, “Oops, we forgot to include 
you,” or could even be perceived as “You are not important 
enough for us to make any changes.” 

When a booth is accessible the message is “We value  
your patronage. Thank you for making the effort to come to  
this event and come to our booth.” Which message do you want 
to send?

Risk
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requires that 

any business open to the public be accessible to people with 
disabilities. If there is a complaint about an inaccessible booth, 
under the ADA, the vendor or sponsor, and the event itself, could 
be liable. Bottom line, it makes good business sense not to turn 
customers away.

Principles of Booth Design

• Aisles: Make sure all aisles are at least 36 inches wide, 
allowing a person in a wheelchair to get into and around 
your booth. Overcrowding your booth is not a pleasant 
experience for anyone, including those without disabilities. 
Keep it simple and accessible to all.

• Counters: When money or goods are exchanged over a 
counter, make sure that at least one 36-inch wide section 
of that counter is no higher than 36 inches. This makes it 
easier for a person in a wheelchair to use the counter. In 
many cases it is simpler to make all counters no higher 
than 36 inches.

• Ground Surfaces: As patrons approach and enter  
your booth the floor and ground surfaces should be 
stable, firm, and slip resistant. Sand, gravel, wood chips, 
mud etc., are not accessible surfaces. In these settings, 
plywood is a commonly used accessible surface.  
Some booths put down carpeting to smooth out the 
ground surface. 

• Flooring: If you use flooring that is one quarter to one half 
inch high, you will need to bevel the edge at an incline no 
steeper than 1:2. If it is higher than one half inch, make 
sure that the incline is no steeper than 1:12. You may 
need a threshold ramp.

PART TWO: ACCESSIBLE 
BOOTH DESIGN

INCLUDING PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES

HELP YOUR VENDORS AND SPONSORS BE ACCESSIBLE

The flooring leading to the booths is several inches too high and 
needs ramping to make it accessible. The counter is significantly 
higher than the 36” maximum. 

Continued on page 93
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Help us Celebrate 25 Years of Giving!
Pay It Forward with a Gift to IFEA’s

‘Fund for the Future’
Online and PDF donation forms available at

IFEA.com / Foundation / Ways to Give

Individual and Organizational Contributions are welcomed and encouraged.

Questions? Contact Kaye Campbell, CFEE, Director of Partnerships & Programs 
at kaye@ifea.com or +1-208-433-0950, ext. 8150

Now it’s time to lend yours. The IFEA “Fund for 
the Future” provides critical funding to ensure 
that the IFEA has reserves in place to protect 
against future economic shifts and realities in 
a constantly changing world; to allow the orga-

nization to keep pace with new and changing 
technologies necessary to communicate with 
and serve our global industry; and to support a 
continued expansion of our services, resources,  
programming and outreach around the world.

Remember the Helping Hands that 
Got You Where You are Today?

http://www.ifea.com/p/about/foundation/fundraising/fundforthefuture
mailto:kaye@ifea.com


This space in the i.e. Magazine has 
been dedicated to many different 
marketing topics over the past 
several years. From the basics 

of marketing to the lessons from the 
2016 Presidential campaign, we’d like 
to think we’ve covered the A-Z in event 
marketing… and then some.

We’re planning to take the next few 
editions to explore a new topic that has 
been on the minds of many in the cities 
and communities in which we work: 
Creative Placemaking. Over coming 
installments, we will introduce you to some 
new concepts, terminology and other tools 
on how to look at creative placemaking as 
a way to connect your events and festivals 
into the overall plans for the development 
and growth of your town, city or region. 

If you haven’t connected the dots 
between creative placemaking and the 
work you do, now’s your chance to 
develop your role as a creative placemaker 
in your community and we’re hoping this 
series of articles helps you. 

A Bit of History
The first time I heard the phrase “creative 

placemaking” was in a 2014 meeting of 
the arts and culture leadership in the city 
of Allentown, PA where we discussed how 
the arts would play a role in the $1 Billion 
development of the downtown region of 
Pennsylvania’s third largest city.  Convened 
by the lead developer in the city’s 
renaissance, the President and CEO of the 
Allentown Art Museum presented ideas 
from across the country and how arts and 
culture plays an integral role in determining 
any city’s quality of life. 

That spark ignited a string of conver-
sations and meetings on how to build a 
plan for the city’s engagement with arts 
and culture. Along the way we’ve taken 
steps forward and back and experienced 
breakthroughs and breakdowns common 
to many communities striving to create a 

new future for their residents and guests.
The phase “creative placemaking” origi-

nated from Ann Markusen and Anne Gadwa 
Nicodemus, authors of a white paper 
commissioned by the Mayor’s Institute on 
City Design entitled Creative Placemaking. 
Filing under the “small world” category, 
Anne Nicodemus is now a colleague on a 
regional cultural project we are exploring in 
the Lehigh Valley region of Eastern PA.

By definition, creative placemaking 
is the field of practice that intentionally 
leverages the power of arts, culture and 
creativity to serve a community’s interest 
while driving a broader agenda for change, 
growth and transformation in a way that 
also builds character and quality of place.

There is a lot to unpack within a single 
statement. It may be best for our purposes 
to understand creative placemaking as the 
all-encompassing phrase that allows us to 
define the efforts behind the work we do 
when hosting multi-day festivals or small 
neighborhood events and how that plays 
a role along with the physical and natural 
features of our city, town or region.

Arts, culture and creativity are inherently 
woven together and provide the sense of 
place where individual artists and arts insti-
tutions comingle with architecture, media, 
marketing and other industries to define 
the economic sector known as the creative 
economy. There’s not a mayor or member 
of city council that does not want to appeal 
to this market segment. It represents the 
new, fresh, entrepreneurial spirit that brings 
new talent, energy and excitement to the 
community where new jobs, companies and 
restaurants follow in short order.

With creative placemaking, we take 
a step toward defining the work of the 
talented artists and administrators that 
bring this work to life and infuse it into the 
everyday rhythm of our cities.

And finally, what neighborhood, city or 
region does not have an agenda based 
on “change, growth and transformation?” 

Even the most successful cities are 
dedicated to revitalization and renaissance 
of their communities, if only to continue to 
lead the way and set trends to incorporate 
the arts into the fabric of their economic 
development plans.

Why is Creative Placemaking 
So Important at this Point?

Relatively new as a concept since 2010, 
creative placemaking has captured the 
attention of city managers and planners as 
well as philanthropists and others working 
in the urban and regional planning space.

Event and festival producers spend a 
great deal of the work in the trenches on 
the day to day. But we all know there are 
opportunities where we need to present 
our events at a higher level – whether 
for funding, resources or overall support. 
Creative placemaking allows you to raise 
the level of your conversations and begin to 
build consensus around the work you do and 
to provide long-term measurable outcomes 
which everyone understands as the eventual 
goal of the festivals and events we host.

City and regional planners and private 
developers are focused on the future of 
our cities and tapping into trends that 
will impact the communities in which they 
work. Creative placemaking has captured 
a place in the lexicon of these influential 
leaders in our communities and it is a 
great time for those engaged with arts, 
culture, festivals and events to begin to 
learn and practice the same vernacular 
and terminology used in these circles.

Funding plays a role in this creative 
placemaking space as well. Local, 
regional and national foundations are 
seeking investments in communities 
that impact real results and deliver on 
the basic quality of life improvements 
for all socio-economic levels. Much 
of the work we do in the events and 
festivals realm touches all residents in our 
neighborhoods and communities. While 

TURNSTILES MARKETING FOR EVENT MANAGERS

AND ITS ROLE IN 
YOUR COMMUNITY

CREATIVE PLACEMAKING

WITH SEAN KING

Continued on page 90
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2018 IFEA 
WEB I NAR 
SER IES 

2018 IFEA WEBINAR SCHEDULE
WEBINAR ON DEMAND 
Five Keys to Effective Sponsorship Activation
Bruce L. Erley, CFEE, ARP, President & CEO, Creative Strategies 
Group, Denver, CO

WEBINAR ON DEMAND 
Managing the Media and the Message
Robert Griffin, Director of Marketing, Memphis in May International 
Festival, Memphis, TN

WEBINAR ON DEMAND 
Learn Laura’s Step-by-Step Service Animal Screening System
Laura Grunfeld, Founder & Owner, Everyone’s Invited, LLC
Sheffield, MA

WEBINAR ON DEMAND 
Plan the Work. Work the Plan. Seven Steps to a Successful  
Marketing Plan
Sean King, Principle, Aspire Consulting Group, Allentown, PA

WEBINAR ON DEMAND 
Festival Public Relations: The Do and Don’ts That Will Keep Your 
Message on Point and Keep You Out Of Trouble
Jeff Curtis, CEO, Portland Rose Festival Foundation, Portland, OR

WEBINAR ON DEMAND 
Private Sector Engagement to Promote Homeland Security
Michael Stewart, Management & Program Analyst, Sector Outreach & 
Programs Division, Sports Leagues/ Outdoor Events Subsector
Department of Homeland Security, Washington, DC

WEBINAR ON DEMAND 
Sponsorship & Social: The Art of Partnership Promotion
Jessica Bybee-Dziedzic, Partnership Director, Saffire
Austin, TX

WEBINAR ON DEMAND 
Emergency Planning and Black Swans
Steven Adelman, Vice President, Event Safety Alliance
Adelman Law Group, PLLC, Scottsdale, AZ

WEBINAR ON DEMAND 
Diversity & Inclusion Across Your Event
Jason Kingsley, BCom, CFEE, Calgary Pride
President & Executive Producer
Calgary, British Columbia, Canada

WEBINAR ON DEMAND 
Creating Excitement for Your Parade
Ray Pulver, Owner, Upbeat Parade Productions, San Jose, CA

WEBINAR ON DEMAND 
Digital Marketing Trends & Best Practices for 2018
Bruce Lupin, Vice President, Digital Marketing
New Target, Irvine, CA

WEBINAR ON DEMAND 
Turning the Strategic Plan on Its Head
Jeff English, CFEE, Sr. Vice President/General Council
Kentucky Derby Festival, Louisville, KY

WEBINAR ON DEMAND 
Protecting Yourself Against the Inevitable and Unpredictable - 
The Latest Updates on Contingent Insurance Coverage
David Olivares, Vice President of Sales and Marketing
Kaliff Insurance, San Antonio, TX

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 2018
Ignite! Idea Generator for 2019! 
Ted Baroody, President
Norfolk Festevents, Norfolk, VA

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 2018
Membership Clubs – Upgraded Event Experiences to  
Boost Your Budget
Becky Genoways, CFEE, President
Genoways Events, Rockford, IL

Bringing valuable Festival and Event industry 
education right to you, we’re pleased to 
present our Online IFEA Webinar Series.

IFEA WEBINARS ARE:
PROFESSIONAL:
Offering online educational sessions hosted by industry leaders and 
special guests, the IFEA Webinar Series covers a wide variety of 
topics important to your organization’s success. (If working toward 
your IFEA CFEE Certification, each individual paid Webinar is eligible 
for one CFEE Elective Credit.) 

AFFORDABLE:
At $59 each for IFEA Members ($99 for Non-IFEA Members), not 
only are you able to attend the Webinar presentation, but any and 
all of your co-workers can gather around to view the presentation as 
well, for that one low price!

CONVENIENT:
Webinars are easy to attend. Let us bring the education to you . . . 
view and listen to the presentation online right at your computer, tablet, 
smartphone… wherever you may be! No Travel Expense Required. 

EFFICIENT:
With no travel time to and from to attend the Webinar and one easy 
click to log-in, give us 60 minutes and we’ll give you an hour full 
of valuable festival and event industry education. What better way 
to receive great educational information by great presenters, while 
saving both time and travel expenses! 

VALUABLE:
Get the most out of your registration fee. All paid Webinar 
Registrations receive access to the live 60-minute Webinar 
presentation, an interactive Q&A session, copies of the presentation 
materials and handouts, in addition to the recording of the Webinar, to 
view again and again for up to 14 days.

The 2019 IFEA Webinar will be available soon. Until then, 
don’t miss our remaining upcoming webinars in 2018, or view 
ones already presented this year as on-demand webinars.

LEARN MORE ABOUT UPCOMING WEBINARS HERE.

LEARN MORE ABOUT UPCOMING WEBINARS ON DEMAND HERE.

http://www.ifea.com/p/education/webinarseries
https://www.ifea.com/p.aspx?pID=resources/shopifea/LiveWebinars-NM&
https://www.ifea.com/p/education/webinarseries/ifeawebinarsondemand


easily experience both relaxed, natural and modern lifestyles in a day or two. While still preserving its unique heritage, Taichung is 
eager to transform itself into a more well designed and smart city. Each year, Taichung City hosts numerous fine local and international 
festivals and events with the combination of music, performance art and several cultural traditions and elements.
Click Here to view Entry
Click Here to view Video

Continued from 2018 IFEA World Festival & Event City Award Recipients page 51 

A third type of attack on your 
marketplace is one with which you 
are probably more familiar: Good ole’ 
fashioned scalping. You increased ticket 
purchasing convenience when you went 
online, but you also then made it easier for 
bad actors to purchase all of your inventory 
in a matter of seconds through the use 
of automated “bots” and other programs. 
We have all seen the CAPTCHA (“Please 
type the scrambled letters”) screen where 
legitimate patrons have to decide if that is a 
“b” or a “6” to keep bots from cleaning us 
out. That is effective but has a frustration 
price. Consider a company that can filter 

the good from the bad in the background.

In Conclusion
I hope I did not scare you into going 

back into the stone ages and exchanging 
livestock for a lanyard with a rock on it as 
proof of purchase (rocks are hard to print 
on). But just like your Sheriff or Police 
Chief tells you every year to lock the box 
office door and watch for the hidden 
spots, be a bit more vigilant on the digital 
side as well. Most of these protections 
can be handled before you ever go on 
sale, so plan ahead and prioritize security 
and fraud prevention.

John Haak has been in the Festival 
and Event business for 15 years and 
in that time has assisted over 1500 
events with their admissions and 
cash management needs. He has 
assisted some of the largest events in 
North America including the India-
napolis 500, Oshkosh Air Venture, 
the Reno Air Races and NASCAR 
events. John is the Director of Mo-
torsports for Etix and is based in the 
Houston office.

Continued from Who’s Minding the (Digital) Store? page 15 

Leadership  
As a leader, your goal is to pull people 

towards you versus push yourself on 
people. You can influence colleagues, 
clients, vendors no matter what your 
position is in a company. Just because 
you are “the boss” does not make you a 
leader. Leadership skills include “listening 
to hear” versus “listening to speak,” 
collaboration, trust, communication skills 
and resilience. 

Hone your strategic thinking skills with a 
focus on the big picture. Strategic thinking 
is not only for senior executives, it is a 
critical skill. Read industry publications 
and blogs. Follow thought leaders on 
social media, blogs and podcasts. 

Attend industry events, conferences and 
webinars. Meet as many people as you 
can in your organization and learn from 
them. Understand the role you play in 
the company and be sure to contribute 
everyday – first and foremost - by bringing 
an engaged and focused YOU to work! 

Live a life of KAIZEN, constant improve-
ment. Hone your skills and become a 
better version of yourself every day. In 
the words of Cesar Chavez, “True wealth 
is not measured in money or status or 
power. It is measured in the legacy we 
leave behind for those we love and those 
we inspire.” In the end – you work for you! 
You are YOUR company! The world is 
your oyster! Carpe Diem!

Gail Lowney Alofsin is a keynote 
speaker, author, adjunct professor and 
business executive. Her book, Your 
Someday is NOW – What are you 
Waiting For, focuses on becoming 
your best you. A lifelong student and 
humanitarian, Gail believes that we all 
have the capability to be a leader in our 
own lives, influencing the lives of others 
for positive peak performance and suc-
cess. She can be reached at 401-640-
4418 and gail@gailspeaks.com. Follow 
her on twitter: @gailalofsin and visit her 
website: gailspeaks.com. 

Continued from How to be a Successful College Graduate page 74 

those who deal in the municipal world may 
have challenges tapping into foundation 
resources, activities surrounding creative 
placemaking are excellent opportunities to 
create public-private partnerships to help 
fund events for the benefit of the residents 
and guests of our cities.

In Summary
Creative placemaking allows us to 

begin to define the impact our activities 
have on the residents, employees and 
guests that make up the social fabric of 
our communities. Once that impact is 
measurable, we can have conversations 

with the leadership of our communities 
on why substantial support is needed 
on an ongoing basis to support the arts 
and culture events we are tasked with 
producing which will result in further 
economic development in our downtowns 
or other areas of redevelopment.

We hope this brief introduction to 
creative placemaking has whet your 
appetite to learn more about the basics 
of the concept and how you might be 
able to translate your work and that of 
your colleagues into a new space to 
re-energize and reimagine the tasks you 
tackle everyday.

Watch this space for more ideas and 
ways to connect creative placemaking to 
the plans for your city!

Sean King is a Principle at Aspire 
Consulting Group in Allentown, PA 
and has been consulting with small 
businesses and non-profit organiza-
tions for over 20 years. He also blogs 
regularly at www.artsmarketingblog.
org. You can follow Sean on Twitter 
@skingaspire or contact him at: 
sking.aspire@gmail.com. 

Continued from Creative Placemaking page 88 
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In uncertain times, we must often remind those whose support we depend upon, of the important 
economic and social value that our festivals and events bring to the communities we serve. Having  
a credible and current economic impact study can do just this, in addition to increasing credibility 
with stakeholders, providing quantified data to sponsors, presenting reliable data to base future  
marketing and programming decisions upon and much, much more.

Unfortunately, this critical resource, especially with credible credentials, is often financially out of 
reach for most events even in a good economic environment. Recognizing this, the IFEA has created 
a cost effective, industry credible program to provide Economic Impact Studies at a budget-accessible 
investment. Call us today to learn more.

Commission Your IFEA Economic Impact Study Today

GETTING STARTED
For more information about this valuable IFEA program, please contact:

Kaye Campbell, CFEE, Director of Partnerships & Programs • +1-208-433-0950 Ext 815 • kaye@ifea.com

SHOW IT!
Your Event Has IMPACT…

mailto:kaye@ifea.com
http://files.ifea.com/pdf/IFEAEconomicImpactStudy.pdf


BANNERS/FLAGS
dfest® - The ONE source for creative design, custom decorations, street banners, 
mascots, video marketing & installation for events. All services tailored to fit your 
unique needs. Contact: Vanessa Van de Putte Jr., President; Address: 1930 N. 
Pan Am Expressway, San Antonio, TX 78208; Phone: (800) 356-4085;  
Email: sales@dixieflag.com; Website: www.dixieflag.com.

COSTUMES
HISTORICAL EMPORIUM - Historical Emporium specializes in authentic, durable, 
high quality historical clothing and accessories. Victorian, Edwardian, Old West and 
Steampunk for men and women. Since 2003. Contact: Noel Matyas;  
Address: 188 Stauffer Blvd, San Jose, CA 95125-1047; Phone: (800) 997-4311;
Email: amusement@historicalemporium.com; Website: www.historicalemporium.com

DÉCOR/DISPLAYS/BACKDROPS
ATOMIC – Set construction, backdrops, rental solutions, lighting and design. 
Packs small, plays BIG! Address: 1- Wynfield Dr., Lititz, PA 17543 USA; Phone: 
717-626-8301; Email: info@atomicdesign.tv; Website: www.atomicdesign.tv 

YOUR TYPE – Rent 3D, larger than life letters and stand out at your next event! 
Letters are available for purchase or rent in sizes from 2 ft. through 8 ft. tall to 
anywhere in the United States. Contact: Todd Hoffman; Address: 4970 Service 
Dr., Winona, MN 55987; Phone: 507-454-7816; Email: contact@your-type.com; 
Website: www.your-type.com.

EVENT MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
event essentials – Use one system to handle Ticket Sales, Vendor,  
Volunteer, Sponsors, Sign-ups and Management plus Donation and Auction 
features. Our simple yet powerful modular system works with your existing 
Website and we’ll match the look and feel! We do all the setup work and give 
your Webmaster a set of URL links to our secure servers. Contact: Kiffen Taylor; 
Address: 208 Via Fiesta, Newbury Park, CA 91320; Phone: 888-644-4932;  
Email: ktaylor@event-essentials.net; Website: event-essentials.net.

SCHED – Conference and festival organizers use SCHED to manage their website’s 
schedule of events, seamlessly integrate social networking and provide their 
attendees with tools like personal agenda builders, dynamic attendee directories 
and mobile applications. Email: support@sched.org; Website: www.sched.org 

INFLATABLES
DYNAMIC DISPLAYS / FABULOUS INFLATABLES - Designs, manufacturers, for 
rent or purchase – costumes, props, floats, helium balloons, event entry ways and 
décor. Offers complete and flexible service packages for small towns and large inter-
national events. 50+ years of parade/event experience. Contact: Steve Thomson; 
Address: 6470 Wyoming St. Ste #2024, Dearborn MI 48126; Phone: 800-411-6200 
Email: steve@fabulousinflatables.com; Website: www.fabulousinflatables.com.

INSURANCE
HAAS & WILKERSON INSURANCE – Over 50 years experience in the 
entertainment industry, providing insurance programs designed to meet the 
specific needs of your event. Clients throughout the US include festivals, parades, 
carnivals and more. Contact: Carol Porter, CPCU, Broker; Address: 4300 
Shawnee Mission Parkway, Fairway, KS 66205; Phone: 800-821-7703;  
Email: carol.porter@hwins.com; Website: www.hwins.com.

KALIFF INSURANCE - We insure the serious side of fun! Founded in 1917, 
Kaliff is celebrating 100 years of providing specialty insurance for festivals, fairs, 
parades, rodeos, carnivals and more. Contact: Bruce Smiley-Kaliff; Address: 
2009 NW Military Hwy. San Antonio, TX 78213-2131; Phone: 210-829-7634;
Email: bas@kaliff.com; Website: www.kaliff.com.

K & K INSURANCE – For 60 years, K & K insurance has been recognized as the 
leading provider of SPORTS-LEISURE & ENTERTAINMENT insurance products. 
Contact: Mark Herberger; Address: 1712 Magnavox Way, Fort Wayne, IN 46804; 
Phone: 1-866-554-4636; Email: mark.herberger@kandkinsurance.com; Website: 
www.kandkinsurance.com.

SAFETY & SECURITY
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY (DHS) OFFICE FOR 
BOMBING PREVENTION – The Office for Bombing Prevention leads the DHS’ 
efforts to implement Counter-IED policy and enhance the nation’s ability to 
prevent, protect against, respond to, and mitigate the use of explosives. 
Contact: Sara Kuban; Address: Arlington, VA 22201; Phone: 703-235-9400; 
Email: sara.kuban@associates.hq.dhs.gov; Website: dhs.gov/obp.

SITE MAPPING
POINTSMAP® - PointsMap® has proven to be an effective and useful software 
for Festivals and Events. Create custom points at their exact location on your 
PointsMap with photos, descriptions, website links, multi-media, PDF’s and even 
“inside maps”. Your visitors can “PLAN” before the festival using their desktop 
computer, and then “NAVIGATE” the festival using their Smartphone. Visit www.
PointsMap.com/SLAF and http://www.PointsMap.com/WichitaRiverFest/ to see 
how PointsMap is being used. It’s easy to use and extremely affordable. Contact: 
Jerry Waddell; Address: 1100 Riverfront Pkwy, Chattanooga, TN 37402-2171; 
Phone: 423-894-2677; Email: jerryw@videoideas.com; Website: www.pointsmap.com.

TRAVEL PLANNING
TRIPInfo.com - The site used by 30,000 tour operators, group leaders and  
travel agents each month, to book their group travel. Travel professionals spend 
more time on tripinfo.com than any other travel site. Contact: Mark Browning;  
Address: 3103 Medlock Bridge Rd, Norcross, GA 30071-5401; Phone: 770-825-
0220; Email: mark@tripinfo.com; Website: www.tripinfo.com.

VENUE
OC FAIR & EVENT CENTER – Celebrating Orange County’s communities, 
interests, agriculture and heritage, the OC Fair & Event Center in Costa Mesa, 
CA, hosts events, activities, festivals, family fun, music and entertainment of all 
kinds. A working farm with animals and crops, and a veterans museum, make this 
an ideal destination for field trips, educational enrichment, school extra credit, 
kids’ adventures and outings. With 157,000 square feet of venue rental space, the 
fairgrounds is ideal for meetings, parties, corporate events, cultural festivals, trade 
shows, fundraising runs and concerts. Contact: Pam Highwart;  
Address: 88 Fair Dr. Costa Mesa, CA  92626; Phone: 714-708-1537;  
Email: phighwart@ocfair.com; Website: www.ocfair.com.

WEBSITE DESIGN
SAFFIRE - Saffire is award-winning software providing events & venues with 
beautifully designed, online event destinations, including integrated content 
management, mobile, social, ecommerce, email and more.  
Address: 248 Addie Roy Rd, Ste B-106, Austin TX 78746-4133; Phone: 512-430-
1123; Email: info@saffireevents.com; Website: www.saffireevents.com.

MARKETPLACE
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• Merchandise: Display your merchandise so that it is visible 
to everyone whether they are short, tall, or seated in a 
wheelchair. Wares displayed on high counters or high shelves 
may be difficult to see. Try it out. Make sure that you can see 
all of your merchandise from all perspectives.

• Customer Service: Be sure that your team is trained in 
how to serve customers with disabilities. If you missed it, 
check the previous issue of “ie” magazine for “Part One: 
Serving Customers with Disabilities.” 

Being more accessible to your patrons with disabilities will 
help your event build audience, be more compliant with 
the law, and develop a more positive relationship with your 
community.

Everyone’s Invited, LLC, founded by Laura Grunfeld, is 
winner of the gold level “Best Accessibility Program,” for 
the 2018 IFEA/Haas & Wilkerson Pinnacle Awards. Laura 
writes a regular column helping producers make their events 
accessible to people with disabilities. She has worked many 
festivals across the nation and readers can learn more about 
her event accessibility consulting, training, and production 
company at www.EveryonesInvited.com and www.linkedin.
com/in/lauragrunfeld. Suggest topics or ask questions by 
writing to Laura@EveryonesInvited.com. © Laura Grunfeld, 
Everyone’s Invited, LLC, October 2018

Continued from Everyone’s Invited page 86 

Entering and Staying in the U.S.
Note that an artist can enter the U.S. up to ten days prior to the 

official start of the petition approval start date, and remain in the 
country up to ten days after the petition approval end date, so long 
as no actual work is undertaken during those periods.

Final Thoughts
1. Make sure whoever is responsible (Festival? Artist?) starts the 

petition process as early as possible
2. Have the paperwork prepared carefully and thoroughly
3. Good luck!

Robert Baird is President of BAM! Baird Artists Management 
Consulting in Toronto, Canada and an acknowledged expert in 
international touring including visas, withholding and taxation. He 
offers free advice to artists, agents, managers and venues and 
has an international clientele. He served for many years on the 
Executive Board of Festivals and Events Ontario (FEO) and is a 
former Vice-President of that organization. He can be reached 
at: P: 1-800-867-3281 E: robert@bairdartists.com or for more 
information go to: www.bairdartists.com
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One-stop training, 
templates, job aids, and 
awareness products 
for all venue personnel

Sports and Entertainment Venues

Questions about security
at your facility?
Email the Office for 
Bombing Prevention at:
OBP@hq.dhs.gov

Solutions Portfolio
Bombing Prevention

Short videos to
increase awareness for 
security concerns 
specific to facilities

FREE DHS-certified
virtual courses

WHAT TO DO
KNOW

BOMB
THREAT?

Does your team

in the event of a

N AT I O N A L  P R O T EC T I O N         P R O G R A M S  D I R EC T O R AT EA N D

ACCESS Portfolio
for FREE at:
DHS.gov/OBP

https://www.historicalemporium.com
https://www.dhs.gov/obp
http://www.EveryonesInvited.com
http://www.linkedin.com/in/lauragrunfeld
http://www.linkedin.com/in/lauragrunfeld
mailto:Laura@EveryonesInvited.com
mailto:robert@bairdartists.com
http://www.bairdartists.com


http://www.ifea.com/p/resources/eventresourcemarketplace



